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Walking the streets of Seattle is always dangerous-all sorts of folks out
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Imagine everything that can go wrong with a computer, from voltage spikes
to parity errors and system crashes. Now imagine all these things happening inside your brain.
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A rare book is stolen from the private collection of C. Arthur Locke. The
entire population of Rockport, Massachusetts vanishes without a trace. A
cargo freighter loses radio contact during heavy storns and is presumed
sunk. Then things really gel weird.
Dan Snuffin

Carson spotted Danio's 'Mech over by some wreckage. It was upright, but
had some serious damage lo its torsos and head. Icould see Danto's body
sprawled in the wreckage of his cockpit. Then the 'Mech started walking
toward us, jerking (ike a zombie, with Danto's body swaying in the broken
cockpit. Things were bad, and they would only get worse.
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MORE
Have you ever dreamed of becoming a
game designer?
I'm going to tell you how.
What I'm about to say will work whether
your dream is simply to get a boardgame
or adventure published, or you want to
land a job with a game company
The secret is very simple: Write magazine articles.
I know you can do it; virtually every
gamer I've ever met has an idea for an
adventure, or a boardgame, or a rule for
one game or another. All of those things
have great potential as magazine articles.
What's more, game magazines have a
continual need for new pieces, and they
ALL take submissions from newcomers.
In fact, it is probably easier to sell an article
in thegame industry than in any other type
of publishing. And you're more likely toget
a personalized response too.
Don't think your articles have to be
perfectprose,either.Ifyou'reworriedabout
your writing, don't be. That's why companies have editorial staffs. Don't worry that
your idea isn't interesting enough. If you
think it's interesting,other readers will too.
When selling an article to a magazine,
you gain more than you may realize. The
pay is nice, of course (and you can use it
to buy more games!), but you also learn
what it takes to get apiece done, which will
give you a better idea of the work involved
in writing modules or designing games.
More importantly, by selling articles,
you begin to build a rapport with publishers, and your reputation grows.
Gaining rapport means that you learn
what publishers are most interested in,
and how they like to have things done. As
a result, your writing becomes increasingly more valuable to them.
As your reputationgrows, you'll begin to
hear others talk about your work. You'll
read their letters to the editor and catch
them discussing your article at your local
game store. And that's a good feeling.
But what's more, you can begin to bank
on yourgrowing reputation to land module
contracts, or even a full-timejob.
That'show lots of current designers got
started. It can work for you, too.
Lester Smith
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I read Loren Wiseman's article "How
To: Obtain Maps for Gaming" in Challenge 49 and found it very interesting
and useful.
Another source of maps I would recommend is Map Link. Their catalog has
maps of every country on earth, and
they have a lot of city maps.
I don't know the cost of the catalog; I
suggest that anyone interested send a
SASE to: Map Link, 25 E. Mason, Santa
Barbara, CA 93101.
Jonathan Gjessing
St. Thomas. VI

T
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I have been pleased to see that your
magazine gives a good range of coverage to a variety of disparate SF gaming
systems.
Specifically, you have printed scenarios for the miniatures game Warhammer 40,000.
This is extremely helpful to those of
us who play the game but who have no
place to turn for good scenarioladventure ideas as White Dwarf typically
does not publish scenariosforthis game
(merely new rules and artwork), and
few American magazinessee fit to cover
anything but their own games.
Jim Foster
Mission, KS

DARK CONSPIRAGU
I wanted to let you know how well
Dark Conspiracy is selling for us. It's
super! Mind you it's not doing as well
as the Desert Shield Factbook, but it
has to be our best-selling single item
since Origins. Which naturally makes
me rather pleased.
Three different groups have really
taken to the game, and we expect that
two of them will run it in-store, while the
other runs games at the home of one of
the players. I suspect that we will continue to do well with this type of activity.
The customers who have purchased
the book have only good things to say
about it.
The store staff has been making sure
that everyonewithroleplaying interests
sees the book, with particular attention

to customers lookingat Twilight: 2000
and Shadowmn.
Customers and staff have both
mentionedthat Twilight: 2000 source
information already available is an
asset.
The only negative comment I have
heard is in regardto miniaturesfor the
system. We have shown those customers the Future Shock miniatures,
which have picked up some.
Kevin Fitzpatrick
Games, Crafts, Hobbies & Stuff
St. Louis, MO

Ijust purchased Dark Conspiracy,
and I wanted to let you know I think it's
great! It actually lives up to the advertising, which is amazing in and of
itself.
The artwork and presentationare in
a class by themselves and add a lot to
the book. They are much appreciated.
While I really like the system, there
are still a few bugs. For example, the
explosive damage system could have
been referenced better, especially for
bursts. Ithinkthis could be avoided by
a page reference or two, saying what
they are at the beginning of that section. Or a definition. Either one would
do it.
Thanks for a great game, and I
hope to see more of it in the future.
Trey Palmer
Jackson. MS
Thanks for the comments. I'm glad
you like the game.
We tried to make everythingas easy
to reference aspossible, but we'lllook
at explosions again and see what can
be done in future printings.
Have any comments on this issue?
How about gaming in general? Letters from our Readers provides gamers an opportunity to air their views.
Theopinions presented do not necessarily reflect those of the magazine.
Challenge reserves the right to edit
letters.
Writeto ChallengeLetters, PO Box
1646, Bloomington, IL 6 1702-1646
USA.
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By Legion G. McRae
he month (coincidentally) is
October, 2000. Near the end
of a long day, the PCs come
across an abandoned farmhouse. They set up camp, eat a meager
supper and turn in, hoping for a good
night's rest.
One by one, they close their eyes,
comforted by a warm fire and a roof
over their heads.
One by one, they doze, lulled by the
sound of the wind against the creaking
house frame.
One by one the PCsdriftoff to sleepalong with any sentries posted to keep
watch.
One by one, they all begin to dream.

GOOD NIGHT:
SLEEP TIGHT
The adventure is set just north of an
east-west stretch of State Highway 20
in central Oregon. But it could take
place on any abandoned farm beside
any disrepaired highway in any shattered country in the world.
To head off any suspicions, a few
sessions before running this adventure
the referee may want to start making
sentries check against CON once per
half hour or hour to stay awake at night.
This entire adventure takes place in the
playercharacters'dreams (what do you
mean, cliche?). It is imperative that the
players believe their characters are
awake all along and are experiencing
theworst night of theircharacters' lives.
Once all the PCs begin to dream (or
"to nightmare," if you can imagine that
as a verb) roll 1D6 per PC each combat
turn. On a result of 6, a PC enters the
collective dreamscape, joining any of
his fellows already there. Any PCs who
have not yet joined the dream will appear to be asleep to those who have.
Player characters who are not "awake"
cannot be roused by their friends. They
will only make groggy "almost awake"
sounds and then fall back to sleep.
So what ifpeople don't normally share
the same dream. Stranger things have
happened.
6
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world like pairs of disembodied eyes.
A
D U E NGHT
Outside the farmhouse, the weather (No, this isn't Dark Conspiracy-let 's
has gone sour. The night sky is over- call it Twilight Zone: 2000.)
cast, a strong wind blows through the
yard, and leaves and twigs dance in the
I H E m YOU m O C m W
night air. The shutters upstairs are clatAs the player characters scramble
tering against the house. All is dark.
around in the dark house, a rock sudFive turns after the first player char- denly crashes through a window, folacter enters the dreamscape, some- lowed by more rocks and chunks of
one will glance out the window. In the woodthroughotherwindows.Red lights
woods to the north beyond the farm flash overthe front and backdoors. The
buildings, glowing red lights are moving PCs can hear shouts all around the
through the fields. They look for all the house but can't make out any words.
The adventure is set just north of
an east-west stretch of State Highway 20 in central Oregon.
The farm is in a sorry state of
disrepair. Junk and garbage are
strewn about-1e.R by previous stopover groups and squatters who have
longsince movedon.Asplit-rail fence
runs alongthe highway and the driveway and around the farm buildings.
The driveway'sgale is splintered and
broken-it looks like a tracked vehicle ran over il.
A shed contains a few construction tools (see page 60 of milight:
2088). It is wood-sided, shingled,
and overgrown with tall grass and
vines.
A large barn has been gutted by
fire, a few months ago by the looks of
it. Inside is 300 square feet of corrugated tin siding that could be salvaged if anyone so desired.
The farmhouse is a large, oncecomforlable, two-story affair with a
full basement. Broken furniture remains in a few of the rooms. Some of
the windows are smashed, mostly
on the top floor. A stone chimney
runs up the north side of the building,
and a single fireplace, on the main
floor, is full of ashes.
Asizeable porch runs thefull length
of the front of the house on the east
side, and a smaller one graces the
back door on the wesl side. Both
front and back doors are intact and
still on their hinges.
To the north of the farm is a large
expanse of forest of mixed coniferous and deciduous trees. Stretching
to east and wesl between the highway and Ihe forest are what were
once fields of grain, now overgrown
with weeds.
--
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Farmhouse
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Then whoever, or whatever, is outside
bashes on the doors with fists and with
what sounds like rifle butts.
A human-looking hand reaches
through one window, then another, as
someone climbs in on the south side of
the house.
Out on the porches is the sound of
cocking guns....
If this hasn't degeneratedintoa saveyour-skin firefight by now I must commend your players on their nerves of
steel.

..

..

SOMETHmG WHCmD
The PCs' assailants are killer-insane-none-is-too-manyNPCs-from-heck called Night Creepers. They are Veteran
NPCs, wearing flak jackets and steel helmets, carrying
flashlights fitted with redfilters, and armed with M16A2swith
bayonets and four magazines. Night Creepies (uh, that's
Creepers) have bone-tight, gaunt faces and hands, five o'
clock shadow, tattered combat uniforms, worn-out boots,
rusty weapons and graffiti all over their helmet covers.
The big trick (or treat) is that Night Creepers have hit
capacities like the PCs do-20 hits per hit location, not 20
total! There are two Night Creepers per PC, so the numberwill
vary from group to group. If the PCs wipe out all of them, bring
in more! If any PCs try to escape, cut 'em down!

YOURE GOmG TO L
IF IT K E L S YOU
Eventually,allthe PCs die or become unconscious.As soon
as the last PC is overcome, the Night Creepers will vanish as
suddenly as they appeared.
But surprise! Once the last of the Night Creepers disappears, the PCs wake up. This time, the nightmare is over, and
everyone is safe and sound. Sweating buckets, but fine.

EPHaLOGm
Okay, the party's over. Everybody wake up and go home.
Nothing really happened-it was all just a bad dream. So
who left the flashlight on the porch? 0
Thisis a sample folio adventure from TwiliglttNigltlmares,
an adventure anthology for TvvilighS:ZW70.

a game of Time Travel in an alternate dimension
THE EXPERIENCE: OTD is a game of life on a
strange world. Although populated by a variety of
semi-humanoid races, it is nothing like the Earth
that your character left behind. Gone is the industrial might of large nations. The multi-talented worker
is a thing of the past. Even your famed Time Jumping skills have been checked to a certain degree.
However, you do happen to be one of the few Time
Jumpers on this world, and that in itself is a major strength.
You'll choose one of several sects to work with, or attempt to
create your own from scratch, which will help set your general method of operation. As each new time opens, there are new discoveries to
make, new lands to chart, and new people to meet. The world awaits
change, and you are the catalyst.
OUT TIME DAYS is a highly interactive role-playing Play-By-Mail
game with turns processed weekly. It has received excellent reviews,
notably from Flagship and Paper Mayhem. Turn cost
is $5.00. The game is open ended and 99% computer
moderated. The rulebook may be obtained for $5.00
vailable that gives you the rulebook, the startup
turn,and five turns for only $15.00.

A aaewsletter for the s e ~ o u s
air gmer ~ t e qhh a s i s on GDW's
Air Sugerodty and Air Stdke
'New Scenarios
New Data Cards
Additional Rules
Play Articles
Play Aids, graphics,
and much more!
Sample Issue -$2.50
One Year (6 issuts) -$12 Air Power Publications
Box 2582
Two Yeam (12 issues) -$20 P. 0.
(overseas add $2 per year) LaGrange, GA 30241

ar strips away the thin veneer of civilization man
wraps around himselfproving that man's capacity for cruelty is boundless. Nowhere is
this more apparent than in the psychiatric operations (psyops) game, where
terror is combined with the usual carnage of war.
Psyops can result in lowered Initiative, frequent moral checks and drained
stamina. At worst, enemy troops may
be slightly unsettled. At best, entire
units may panic and vacate the premises. Aspectacular psyops campaign
may even result in outright revolt.
Under the guise of ancient religions
and beliefs, cultural terror, or "bad juju,"
can be an especially eff ective weapon-often more effective than modern technology. Options run from the subtle to
the blatantly obvious. Skulls or bodies

By Adam Geibel
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of animals or enemies mounted on
stakes along a unit's front is crude--but
chilling. Nighttactics-such as screaming, drums, whistles or bugles starting
at dusk and lasting until dawn-can be
ominous. The use of primitive weapons, such as bows and arrows,
blowguns, spears or crossbows made
more lethal with quick-acting poison,
can spook the stoutest hearts, especially if the users manage to remain
unseen.
Violating strong cultural mores or religious beliefs can also be unsettling,
especially in underdeveloped areas
such as Africa, South and Central
America, Southeast Asia, parts of the
PacificBasin,theCaribbean,even some
parts of North America and Europe.
Such tactics are most effective against
indigenoustroops, but evenwell-trained
mercenaries can become distracted.

The following Merc: 2000 miniadventure explores the use of primitive
terror tactics. It may be used along with
the Biafran Civil War scenario on page
100 of Merc: 2000.

MISSION BRIEFmG
The BiafranJNigerianfrontis in a lowattrition stalemate and has been without any significant action forthe last two
weeks.
Occasional incursions by heliborne
Nigeriancommando (mercenary) units
have enjoyed some small amount of
success--but are really more annoying
than dangerous. The Nigerians have
also mounted a psyops campaign
against the Biafran troops, eithercreating or broadcastingwhat has been identified as a nativeUcursingritual." Friendly
specialists feel the heliborneincursions
and native broadcasts may be a coverup

for a larger operation-something ominous may be in the works.

APPROACH
The PCs have been assigned as a
"reaction force." Their purpose is to
intercept and thwart the next Nigerian
insertion,taking prisoners if possible, in
an effort to uncover the Nigerian plot.
When they receive word of a Nigerian heliborne sighting, the PCs will
move in. If they don't have a vehicle, a
Land Rover will be loaned to them (no
friendly helicopters are available at the
moment). The PCs' main problem at
this point is timing-if they move too
fast, they may fall into an ambush, but
if they move too slow, the Nigerians will
outrun them.

RET']RIEVAI;
No pickup is planned after the mis-
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sion. The PCs will have to leave by the
same vehicle they arrive in--or walk if it
is destroyed.

DESCRIPTION
The map covers a small section of
the BiairanINigerianfront-the left flank
(for the Biafrans) of the intended target
area. The only points of interest are the
team's starting point, the Nigerian LZ,
the Nigerian outpost and the targeted
point in the road.

REFErnIElENG
THE SGENBRIO
The Biafrans are correct-the Nigerians do have a secret plan. They intend
to bring the war to a quick end by first
setting the Biafrans on edge through an
effective psyops campaign. Then they
will release a small stock of nerve
agent-a fast-acting, nonpersistant
chemical that is lethal if absorbed or
inhaled. The amount of agent is strategically insignificant, but the Nigerians
hope their enemy will be panicked by
the apparent effectivenessof the curse.

The Nigerians have enlisted a local
"specialist," also known as a witch doctor, to create the illusionof a masscurse
on the Biafran troops. They have recorded a particularly vile-sounding ceremony and are broadcasting it on six
large speakersystems.The noise starts
at nightfall and ends shortly before daybreak. The Nigerians have also secretly evacuated their section of the
lines opposite and for some distance
downwind of the target area. The only
units left there are mercenaries
equipped with MOPP 4 gear-they are
monitoringthe broadcastingequipment
and perpetuating the illusion that the
lines are manned.
Just after moonset (20:35 localtime),
a Nigerian Hip helicopter will insert the
witch doctor and ateam of mercenaries
in the Biafran rear area on the flank of
the front to be sprayed. The witch doctor--carrying a five-kilogram sack containing marking paints, feathers, "medicine bags" and a strangely marked human skull-will emplace fetishes, jujus
and other objects of black magic. The

Nigerian group must be extracted no
later than 02:OO in order to be clear by
04:00, when the nerve agent will be
released.
If the PCs capture a Nigerian mercenary or the witch doctor, finding out
what's going on will get easier as the
04:OO deadline approaches (Interrogation: Difficult to Easy). But even the
Nigerian commandos don't know that
the attack will be called off if the witch
doctor does not succeed in emplanting
his artifacts. In that case, the Nigerians
will consider an alternate use of their
nerve agent resources.
The PCs cannot use Biafran troops on
their reaction force mission, but they may
meet a regular Biafran patrol or supply
mission. Any Biafrans with the PCs when
they encounter the witch doctor or his artifacts will panic on a 1D6 roll of 1-3. If the
witch doctor is killed, the Biafrans will only
panic on a roll of 1-2.

mcs
The Nigerian mercenary team protecting the witch doctor has six Experienced NPCs, each armed with one AK74 and four grenades. The group has
three night vision binoculars, six Claymores, one PK machinegun and one
SVD sniper riflewitha nightvision scope.
Another Nigerian mercenary team at
the Nigerian outpost has four Veteran
NPCs, each armed with one AK-74.
The group also has one PK machinegun with a night vision device.

S
S
If the PCs get impatient waiting for a
Nigerian heliborne insertion,they might
infiltrate across the lines for reconnaissance purposes. If they overrun the
Nigerianoutpost,NBC suitsfoundthere
may give them a hint as to what's really
going on.
The teamcan playtheroleoftheNigerian
mercenariesassigned to protectthe psyop
operative. If so, they must pay particular
attentionto their extractiontime-they may
want to deal with the extra burden of NBC
gear, despite the risk of detection andcompromise.
Finally, the referee maywant to throw
in some spooky events and strange
coincidences to bring out the terror of
the scenario. The PCs may be welltrained mercenaries, but that doesn't
make them immune to the effects of a
well-executed psyops campaign. !2
12
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GAME FAIR XIV, November 8-10
at the I T 0 0 Hall, 4909 W. Farmington Road, Peoria, IL, sponsored by
the Illinois Central College Game
Club. For information, write to Game
FairXIV, PO Box308, Groveland, IL
61535.

PA, sponsored by Pastimes Hobby
and the Fantasy Fortress Gaming
Club. For information, write to Cocoa Con '91, 210 South Grant St.,
Palmyra, PA 17078.

WARCON '92, February 7-9,1992,
in the Memorial Student Center,
LAGACON-12, November 9 at Kas- Texas A & M University, College
per's Ark (five miles north of Leb- Station, TX. For more information,
anon, PA on Route 72). For more write to MSC Nova, Box J1, College
information, write to Lebanon Area Station, TX 78440-9081.
Gamers, 806 Cumberland St., Lebanon, PA 17042.
ORCCON 15, February 14-17,1992,
at the Los Angeles Airport Hyatt
PROVOCATION'91, November 1O- Hotel. For more information, you
I 1 at John F. Kennedy School, 3030 can contact Strategicon, PO Box
Villeray, Montreal, Quebec, 8399, Long Beach, CA 90808.
CANADA, organized by the Quebec Gamers' Association (AQJS) TOTAL CONFUSION, Feb. 21-23,
For additional details, write to Provo- 1992 at the Best Western Royal
cation, C.P. 63, succ. M, Montreal, Plaza Hotel, 181 Boston Post Road,
Quebec, CANADA H I V 3L6.
Marlborough, MA 01752. For information, write toThe Total Confusion
COCOA CON '91, December 27- Convention, PO Box 1463, Worces29 at the Holiday Inn in Grantville, ter, MA 01607.

WORLD HORRORCONVENTION,
March 5-8,1992, at the Holiday Inn
Crowne Plaza, Nashville, TN. Contact the World Horror Convention
1992, PO Box 22817, Nashville,TN
37202.

GAMEX '92, May 22-25, 1992, at
the Los Angeles Airport Hyag Hotel.
For more information, you can contact Strategicon, PO Box 8399, Long
Beach, CA 90808.
GATEWAY "1, September 4-7,
1992, at the Los Angeles Airport
Hyatt Hotel. For more information,
you can contact Strategicon, PO
Box 8399, Long Beach, CA 90808.
Announcements shouM be sent' in a
minimum of four months before a convention takes place. CkIIenge is not
responsible for errors in conventionannouncements. Wrieto
w e Conventions, PO Box 1646, Bloomington,
IL 61702-1646 USA.
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hile in Urlaqqash (3023,
Reaver's Deep sector)
Downport, the PCs discover the following ad
scrolling past on a startown bar'svidtext
monitor:
Want&lmm~iate&:Smllpa@of seasonedtravellerswithtroubleshootingexperience. Dive~ityof skills a plus. Duration of
wntract undetermined, but weekly rate is
generous. Employer sup~liesfransportation, gear, Ibmings, board, amenities. Will
wver any berthing or storage wsts incurred if pa@ wishesto leavepossessions
behind. Contact comm account DGFR 11236 for further information.
If the PCs are less than surreptitious
about their interest in this employment
opportunity (or if they seem to be hesitant about taking the bait), one of the
barkeeps will lean in their direction and
remark that local rumor suggests that
the pay on that job is pretty good--over
10,000 credits per week.
Avidcomm call reveals that the listed
account number receives and transmits text-only messages: No audio or
visual link is established.The individual
on the other end of the line inquires as
to the group's number, experience,
skills, etc. Regardless of the answers,
the PCs will be invited to attend an
interview the following day.
The address for the interview corresponds to a building owned by the
Technoplex Corporation, a commercial
entity that is a major economic factor
throughout this subsector. Upon arriving at theTechnoplex building,the characters will discover that they are to
meet with the chief operating officer of
one of TC's smaller subsidiaries,
Ecoform Research Associated.
Ecoform's COO is Landa Urshikkur,
a briskly professionalwoman in her late
fifties. After curt but cordial introductions, she gets down to business.
Ecoform is a firm that specializes in
information and research, not manufacturing. Its primary involvement is with
terraforming assessments and, occasionally, mutagenic researchinto creating hybrids for introduction to alien
worlds (i.e., other than those they
evolved naturally on).
However, one of Ecoform's newer
projects seems to be having problemsand that's where the PCs come in. The
research team surveying lxion (3025,
Reaver's Deepsector)hasn't been heard
16
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from in over five weeks. Although the
researchteam doesn't have a ship of its
own, it has access to a number of remote-operatedjump couriers infar orbit.
These automated couriers can be activated by uplinkedcommands,thencarry
messages and data back to Urlaqqash.
Typically, the research team is to
send one such jump courier every two
weeks (more often in case of a major
discovery or breakthrough). Urshikkur
rules out the possibility that the extended silence is simply the result of
jump-courier malfunction. According to
the inventory, the team should still have
eight couriers on station-it is unlikely
that all of them malfunctioned prior to
jump. In-jump malfunctions could explain the situation (since the research
team would have no way of knowing
that the courier never got to its destination), but only if there were two such
malfunctionsin a row (thereby accounting for four weeks of silence).
For these reasons, Urshikkur largely
rules out courier malfunction as a possibility. She considers two explanations
to be the most likely. Either some external threat has interferedwith the operation of all the couriers (stolen by corsairs?) or something has happened to
the research team. The team hasn't
been on lxion for very long, and it is
possible that something in the environment may have made communications--or survival-impossible. The
possibilities are many-which explains
why Ecoform wants to hire investigators who are diverse and accustomed
to all sorts of unusual phenomena.
If the party accepts the job of finding
out why the research team is out of
contact and-if possible-correct the
problem, Urshikkurwill offerthem 9000
credits per personperweek. If the group
decides to haggle, she'll offer 10,000,
but will go as high as 11,500. She will
also insist on sending three security
personnel with the group-ex-colonial
army professionals who are all brawn
and very little brain. The group will be
asked to pilot the starship that Ecoform
has acquired for the job---a TL11 Type
S scout. If the group has no pilotlnavigators, Ecoform will provide one (in
place of one of the security guards).

research team is simply out of touch,
and nobody really has a clue as to why.
The real explanation is that they're all
dead-something on lxion has killed
every last one of them. Their fate was
not sealed by some undetectable,
unfilterable microbe-they were killed
by something a little bit bigger than
that-as the PCs will learn once they
arrive on Ixion.
The referee should strive to keep an
atmosphere of mystery and threat
throughout this piece. For instance,
Urshikkur's almost brusque demeanor
could be interpreted as a means of
concealing information. The referee
should encourage such misconceptions.
Similarly, the environment on lxion is
designed to be suitably eerie. Referees
are urged to toss in the occasional
unexplainedsound, mysteriousshadow,
etc., to keep the tension level high.
The murderous creature behind the
demise of the research team should be
terrifying enough, but tryto lead upto its
discovery with all sorts of nerve-grating
false alarms-the violent conclusion of
the scenario will be much more effective if the characters have been brought
to a high state of anxiety and paranoia
first.

PEE
IONS
(FOR THE PMmRS)

As a minor subsidiary of Technoplex
Corporation, Ecoform does not have a
lot of top-shelf resources available.
Consequently, the best it can manage
is a TL11 Type S starship.
The security guards are fairly taciturn
individuals with the following stats:
B8A555 Combat Rifleman-2, Recon-1,
Carousing-1, Mechanical-1, Tracked
Vehicle-1, plus four other skills of the
referee'schoosing. Eachsecurityguard
is equipped with a combat environment
suit, a 7mm semiautomatic rifle (due to
Ixion's law level restrictions regarding
fully automatic weapons) and a 9mm
autopistol. They are neither very concerned nor very interested in the upcoming mission. In their opinion, this is
a big false alarm, probably caused by
"some scientist who forgot how to throw
the automaticuplinkswitchforthe automatic jump couriers."
lxion (UCP C6A1234-9) is only two
OWRVIEW
Landa Urshikkur is not withholding parsecs distant and considered to be a
any information from the group.. The rather uninviting world. However, de-
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tion device) go without response. At
last, through the white mists, the reThe journey to lxion is relatively un- search complex becomesdimly visible.
eventful. Repeated attempts to get to
JO
know your new security-guard friends
(FOR THE mFEREE)
don't progress too far; they're affable,
lxion has never been ashining mecca
but not very communicative.
Arrival in the lxion system is not par- for visitors, and--with the onset of the
ticularly noteworthy.Thesystemisquiet, Rebellion-it became an almostforgottraffic being nonexistent--even out near ten, abandoned world. Having little or
the largest of the four gas giants. Auto- nothing of interest to other planets,
mated navigationalbeacons guide you Ixion's economy revolved around the
in-system to Ixion. As you near the ever-more-infrequenttramp traders that
planet, you detect eight small hulls in a pass through. And every time, a few
stable, high orbit: the automated jump more lxionites take passage off-world,
couriers. Attempts to hail the research never to return.
Consequently, the locals are glad for
team go unanswered.
Planetfallat lxion is about what you'd the visitors. Adakai town is easily
expect on this kind of backwater. A sightseen in three minutes, and what
becomes quickly boring for the visitor
single ground operator-simultaneously wearing the hats of space traf- becomes intolerablefor locals. Newsfic controller, customs officer and wel- any news-of the universe beyondtheir
come committee-talks
you down mist-enshroudedworld is welcome and
through the approved approach vector eagerly attended to.
and onto the pad at Adakai Port, Ixion's
The one person of interest for purmain urban attractionwith a population poses of the PCs' investigation is a
of almost 120 souls.
silent wanderer, hidden in the deepest
Adakai port is a run-down collection shadows at the Bar and Grille. Known
of modular buildings, a third of which simply as Old Sam, this fellow has
seem to be boarded-up and deserted. spent the last 15 years roaming the
Locals are glad forthe chanceto meetmisty wastes of lxion from pole to pole.
and speak with-off-worlders
in The locals consider him to be a little
Am'Shai'Votu's Bar and Grille, the only "tetched," and while all concede that he
commercial eating and drinking estab- is an excellent source of knowledge
regarding the planet's flora and fauna,
lishment left in town.
Not many people know anything they simply ignore his tales of "monabout the Ecoform research station, sters" in the lowlands and hills to the
which is located approximately 1000 north. Tired of being the butt of jokes
kilometers north of Adakai Port. The and contemptuous ridicule, Old Sam
researchers only came into town on stopped telling these stories years ago.
rare occasion, since their level of sup- Itwouldtake averydirectappeal, friendly
ply, entertainment and housing were all encouragementand a considerablefee
generally superior to that enjoyed by for him to tell what little he knows of the
the locals. Radio contact was more creatures.
Old Sam lost a partner to one of the
frequent, but stopped about five weeks
monsters seven years ago, although he
ago.
If the PCs express a desire to take never saw the creature himself, nor has
the ship directly up to the research he seen one since. However, he can
station, the locals will politely but firmly describe its large, taloned tracks, as
insist that they can't permit that; it's well as the wounds it inflicted upon his
against the law. However, a variety of old partner-who was killed in under
vehicles (such as a HorrononATV) can three seconds.
Information from this point on is all
be rented for a reasonable rate-and
charged directly to Ecoform's local ac- directed to the referee, since events will
count (assumingthe party doesn't want start to move more quickly and less
to use the scout ship's Cova air-raft). predictably as soon as the PCs arrive at
The travel overland (or via air) to the the Ecoform research facility.
research station is easy, being over
level, firm ground. Attempts to raise the
ISISGOWRY
site by radio (or any other communicaThe characters will find the research

(FORTHE PUmRS)

n

facility completelydeserted-except for
nine badly mangled bodies. The referee should scatter these at random,
with the following exceptions:
o One corpse is that of the base's
med tech, found just outside the dispensary.
e Of the three corpses which belong
to security guards, one is located inside
the southernmost airlock module, and
the other is located inside the medical
dispensary.
Two other corpses, which were
apparently undergoing autopsies, are
also inside the dispensary.
As the PCs arrive at the base, you
can handthem the basic map, since the
security guards have a copy, but don't
tell them where the bodies are.
The station is open to the environment, with all the hatchways thrown
wide. Only the huge power-driven garage bay doors are still closed (although
the hatchway leading into the garage
area is ajar).
The bodies are not displaying advanced decomposition, since the air
temperature at this northern latitude is
fairly cool (0-5' centigrade, daytime
average). Also, the local bacteria (or its
analog) does not seem overly interested in human flesh. However, whatever killed the eight remaining bodies
was obviouslythoroughand armedwith
an impressive selection of weapons.
To identify the nature of theweapons:
Difficult, Education, Intelligence, 1
hour.
Referee: If the character has either
Forensic or Zoology skill (or a related
natural science), the task becomes
Routine.
Success will reveal that most of the
individuals were killed by deep, slashing penetrations by some kind of claw
and by equally imposing bites. One of
the bodies also shows evidence of having been stuck with some kind of lance
or other pointed shaft.
In additionto their thoroughness,the
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attacks were also apparently quite fero- started 38 days ago. That is when regucious. Evidence suggests that the at- lar scientific journals no longer have
tacker continued savaging its victims entries, the chief administrator's log
even after they had expired.
stops, etc. By computing the difference
Of course, since the station was in- between current remainingpower plant
habited by just over 40 individuals, the fuel levels and the last listed level (39
PCs face still another mystery: Where days ago), the group can arrive at the
are the other 31 researchers? While conclusion that whatever attacked the
there are no signs of them in the com- base finished the job in two days.
plex,there is evidencethat several major
battles were fought (judgingfrom areas
liberally smeared with dried blood). The
After arriving at the base, enduring
worst of these fights was probably in the the anxiety of discovering it to resemble
waiting roomllounge area just outside a mortuary and gathering what clues
the administration office/auditorium. are available, the characters should be
However, the confused trails of blood tired. Watches can either be organized
droplets, smears and footprints makes by them, or left solely to the initiative of
it impossible to reconstruct the melee the three NPC security guards. Either
or to discern who-or what-the re- way, the Ecoform guards will want to
searchers battled. The only clue is that stand a watch or two.
the base's three security guards hadn't
On the last such watch, the PCs will
been of much use; only one ever seems hearoneofthe Ecoformguardsscreamto have gotten a shot off (from his now- ing frantically for a few seconds, along
mangled shotgun). The other two were with two rifle reports. No matter what
apparently attacked from behind.
the party's plans are, at least one guard
The three bodies in the dispensary will insist on remaining behind wherdo not seem to be different in any way everthe investigatorsare beddingdown,
from the other corpses, but an exami- to prevent anything from doubling back
nation of them shows thal someone (or on them. He will encourage at least one
something?) had begun to perform au- PC to stay with him. If not, the other
topsies on all of them.
guard will stay with him.
The base itself is still in fairly good
Upon arriving at the sentry post, the
shape, except that the communications group will find the body of the guard
and computerfacilitieshave been badly who had been standingwatch-mauled
smashed. Also, the environmental almost beyond recognition. The charplants will require afew hours of repairs acteristic claw and bite wounds are
before general life support can be rees- evident, as is the more enigmatic punctablished. Whatever attacked the re- ture wound observed on one of the
searchers must have realizedthat these researchteam corpses. The guard was
technologies were somehow key to 'the apparently dragged some distance from
researcher's operations-or their abil- where he was initially attacked, judging
ity to get help.
from the smeared trail of blood. He was
The base is mostly comprised of 4QQ- apparently being dragged toward the
kiloliter habitat modules, each measur- nearest external hatchway. However,
ing about 7.5 meters by 15 meters by there is no sign that anyone-or any3.5 meters. Two larger structural mod- thing-had opened any of the hatches.
ules-the administration complex and The PCs may find (on a successful
vehicle garage-are of the same manu- Recon roll) some droplets of blood in
facture (Technoplex HabMods, of another nearby module-apparently a
course). A small "courtyard" is framed short trail of some kind. But the trail
by the surrounding modules. Covered appears without warning and ends just
over with a sheet of TL9 polyplastic, it the same way.
was apparently a small test-bed for
At about this time, the groupwill hear
converting the local environment into a shouts andscreamsfrombehindthemmore Terran-friendly biome.
coming from the area they were bedBase records have beenbadly strewn ded down in. Before they arrive there,
about. After hours of collating and ana- you may need to resolve what has
lyzing, a diligent group can piece to- occurred in that location if a PC did in
gether enough of the story to determine fact remain behind with the rearguard
that whatever happened to the base security man.The rearguard PC (if any)

will be advancing toward the nearest
hatchway or door and suddenly become very sleepy-so sleepy in fact
thal he1barely manages to stay on his
feet by slumping against the door jamb.
At about that moment, the guard behind
begins shouting, fires off a single shot
and then starts shriekingin high-pitched
tonesof agony. Turninggroggily around,
the PCwill have the impressionof some
huge form tearing into the guard, who
falls aside into a heap. Then the form
seems to come closer to the PC, who
may attempt to fire (butwill miss, having
barely managed to raise the gun up to
a 45" elevation). Just as the formwhich seems to be all teeth and claws
and tiny black eyes-is about to close
with the PC, it stops, seems to listen (it
hears the other PCs returning), then
storms past (or rather, over) the PC,
knocking him out cold.
If a PC did not stay back with the
rearguard, this same story will be told
by the other security man who will have
stayed behind (and now is the only
surviving NPC guard).
The returning Pcswillfindtheirfriend
(PC or NPC guard) unconsciouson the
floor and another guard dead, once
again slashed to pieces. But this time,
there is no sign of a puncture wound in
the corpse. Attempts to follow the creature will prove fruitless; a small trail of
blood droplets leads out the door and
into the corridor beyond-then ends
abruptly. No other trail can be discovered.
The referee is encouragedto pull out
all the stops in order to make this sequence particularly terrifying. Remember; the attack is occurring inthe middle
of the night. People are awakening to
blood-curdlingscreams and abject terror. Then, just when it seems like the
attack is over, sounds of a similar event
start up behind them---back where one
of the PCs may be standing guard! And
remember, this is all being done by an
apparent phantom killer-a murderous
entity that leaves almost no trace of its
coming or going.

STIWION
The following day, the PCs are likely
to become very aggressive in their attempt to learn more about what is attacking them. This will probably take
the shape in two ways:
@ A more extensive and scientifically
exacting analysis of available data and
clues inside the base.
The extensive analysis will suggest a
couple of things. The medtech made
some frantic scribblings that will be
found in the dispensary lavatory. Apparently, he was looking for some common factor between the individuals he
was performing autopsies upon. His
reason for doing so is a bit unclear, but
some good intelligence and forensics
task rollswill leave PCs with the impression that the creature removed most of
its kills. These two corpses were the
only ones left behind (evidently, the
other bodies found in the complex were
killed afterthe medtechwas slain). And
whatever else the creature did, it didn't
seem to want to enter the dispensary.
The medtech never got around to
searching the quarters of the autopsied
individuals for common lifestyle elements. However,the PCs can easily do
so. They will find a number of things in
common. They can then search the
rooms of the other individuals whose
bodies were left behind by the creature.
Fewer common elements pop up. If the
characters are smart enough to realize
that the creature was attempting to remove the first guard it killed the previous night, but seemed to have no interest in removing the second, they will
manage to isolate the one variable
shared by the corpses which the creature ignores. (See Solving the Mystery
to learn what this key variable is and
how the PCs can use it to save themselves.)
Further forensic examination suggests one last piece of informationmost of the corpses seem to have been
killed from behind or from the side. This
is true even for those found far away
from any door, and whose backs were
apparently to the wall. How could such
an obviously large creature get so close
without causing the victim to either run
away or to begin shooting? Perhaps a
closer analysis of the attacks of the
previous night may provide some ansyvers (if the PCs don't think of this
themselves, the last surviving security
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guard should point out the value of this
line of inquiry).
An armed reconnaissance of the
surrounding area.
The armed reconnaissanceparty will
be in for some rude surprises. First off,
whatever vehicle the investigators arrived in will have been thoroughly ruined. Even a keypad-entry-onlyvehicle
will have been (somehow) entered, its
control elements and power plant circuitry hopeless ruined.
If the party continues on foot, it will
make some interestingdiscoveries(and
will not have to go far to make them).
The reconnaissanceteam will begin
coming across the remains of the other
31 researchers once they get more
than 50 meters from the base. If they
stick together, they will not be attacked
by the creature (which is lurking nearby
and wants to regain its special strength
before launching any more assaults).
Over the course of two hours, the PCs
will find all the missing researchers.
Twenty-three of the bodieswillbe barely
recognizable; whatever killed them apparently dragged them off and made a
meal out of them. It ate almost everything except for the bones and-interestingly enough-the liver.
The last eight bodies are more unusual. In each case, the corpse's torso
seems to have rupturedfrom the inside
out, almost as though the individual had
swallowed a grenade. There is no indication that the creature fed on these
remains. However, close inspection of
the ruptured area will show that the
corpse shows signs of having been
hollowed out or devoured from the inside.
Near these eight corpses, the PCs
will catch occasional glimpses of small
(10-kilogram and less), fast animals.
They are impossible to catch. An attempt to shoot one will be at one task
level greater than normal, due to their
small size and great speed.
A specimen of this species will show
it to be a small scavengerlhunter of
some type. Analysis of its alimentary
canal shows no human remains; however, some other kind of creature with a
tough hide is found as digestive residue. Afew good task rolls involving life
science skills (almost any type will do)
suggest that the creature that had been
consumed was a very small predator of
some kind.

With all this, the PCs should have
enough information to piece together
mostof what is going on. One final clue
will probably complete the picture.
Sometime just before the beginning of
the second night, one of the PCs may
notice that the body of the first security
guard (the one that the creature was
attempting to drag off) seems a bit
bloated. Even a medically untrained
individualwill be able to conduct a postmortem exam that indicates that something is growing inside the corpse. Dissection will reveal a small, semilarval
predator species which will be quite
easy to kill.

SECOT);T%)
NIGHT
The creature will try to attack the
second night. However, if the PCs have
decided to stand watch in threes or
havetaken precautions against drowsiness (such as ingesting stimulants), at
least one of them will get a glimpse of
the creature and be able to get off afew
shots at it before it can complete its first
attack. At the very worst, one individual
may be struck (a round of combat)
simultaneous with the PCs' responding
gunfire.
The creature will flee immediately,
not being used to (or fond of) taking
damage from its prey.
If the PCs have already deduced how
to develop a "creature repellent," then
the monsterwillnot approach any closer
than 10 meters, at which point it will let
out a furious bellow and immediately
withdraw.
At this point,the PCs will have gained
the upper hand on the creature and
may have seen most, if not all, of its
various tricks. Consequently, the actions of the creature will now be dependent uponthe actionsof the PCs, rather
than vice versa.
In general, the referee can anticipate
one of three basic stratagems from the
PCs. These are:
Hunt: The PCs sally forth to track
down and kill the creature. This will
prove difficult, given their lack of a vehicle and the poor visibility caused by
Ixion's vapor-filled environment. However, Recon or Hunting skill will eventually allow the group to pick up the
creature's trail. Not needing a great
deal of stealth (due to its other traits),

the creature will be fairly easy to track.
Once discovered, it will attempt to bluff
the party into splitting up. Failing this, it
will immediately get behind the party
and start causing as many casualties
as quickly as it can. Don't be surprised
if one or two PCs are badly wounded or
killedbeforethis rnonstercanbe brought
down; it is one tough beast.
Walch:A more reasonable approach
is to assume that the creature will eventually returnfor another attack, even if it
is defeated (or repelled) on the second
night. The PCs are likely to set up all
sorts of passive alarms, possiblycannibalizing video gear from the base, creating makeshift electric eye barriers,
etc.
Some impressive boobflraps are also
possible (there's still plenty of electric
current on hand). Probably key to any
such strategy is the creation of an ambush point where the characters can
lay down a withering barrage of conventional arms fire. The referee is encouraged to allow any individuals with
military firearms experience to create
custom reloadsfrom the available standard ammunition. Such roundswill have
one additional point of penetration and
inflict one additional point of damage.
However, these rounds are very unstable, and on a to hit task roll of 2 Or3
will have either misfired or caused the
gun to jam (after firing).
Lure: Perhapsthe most effective tactic is to lure the creature in with a
potential victim. Of course, given the
creature's ability to rapidly close the
distance between itself and its prey, this
could indeed be quite dangerous. However, if the victim were to keep moving
(and stay near concealed friends), it
would be very diff icult forthe creatureto
land right on top of him. This might
make it possible to maneuver the creature right into a booby-trapped area or
free fire zone.
Whichever of these ploys the PCs
use, they should be able to kill the
creature and (if desired) bring it back to
civilization for analysis. However,
Ecoform will need to get the creature
population under control if it's going to
move aheadwith itsterraformingproject.
And since the PCs proved to be so
capable at removing this one, Ecoform
might have another, more extensive
contract in mind. Assuming, of course,
that the PCs are interested.

mmSPOT
Despitethe daunting aspect and specifics of this creature, it does have one
weak spot. The environment of lxion
has made it unaccustomed and highly
vulnerable to a toxin that humans are
only mildly affected by: alcohol. It is
repelled by both methanol and ethanol,
although it has a markedly more averse
reaction to the latter. This is the common variable that explains why the
creature refusedto eat certain individuals: they were regular drinkers (or had
done so recently).To thecreature, these
individuals smelled like poisoned meat,
and after killing them, it simply left their
bodies behind. Nor would the creature
inject its young into such a toxic host
body.
This is the reason why the creature
stayed away from the medtech and the
dispensary-both were inundated with
the smells of medically pure methanol.
it is also why the creature refusedto eat
the livers of several of its victims; traces
of ethanol consumed weeks, even
months, before still lingered in that organ.
If the characters have managed to do
a good job of tracking down and isolating as many variables as they can regarding the individuals who were not
dragged off versus those who were,
they will find that the ones left behind
enjoyed alcoholic beverageson at least
a semiregular basis. This can be determined by checking their rooms, where
pint bottles of bourbon, vodka, etc. can
be found.
None of the missingindividuals (those
eventuallyfoundoutside) have any such
substances stored in their rooms. The
medtech wasn't a drinker, but worked
regularly with methanol as a disinfectant, cleanser, etc.
If the PCs think of it, they will be able
to rig any number of alcohol-based
weapons. Some possibilities include:
A huge alcohol atomizer that can
spray methanol vapor at the creature
(effect is equivalent to being gassed
with acompoundthat induces incapacitating nausea).
@Adartwith 80% pure ethanol, which
will be fatalwithinone minute. Incapacitating convulsions (strongly resembling
anaphylactic shock in a human) will
begin immediately. Can also be
mounted on the end of a probe, sort of
like an antishark bang stick.

* A personal repellent. A half-pint of
externally applied ethanol or methanol
will cause the creature to completely
avoid the individual and abort any
planned attacks against him. However,
the effect will only last 4-6 hours.

'IfJsmG;THIS mwP6armfE
IbT OTHER ILOCfiES

"To Sleep, Perchance to Scream"
may be used in any subsector of the
lmperium without problem, since the
realities of the external political environment do not impact uponthe resolution of this scenario. However, referees
should be careful when selecting an
alternate Ixion.
Note that the atmosphere should be
either tainted or exotic in order to keep
the environmental restrictions and details consistent.Also, the planetarysize
should not be less than 5 ; anything less
would be an unlikely place for so large
a carnivore to evolve.
The population of the planet should
not be very large-1 0,000 is a reasonable maximum. This is important if you
want to create a situation in which the
PCs are truly on their own.
Finally, the law level of the subsector
should be somewhere between 4 and
6. Any less and the player characters
will be able to bring in heavy artillery
that will reduce the awesome creature
to smoldering beastie briquets in a
matterof seconds. Conversely, a higher
law levelwill force the player characters
to try to slay this monster with steak
knives-a great plan if they want to
commit suicide, but not much use for
anything else.
No matter where you situate this adventure, it's recommended that you
capitalize on every opportunityto make
the player characters worrisome and
anxious, anticipatingthe imminent doom
that must surely lurk around every corner, within every shadow, behind every
door.
And just when you've got them thinking they've been purposelessly paranoid, the real fun can begin. SZ
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Many ships sailing on or under the seas of many worlds are
warships-they are armed with a variety of weapons for diverse
missions at different technological levels. Weapons mounted on
ships count against the vessel's remaining free buoyancy. Some,
particularly primitive weapons, are deck- and/or hull-mounted.
Others are contained within turrets. Still others, principally torpedoes and vertically launched missiles, are contained within the hull.
Hull-mounted weapons and their launchers use up available hull
volume, and this must becalculated along with theweapon's weight.

Rams: The underwater ram, mounted on a galley's bow just
below the waterline, is the first true naval weapon. TLI naval tactics
are built around the ram with the object of ramming enemy vessels
broadside, staving in the hull and killing rowers. Rams are long and
.
,
* , n .
- - - - --polntea, onen snearnea In merat. ante rams are an lnregral part or
the hull, volume and displacement do not need to be calculated
separately. However,they are heavy. If adding a ram, add 1O%of the
hull weight to the vessel as the ram's weight.
Torsion Projectile Weapons: Torsion projectile weapons are
mounted on some ships. They are used to toss stones, fire pots and
javelins at shore and naval targets. All torsion projectileweapons are
available beginning at TL1 .
Catapults: Catapults launch their missiles in a high-angle trajectory
and are notoriouslydiffiiuttto use against movingtargets. However,they
are the most powerfuland long-rangedof these weapons, and are quite
useful in battering down walls and shelling towns.
Ballista, Mangronel, Scorpion: All of these weapons are based
upon the crossbow principle. The ballista is simply a very large
0
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crossbow (ammunition massesfour kilograms).The mangronel is a
wide-bowed variation on this, which launches a cluster of short
spears (javelins). The Scorpion is a still smaller version of the
ballista, which launches a single missile (a standard spear).
When including these systems in a design, also remember to
include space for ammunition (one kiloliter for 10 firings of any
weapon) and to include the weight of the rounds (which are either
indicated in these rules, or are already defined in MegaTravellerfor instance, the spear).
Early CPR Guns & Low Velocity CPR Rounds: CPR guns first
come into use inTL2, although atthistime, all such weapons usethe
HowitzerTable to determine their characteristics, even though they
are direct-fire weapons. It is not until TL5 that true high-velocity
weapons become available.
To determinethecharacteristics of early tech level CPRweapons,
.
- L - . ~ -t..-------A
t ---n - s -"-use .LIrie criarts
rrvrri swps
OILU arlu OIL I (payo 1 0 WI LIIW neleree s
Manual) with the following modifiers:
o Tech Level 2:
All weapons are only 50% of the listed price.
All weapons have their range reduced by one band (Distant
becomes Very Long).
Divide ROF by 20.
Ammunition weight is only 30% of the listed weight.
only KEAP ammunition is available. Determinethe penetrationof
the round by reading up fourrows.
Penetration attenuation is reduced by one.
Example: A 1Ocm TL2 cannon would have a range of Very Long, a
Penetrationof 3, and an attenuation rating of 3. Damage is not altered,
so the 10cm value of 14 is still the damage rating for the weapon.
Tech Level 3:
All weapons are only 35% of the listed
price.
All weapons have their range reduced by
one band (Distant becomes Very Long).
Divide ROF by 10.
Ammunition weight is only 50% of the
listed weight.
HE and KEAP, Grapeshot ammunition is
available. Determine the penetration of the
round by reading up three'rows. Inthe event
that this is not possible (there are less than
three preceding rows), the weapon's penetration is 1.
Attenuation is reduced by one. Damage
of the round is not altered.
Mortars read upan extra threerowswhen
determining the Penetration and Damage
values of their ammunition.
P
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vertical launch system. Its historical equivalent is the SSkl-12 system. TL8 torpeSandbox.
does have their
The heavy AS is an air-launched variant of this missile. Its own on-board achistorical equivalent is the AS-4 Kitchen.
tive and passive
The antisubmarine UU is launched from a standard submarine sonars, and can intorpedotube. Its historical equivalent is the SUBROCwith aconven- dependently seek
tional warhead.
outsubmergedand
The heavy SA (long range) is the heavy SA with a booster stage surface targets.
attached that essentially doubles its range. Its historical equivalent TL8 torpedoei may also be quipped with directed energy (HEAP)
is the SM2-ER.
warheads. As tech levels increase, torpedo range, speed and
Other missiles and their historical equivalents include:
endurance increase. By TL14, miniaturized grav drives and fusion
Antisubmarine SU (ASROC)
power plants give torpedoes unlimited range.
Light SA (Sea Chaparral, RIM116A RAM)
Toea Tubs: Standard
1100/0of thevolume
of the torpedo. These launch
Medium SA (Sea Sparrow, Sea Wolf)
essed air or gas, or,
Heavy SA (Standard SM2-MR, Sea Dart)
inthecaseofsurfaceships,vdithgunpovrdercharges.Theymay bedeckmounted or hull-mountedon surface ships or submarines. Empty, they
weigh 10% of the torxido's weight. D&-mounted torpedo tubes on
UmCHERS
Launchers must be provided for missiles. Several types are submarines cannot be reloaded if the vessel is submerged.
available:
Swimout torpedo tubes are also available beginning at TL7.
One-Shot Canisters: These are shipped with the missiles sealed These occupy 125% of the volume of the torpedo, but when empty
inside and are installed on deck hardpoints. Light and medium SS weigh only 5% of the torpedo's weight. As the name suggests, the
missiles may be launched from canisters. VLight SA missiles may torpedo starts its motorwhile in the torpedo tube and literally swims
be launched from canisters clipped onto a pedestal launcher. out of the tube. The launch is virtually silent,without the blast of
Missiles plus canisters weigh 110% of the missile weight.
compressed air associated with a standard tube, and the sub's
Single or Twin-Arm Rapid-Firs Launcher: These are deck- compressed air supply is not drained by the launch.
mounted launchers automatically fed from magazines within the
hull. They weigh 2.5timesthe weight of the heaviest missiletheyfire
times the number of arms on the launcher. As an example, a twinSufficient magazine space should be provided for reloads of
arm launcher capable of firing the heavy SAM (long range) would shells, missilesand torpedoes ilyourship is expectedtoseecombat
weigh 7000 kilograms.
for more than a very short time. To calculate needed magazine
Bins: These are similar to canisters except they are fixed, space, multiply your ammunition's weight by the number of reloads
permanent, reloadable installations. Models are available that fire you wish to carry. Magazines are usually located beneath the
from one to four rounds. Loaded bins weigh 1.5 times the combined waterline, where they can be easily flooded in case of fire and can
weight of the missiles they fire. Empty, they weigh 0.5 times the be protected by the hull's belt armor.
combined missile weight.
Box Launchers: These are reloadable launchers that contain
OR
two to eight missiles within watertight boxes mounted on a deckHull materials have a minimum armor value as indicated by the
mounted pedestal. They traverse and elevate according to fire hardness modifier in the Hull Materials Table. As with any other
control computer commands. Box launchers weigh two times the vehicle, a ship's armor value may be increased by increasing the
weight of the heaviest missilethey fire times the number of boxes on thicknessof the hull and thesuperstructure, if any. Remember,there
the launcher.
is a maximum added armor factor for all vessels-tech level
Rail launchers: Rail launchers are mounted on a pedestal and multiplied by 5.
contain two to eight missiles mounted on launch rails. Like box
launchers, rail launchers traverse and elevate, and are reloadable.
EmCTROMCS
However, unlike box launchers, rail launchers do not protect their
Electronics must be added for communications detection, and
missiles from the elements, small arms fire or shrapnel. Rail other purposes. Any mmmunications or sensor device listed in the
launchers weigh 1.5times the weight of the heaviest missiletheyfire Referee's h n u a l may be installed aboard ship. In addition, the
times the number of rails on the launcher.
sonar sensors listed b l o w may be included in any surface or
Vertical Launch Systems: These are launch cells mounted in submarine vessel design. At TL7+, sonar sensors may also be built
the hull. Each cell weighs 5% of its missile's weight but takes up into airdropable sonobuoys. Variable-depth sonars may be in110% of its volume. This design eliminates on-deck launchers and stalled aboard surface ships, helicopters and grav vehicles, and
is less vulnerable to battle and weather damage.
may be lowered beneath the thermocline layer from a ship or
hovering aircraft.

MEGATRAVELLER

TORPEDOES
Torpedoes are swimming missiles used by submarines against
surface ships and other submarines, and by surface ships against
submarines and other surface ships. They may also be dropped
from aircraft against surface ships and submarines.
Early topdoes are unguided, free-swimming weapons aimed at a
target's expected p i t i i n . tf cakulatbns were correct and the target
doesn't change course, the torpedoes hit. They have no homing capability and can only be aimed at surface ships.
Crude acoustic homing devices are available at TL6, enabling
torpedoes to guide themselves toward a target's propeller noises.
Wire-guided torpedoes are available at TL7---these are steered
toward asubmarineor surfacetarget by the firing submarine's sonar

comum~

Computers may be added for navigation and control. Add computers according to the rules in the Referas's Mnual.
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Early vehicles are much simpler in design and operation, and
therefore have greatly decreased control requirements.
Vehicles of TLO-2 have no CP requirements. They are equipped
with "direct" controls (reins, tillers, guidelines, etc.) that are integral
to the various systems being operated.
At TL3-4, only three sections are included in the control point

accommodation is available: the half bunk. The half bunk is either a
light frame double bunk or a hassock with just enough space for the
individual's gear and provisions. Such accommodations are still
found on many tightly designed, low-tech spacecraft.

As an example, a
submarinedisplaces
1000tons, and when
loaded with its machinery, crew, weapons and fuel weighs
995 tons. ~ a l k s t
kt
Cr
tanks are included
Type
~ k r VO!
Half bunk
6
.25
25
that hold 10kilolitersofwater. When thesetanksareflooded,thesub
weighs 1005 tons and sinks because the weight is greater than the
All other accommodation ratings are the same as listed in the weight of the water it displaces. When the captain reaches cruising
depth, he orders neutral buoyancy, and half the water is pumped out
Referee's Manual, although at TLO-3, there are no power costs.
of the ballast tanks and replacedwith air. The sub weighs 1000tons
and displaces 1000tons. It stays at a fixed depth. Later, the captain
COST m D WEIGHT OF F r n L
decides to surface and blowsout the ballast tanks with compressed
(rnDIET1ONS)
The following additional fuel types are all Hydrocarbons. How- air. The sub's weight drops to 995 tons, less than its displacement.
ever, each type includes certain important properties that make it It rises to the surface and floats.
Pressure Hull and &ximum Depth: A submarine's maximum
distinct from basic petroleum-based hydrocarbons.
Consumdion diving depth is calculated by multiplying its armor factor by 15. The
Type
Weight
Price
kate result is the depth in meters a submarine can reach before its hull
risks cracking under pressure. For example, a submarine with an
Solid hydrocarbons
~oodhiofibers
armorfactor of 10 can dive to 150 meters, while a sub with an armor
1.O
15
x5
x2 factor of 40 can dive to 600 meters.
2.0
75
Coal
Minimal Superstructure: The smoother a submarine's hull
Additional hydrocarbons
design, the quieter the sub will move while submerged. Conse1.O
100
x3
Ethanol
1.O
30
x4 quently, the smallerthe superstructurethe better. Most designs limit
Methanol
superstructures to fin-shaped conning towers. In more advanced
Consumption Rate: These new hydrocarbons are consumed designs, these retractwithinthe hull and areonly extended when the
faster than standard hydrocarbons in order to release the same sub is surfaced. Allow 11O%of the superstructure's volume for awell
amount of energy. Engines burning these fuels therefore use up in the hull to house the superstructure when retracted. Unlike
their fuel much more quickly. The consumption rate indicates how surface ships, a submarine's superstructure is included in its dismuch faster than standard hydrocarbonsthese fuels will burn. (For placement as well as its weight.
Periscopes: Submarines mount periscopes to enable them to
example, if an internal combustion engine could consume one
kiloliter of hydrocarbons per hour, it would consume three kiloliters see above the surface while travelling submerged. These are long,
thin tubesthat retract into the sub'sconningtower. Most submarines
of ethanol or four kiloliters of methanol in that same time.
Woodhiofibers and methanol are available on any world with a mount at least two periscopes-one a night periscope with large
carbon-based biosphere. Ethanol must be produced from edible light-gathering optics, the other an attack periscope for daylight
flora, and therefore is both more rare and more expensive. Coal is attacks. The attack periscope is smaller in diameter in order to
reduce the chance of it being spotted.
usually available on any planet that has petroleum.
The night periscope occupies 15 kiloliters of volume and costs
GOLD-STAIRTING
ACCEILIEMTINQ;: Cr1500. The attack periscope occupies 12 kiloliters and costs
Cr1250. Retractable radio and sensor masts may also be fitted to
WITH S T E M ENGIWS
All steam engines require five minutes to be cold-started. For enable the submarine to use its radios and make sensor scans
every 50 kilowatts of power output (or fraction thereof), they require without surfacing. Radio mastsoccupy 10 kiloliters, sensor masts 15
one additional minute. Therefore, a steam engine with a maximum kiloliters.
Snorkels: Diesel-electricboats may mount snorkel systems that
output of 100 kilowatts would require seven minutes to start.
In the event that a steam engine is not being run at maximum allow them to run their engines to recharge their batteries without
output, it requires one minute to generate every additional 50 surfacing. Snorkels occupy 30 kiloliters and cost Crl000.
Pumps: Submarines must have pumps in order to clear ballast
kilowatts of power that it wishes to add. Therefore, if a 200-kilowatt
steam engine was running at only 50 kilowatts output, it would take tanks and surface. Seethe section on pumps in this articlefor details
three minutes (of full fuel consumption) to increase its output level on pump capacity and size.
all the way to the maximum of 200 kilowatis.

MPt CUSmON W%3111CLES
SUB
There are a number of design considerationsforsubmarines that
do not affect surface vessels. These include ballast tanks and
buoyancy, pressure hull strength, minimal superstructure, periscopes, snorkels and pumps.
Ballast Tanks: Submarines need negative buoyancy to s u b
merge and neutral buoyancy to stay at a fixed depth. When
completed, a submarine design's weight should almost equal its
displacement. The submarine will float with only a small portion of
the hull above water. Include inthe design ballast tanks with enough
volume that when they are filled with watertheir weight added to the
weight of the submarine will be greater than the weight of the water
displaced bylhe vessel. Sea water weighs 1.02 tons per kiloliter.

Design air cushion vehicles according to the design sequence in
the kgaTravsller Referee's k n u a l for vehicles with thrustbased suspensions.

NAVm N R C
Many wet navies include a fleet air arm of fixed, rotary-wingedor
grav aircraft. These may be shore or ship-based. They may fly off
dedicated aircraft carriers and/or aircraft landing platformson other
surface combatants. Helicopters and VTOL aircraft may fly off any
vessel with a clear landing platform large enough to accommodate
their rotor diameter or wingspan. Fixed-wingdesigns weighing less
than 30 tons that have been quipped with arresting gear may
operate from dedicated aircraft carriers, including submarines
Challenge 54
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equipped with flight decks and aircraft hangars. Fixed-wing aircraft
equipped with floats may be launchedfrom ships and submarines
by catapult or lowered over the side by crane for a water takeoff.
Amphibians and seaplanes are widely used as scouts, spotters and
patrol aircraft by moderate-tech wet navies.
A number of aircraft designs found in COACC are well suited for
carrier operations. They include:
Fighters: Laramie (TL7), Abilene (TL8).
Attack Aircraft: Chicago (TL6), San Diego (TL7), Port Stanley
VTOL (TL8), Seattle (TL8).

NAVAL MRC

FMILITICES

Flight Decks: Treat an aircraft carrier flight deck as a superstructure.Theflightdeckvolume should becalculatedas being one meter
thick, times 11O%of the ship's beam (width), timestheship's length.
Add 20% to the flight deck area (length times 110% of the ship's
beam) if the flight deck is angled to allow simultaneous takeoffs and
landings.
HelimpterNSTOLcarriers may have a flight deck with the width
of 100% of the ship's beam. Carriers may also have an off-center
island for command and control facilities as a second superstructure. The island may be retractable into awell in the ship's hull (see
Minimal Superstructures) or may be lowered on tracks down the
outside of the hull. The elevating mechanism takes up hull volume
equivalent to 10% of the island's volume.
Catapults: Catapults must be fitted if conventionaljet aircraft are
to fly from a carrier. Carriers must have steam catapults if aircraft
take-off weights exceed 10 tons. Nonaircraft carriers may have
catapults to launch float planes.
Hangar Decks: Any vessel, aircraft carrier or otherwise, which
flies off aircraft must allocate enclosed hangar space for aircraft
servicing if aircraft are to be permanently based aboard. Allocate
120% of the total volume of the aircraft for hangar space.
Aviation Magazines: Sufficient space must be provided for
aircraft ammunition including bombs, rockets, missiles, torpedoes
and autocannon shells for the carrier's air group. Provide room for
ammunition for at least seven days of combat operations by the air
group.
Aviation Fuel: Provide space to store enough fuel for at least
seven days of combat operations for the carrier's aircraft.
HelicopterNTOUCrav Vehicle Platforms: Nonaircraftcarriers
may allocate flat, open, reinforced deck space for helicopter, VTOL
aircraftorgravvehicleoperations. Each landing padcostsCrl0,OOO.

POWERED WSSEILS
Ship design sequence, evaluation and checklist for powered
surface and submersible vessels.
1. Determine hull volume. Note basic hull price.
2. Determine hull damage points for inoperative (volume/l5) and
destroyed (volume/6) values.
3. Determine hull material (wood, iron, steel, fiberglass, etc.).
Modify hull price with hull material price modifier.
4. Determine hull configuration (displacement, deep displacement, planing, hydrofoil, etc.). Modify hull price with hull configuration rice modifier.
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5. Calculate hull weight.
6. Determine hull displacement as a fraction of hull volume
depending on configuration of hull.
7. Subtract hull weight from displacement. Difference is free
buoyancy available for accommodations, crew, weapons, passengers, cargo.
8. Determine top design speed.
9. Calculate power needed to reach design speed using these
formulas:
A. R=dDxrf where dD is the square root of the hull's UCP
displacement and rf is the hull resistancefactorfound with each hull
type in the Hull Types Table.
B. P = R v ~ where
/~
P is power in kilowatts, R is the hull's
resistance calculated in the previous substep, and V is the top
design speed. If you wish to calculate the power in megawatts,
divide the resutt by 1000 or calculate the power needed with the
formula P=RV*/~OOO.
10. Determine engineipower plant type(s). Calculate weight and
volume of engine units requiredto generate total requiredpower output.
11. Determine enginelpower plant damage values.
12. Determine power transmission agent (paddle wheels,
propeller(s), hydrojets, gravitic drive units).
13. Determine power transmission damage values.
14. Calculate effective power, determine if sufficient to reach
design speed, adjust if needed.
15. Calculate remaining available weight for components.
16. Add controls.
17. Add deck house(s) or other superstructures, noting added
volume, weight and price.
18. Determine superstructure destroyed damage value (volume/6).
19. Add weapons (and turrets), if any.
20. Add magazines for ammunition storage.
21. Add electronics (sensors, communicators).
22. Add computers.
23. Determine crew needed.
24. Add accommodations.
25. Add cargo space, if any.
26. Add passenger staterooms, if any.
27. Add life support.
28. Determine power needed for computers, sensors, controls,
accommodations, weapons. Subtract from power available for
propulsion. Adjust top speed if necessary.
29. Allocate fuel storage. Include fuel storage for any on-board
aircraft.
30. Calculatefuel consumptionand vessel endurance and range
at top speed, cruising speed (75% top speed) and idle.
31. Calculate loaded weight of hull, fittings, crew, accommodations, cargo, weapons. If total weight exceeds displacement, it will
sink. Redo design.
32. Rating.
33. List price.
34. List UCP hull tonnage.
35. List volume.
36. Calculate and list hull damage points.
37. List fiuid displacement.
38. List weight.
39. Calculate total power in megawatts.
40. Calculate top speed (in kph).
41. Calculate cruising speed (75% top
speed).
42. Calculateslowspeed (25%topspeed).
43. Calculate endurance and range at top
speed, cruising speed, slow speed.
44. Calculate and list engine damage
values.

Technology Overview
TL1: The ram, a metal covered underwater extension of the
bow, is the major antiship weapon. Ramming, boarding and
burning is the main antiship tactic at this tech level.
Catapults throwing stones or fire pots are mounted on some
galleys.
TL2: Smoothbore muzzle-loading cannon firing solid shot
with a maximum effective range of 200 meters (Very Long).
TL3: Chain shot to de-mast ships, grapeshot antipersonnel
rounds, and explosive shells are developed for smoothbore
muzzle-loadingcannon. Effective range increasest0300 meters
(Very Long).
TL4: The first rifled breech-loading cannon appear, although
lack of recoil mechanism limits quick firing capability. The first
torpedoes are developed for launching from torpedo boats.
Moored mines come into use.
Primitive armor, turrets appear.
TL5: Turret guns up to 14" (355 mm) developed with ranges
up to 30 km. Quick-firing recoil mechanisms for secondary
armament. Accurate optical range finders appear along with
effective coordinated salvo-based fire control. Armor-piercing
shells developed to defeat most armor. Aircraft first used on
ships initially as scouts and artillery spotters. Primitive submarines appear firing steam-powered torpedoes.
TL6: Ultimate development in naval artillery occurs with
primary turret guns of up to 500 mm with ranges up to 120
kilometers. Radar-based fire control allows accurate night and
foul weather fire. Massed automatic antiaircraft cannon installed
to defeat air attacks. Dedicated aircraft carriers and naval
aircraft appear in large numbers, radically altering naval tactics.
By end of tech level, naval artillery platforms are relegated to
aircraft carrier escort and shore bombardmenffnaval gunfire
support roles.
Virtually silent, wakeless electric torpedoes are developed.
Submersibles are capable of extended patrols. Sonar sensors
and primitive acoustic homing torpedoes improve surface and
submersible vessel ASW capabilities by late TL6.
TL7: Increasingly accurate and powerful antishipping missiles first supplement then supplant naval artillery in most ship
designs. Guns are used primarily in antismall-craft and shore
bombardment missions. Naval antiaircraft missiles appear first
for area defense then point defense against hostile aircraft and
incoming missiles. Massive fission-powered super carriers are
developed. Although their aircraft are potent weapons, these
ships are vulnerable to massed missile attacks. First true submarines appear. Powered by fission reactors, their streamlined
hull forms allow virtually unlimited, high-speed underwatercruising. Sophisticated sonar sensors and wire-guided high-speed
torpedoes makesubmarines potentASW as well as antishipping
weapons. Both underwater-launched ballistic and cruise missiles appear.
TL8: High-speed computers, 3 0 radar sensors and vertical
launch systems turn ships into potent aircraft and missile killers.
lmproved sonar detection systems, minicomputers and lightweight homing torpedoes with their own on-board sonar systems and microprocessors make the helicopter the primary
antisubmarine weapon.
Medium-caliber automaticcannon prove to be effective bombardment weapons. Multibarrel, light-caliber, automaticcannon
are mounted as close-in antimissile/antiaircraft weapons backing up point-defense missile systems. VTOLaircraft prove to be
versatile antishipping, antiaircraft and close-support weapons
-

--

--

capable offlying from any open deck space, turning virtually any
ship into an aircraft carrier.
The first ship-borne antiaircraft lasers are mounted aboard
ship. Aircraft and submarine-launched antishipping missiles
become the main surface ship killers.
TL9: Mass drivers appear as shipboard bombardment weapons. Ship-mounted lasers become increasingly accurate and
powerful close-in defense weapons, supplementing automatic
cannon. Fusion systems begin powering surface craft and
submarines, giving both unlimited range. Missile systems give
surface craft limited defense capability against satellites and
spacecraft in close orbit. Fire control systems are now fully
integrated into ships' computer systems and sensor suites, and
disappear as distinct subsystems. The first air-rafts and gcarriers are used as ship-to-ship liaison craft and for clandestine
over-the-beach troop insertions.
TL10: Antispacecraft missiles are loaded aboard submarines
in vertical launchtubes. Submarines must broach the surface for
accurate first-stage missile guidance to their targets in close
orbit. Blue-greenlasers are added as close-in antitorpedo weapons. "Blooming" of the laser beam caused by suspended solids
in the water limits weapon effectivenessto less than 100 meters.
TL11: lmproved launching systems, improved pressure capsules and miniaturized guidance systems aboard buoys released from submarines enable submarines to launch
antispacecraft missiles from 100 meters or more beneath the
surface. This new capability makes submarine-launched
antispacecraft missiles a surprising and effective planetary
defense against hostile spacecraft and orbiting weapons platforms. Meanwhile, missiles and beam weapons fired from orbit
force all but the smallest, least valuable naval assets undewater.
TL12: lmproved armor technology enables submarines to
routinely diveto 4000 meters. lmprovedconstructiontechnology
leadsto a wide variety of submarine vessels, includingsubmersible aircraft carriers equipped with VTOL aircraft, and amphibious submersible landing craft capable of beaching themselves
and crawling inland directlyfrom the depths. Plasma and fusion
guns are mounted on small craft and on submersible assault
support ships as direct-fire support weapons. Antispacecraft
lasers are mounted aboard floats connected to a submerged
submarine. These floats are released and surface to fire upon
hostile spacecraft in low orbit.
TL13: Except for grav-propelled hydrofoils on safety and law
enforcement patrol duties, all Nautical Force Command craft are
now fusion-powered, grav-propelled submarines. Meson guns
are mounted aboard the largest submarines as mobile
antispacecraft weapons. Others function as mobile underwater
system defense boat tenders, servicing and supplying SBDs
that hide on the deep ocean floor. Advanced x-ray lasers give
submarines close-defense capabilities against hostile torpedoes.
TL14: Submarines have unlimited dive depths. Miniaturized
fusion units and grav propulsion modules give torpedoes unlimited range.
TL15: Grav propulsion modules and increasingly efficient
fusion power plants enable many submarine designs to have a
flight capability enabling them to make rapid transoceanic deployments.
Some smaller models have a true sea-air-land triphibious
capability.

-

"Wet Navy" continued on page 37.
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o the world at large, Abraham
Sylvester is known only as a
reclusive billionaire(albeitone
with a propensity for openhanded donations to charity). But a select few individuals know Sylvester as
one of Earth's most cunning opponents
to the Dark Ones. The player characters
belong to that latter group. They are
each acquaintances or employees of
Sylvester, people who have worked with
him in the past to uncover Darkling plots
and thwart them. The PCs have come to
respect and trust Sylvester completely.
Now he has called them all together to
help him on a new investigation. He has
stumbled upona black market in infants,
located in Miami, and has asked the
group to meet him there to check it out.
When the adventure opens, the PCs
have just completed their travel to Miami.
They gather at their host's hotel suite for
dinner andtalkthecaseoverwithSylvester,
thengoto Mwithplanstogetstarted inthe
morning.But evildreamsdisturbtheirsleep,
and when they awake the next moming,
they find Sylvester missing. What's worse,
they are all spattered with blood, and they
discover that an eMerly couple was murdered during the night in this very hotel.
With no other leads to follow for solving the mysteries they face, the PCs
begin pursuing the black market. Each
day takes them closer to its heart, but
each night finds more murders and evil
dreams.
Soon, the PCs are ambushed by a
group that turns out to be Dark Minion
hunters. A note the hunters carrysigned by Sylvester-statesthatthe PCs
have beentaken over by the Dark Ones.
From that point on, the cycle continues:
The PCs grow closerto the criminal ring;
they continue to have evil dreams; innocents continue to die; and more hunters
come to kill them.
The secret to the mystery lies in two
main plots. The first involves the cobra
people and their black market ring. The
32
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other involvesdark elveswho kidnapped
Sylvester and are toying with the PCs.
The dark elves are committing the murders, but they have captured an ET
device that puts the PCs into a deep
sleep, during which incriminating evidence can be planted on them. To furthertorture the PCs, they have replaced
Sylvester with a changeling who is out
recruiting hunterstodestroythem,which
is, in a way, a third plot.
Ideally, the PCs will solve both mysteries: They will find the lair of the cobra
people, and they will catch the dark
elves in their act. Of course, they may
insteaddecidethat they really have been
taken over by the Dark Ones and simply
destroy themselves.

To run this adventure, the referee will
need to keep track of three different
courses of events: the PCs' investigation of the Miami black market in babies,
the dark elves' taking every opportunity
to do murder and blame it on the PCs,
and the changeling's sending hunters
after the PCs. Keeping track of these
things is not as difficult as it might seem.
Basically, the referee should concentrate on the PCs' progress toward solving the Miami black market mystery,
then insert episodes from the other two
courses as opportunity arises. Most of
the explanation that follows involves the
black market mystery. But first, two short
sections detail how to graft the dark
elves' murders and the Dark Minion
hunters' attacks onto the course of that
investigation.
Note that Abraham Sylvester is a very
rich man, and his employees (Silvers
and Randall) are authorized to use that
wealth in a good cause. As a result, the
PCs should have no lack of whatever
equipment they need. Really exotic
equipment might take some time to be
delivered, however.

At one point in their past, Sylvester
and the PCs thwarted the plans of a
band of dark elves in New York City.
Thosecreatures have beenplottingtheir
revengeeversince. Recently,sixof them
captured a sleep projecting device in a
raid on some humanoid ETs, and they
came up with a plan for vengeance on
the PCs. According to that plan, these
six followed Sylvester, waiting for him to
gather those people together again.
Once that group had rejoined, the dark
elves used the sleep projector to immobilize the PCs while they kidnapped
Sylvesterandmurderedsome innocents
withthe PCs'ownweapons. Then, while
two of the dark elves took Sylvester to a
safe place where they could create a
changelingversionof himandthen slowly
torture him to death, the remaining four
continued to follow the PCs, waiting for
another opportunity to put them all to
sleep again and implicate them in another murder. They plan to continue this
for as long as they can get away with it.
As hasbeenexplained,the PCsall arrive
in Miami one evening, meet at dinner and
d i i s s t h e blackrnarketcasewithSybester.
The adventure actually begins on the next
moming, when the PCs wake up fully
dressed,withbloodspdrteredontheirclothes
and with Sylvester missing. Asearch of the
suite reveals no bodies40 all appearances, there has been no violence in the
suite. Further investigation of the hotel reveals that an elderly couple staying on the
floor above were brutally murdered in their
sleep. (Of course, if the PCs investigate
without cleaning themselves up first, they
are likely to be the primary suspects.)
All the PCs can remember of significance from their talk with Sylvester the
night before is that he wanted them to
contact Lenny the Stooge at the Green
Flamingo Bar and Grill in downtown
Miami. Followinguponthis leadwill take
several days. During that time, the four
dark elves with the sleep projector will
be tracking them, waiting for other opportunities to put the PCs to sleep, borrow their weapons and murder more
innocents nearby. (The referee should
use his imaginationfor determiningwho
these innocents are, based upon the
PCs' locationat the time.) How successful the dark elves are will depend on
what precautions the PCs take (guards
set, etc.). The referee should consider
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the dark elves as having a Stealth rating
of 8 in their attempts to put the PCs to
sleep. (Other stats for the dark elves are
includedon page 220 of the game rules.)
If the PCs are canny enough, they
may eventually catch the dark elves at
their game. If Sylvester is still alive by
then, any dark elves that survive the
encounter will gladly trade Sylvester for
their own freedom.

Sleep Projector
This device looks like an overly large
bullhorn (nearly one meter in length). It
projects subsonic sound waves that lull
mammaliantargets into a sleep so deep
that they can be moved about quite
freely with no danger of waking. Targets
that are awake at the time the device is
turned on themcan remain awake if they
succeed at a Difficult test of Willpower or
Constitution (whichever is higher). Add
+I to the die rollfor each hour beyond20
that the target has remained awake.
Victims of the device wake naturally
after sleeping a number of hours equal
to 14 minus their Constitution rating.
The sleep projector has a range of 50
meters and projects in acone 25 meters
wide at its furthest end. Its effects can be
projected through glass (such as a win34
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dow, which is how the dark elves typi- skilledthey are and how many days they
cally use it), but the cone's length and have spent looking. The referee should
base diameter are halved as a result. roll an Average test of the group leader's
The device has been designed as a skill level once each day, subtracting
disposable model; it has enough energy one from the die roll for each day spent
in Miami afterthe first (makea mark next
for 16 uses and cannot be recharged.
to each group each additional day that
group is intown). If the test issuccessful,
C
GELPNG PLOT
While fourof the dark elves plague the the group finds the PCs and attacks. If
PCs, the othertwo have taken Sylvester unsuccessful, the groupgives upforthat
and are creating a type I changeling day and tries again on the next. If more
replica of him (see pages 215-16 of the thanonegroupdiscoversthe PCsonthe
game rulesfor changeling details).That same day, the attacks will come sepaprocess will take them one day to com- rately. In each case, the referee should
plete. On the second day, the change- decide when the attack occurs based
ling begins to contact Dark Minion hunt- upon the PCs' actions for the day and
ers of Sylvester's acquaintance and re- what seems dramatically appropriate.
Note that whenever the PCs defeat a
cruits them to come hunt the PCs, claiming that the PCs have been taken over group of hunters, they will find evidence
by the Dark Ones and are now Dark revealing that the group has been sent
Minionsthemselves.Alsoonthe second by Sylvester and that Sylvester believes
day, the dark elves begin torturing the PCs have become Dark Minions.
Sylvester to death. It will take them four (This evidence might be a note in the
days to kill him (eachday he receives six pocket of a hunter's body, the explanawound points, and he heals none back). tion of a hunter taken captive, or the
Onthe evening of that second day, the curse of a routed group.) In any case,
first group of hunters arrives in Miami the purpose of these encounters is to
and begins looking for the PCs. Each give the PCs more evidence that they
daythereafter, another groupof hunters have been taken over and to add some
arrives as well. How soon any of these excitement to the course of their black
huntersfindthe PCs depends upon how market investigation.

(before the megacorps moved downtown
COB= PEOPLE PLOT
Solving the cobra people plot actually Miami to Miami Beach). Actually, she is a
e. A bribe of $20 and an Average test
involves no great mystery. Basically, a nest
of cobra people has infiltrated the local of any of the skills mentionedabovewill get
criminal undergroundand taken controlby Mamma to reveal the name of someone
the simple expedient of converting that higher up (WeaselWilly). lf these tests fail,
underground'sleaderstowrshi~ers.Only an additional bribeof $50will bringsuccess.
those leaders know that cobra people run
the show now---the rank and fik? of the
Stage Thee:
Weasel WiUy
underground think things are going on as
aiways, except for the increased traffic in
Weasel can be found hanging out at
black market babies.Thai increase is, how- the Loop D Loop club, a strip joint on the
ever, disturbing enough criminals to make west edge of town. He is of mixedCuban
the PCs'job a little more easy than normal. and Irish blood, and considers himself
All that is involved in solving this mys- quite a ladies' man. He works as a pimp,
tery, then, is legwork. The PCs find a and will constantly interrupt himself to
contact,convince himto talk, andthereby propositionanywomeninthe PCs'group.
learn the name of another contact one Weasel wants $100 to give the PCs the
step closertothetopof the underground's phone number of someone more "in the
hierarchy. From there they continue to know" about the criminal scene in Miami
the next step up, and so on, untilthey are (Sam Weisenthal), but an offer of $75
given the location of the underground's and an Average test of any of the skills
headquarters, in a warehouse on the mentioned above will loosen his tongue.
waterfront. Once there, the PCs will en- So will serious threats of physical violence, but they will also bring an autocounter the cobra people.
The PCs can effectively meet with matic Dark Minion hunter attack today,
only two people per day, given the time as Weasel will beginspreadingthe news
spent asking around for those people, of the PCs around town.
travelling from location to location, and
conduciingthe meeting. (If the PCs make
Stage Four:
an Outstanding Success at their roll
Sam Weisentbd
during an interview, however, they may
Weisenthal is the person who answers
meet with another person that day.) The when the PCs callthe phone numberWeareferee is encouraged to play these sel gave them. He is a small-time pusher
meetings out.
withcontacts inthe headquartersofMiami's
The stages of revelation are as follows. criminal underground. For $150, he will
pass the PCs' names along to his supplier
Stage One:
(Ace). For $250, hewill guarantee that they
get acallbackwithin12hoursfromthetime
L e m y the SdQoge
During his dinner with the PCs their hetakes payment.ADKmlt test of Bargain
first night in Miami, Sylvester told them will drop each price by $50. But first,
he had set up a meeting with Lenny the Weisenthal has to see the money, which
Stooge-a local confidence man and meansthe PCs haveto meet him. He sets
part-time stool pigeon-at the Purple up a meeting at an abandoned conveFlamingo Bar and Grill the next evening nience store in a deserted residential area
at 6 p.m. When the PCs get to the Purple of town. Weisenthalshows upforthatmeetFlamingo,they find Lenny easily enough. ing on a motorcycle. He is half an hour late
Getting him to revealthe name of some- (he has been mping the PCs out). As
one one step higher in the organization Weisenthalrides awaywiththeir money, he
(Mamma Andrews) requires a bribe of tells the PCs they had better have a good
$10 and an Average test of Bargain, reasonforwantingtoseethebosses,if they
Interrogation, Persuasion or Human expect to get past Ace.
Empathy. If these fail, an additionalbribe
of $30 will do the trick.
Stage Five: Ace
Weisenthal's contact is a wornan who
Stage Two::
simply goes by the name "Ace." She calls
the PCs at their hotelroomexactly 12hours
M a m m a hdrews
MammaAndrews appears to be a street fromthe meetingtimeWeisenthal originally
person, and she typically hangsout on the set with the PCs, and asks what they want
square inwhatusedto bedowntown Miami with the top brass. Convincing herto set up

a meetingrequiresatest of Streetwise,&#
Bluff, Bargain, or Persuasion, and the refereeshouMsetthedifficuQoftheskillbythe
exactargumntthePCs make. Don't make
the tests too easy. tf all else fails, an offer of
$1000 will pique her interest enough to set
ingfor midnight at the warehouse
where the cobra people are nesting.

When the PCs arrive at the abandoned
warehouse from which the cobra people
runMiami's criminalunderground,theyfind
themselves outnumbered two-to-one by
guards and lieutenants. The lieutenants
insist on frisking the PCs, and they collect
any weapons the PCs are canying. Then
the PCs are ushered inside.
Three cobra people are nesting here;
one of them comes forward to question
the PCs about their purpose in seeking
the meeting. (See page2160f the game
rulesforadescriptionofthecobra people,
noting particulariy their disguise abilities.) After a few moments, regardless
what the PCssay,the interrogatorhisses,
"You lie! You die!" Immediately, the cobra people all extend their fangs and
attack (begin combat at phase 5, which
is the cobra people's Initiative rating).
Most of their cronies stand by andwatch
to make sure none of the PCs escape,
but several prepare to advance on the
PCs, to make sure the cobra people
need only deal with one PC at a time.
But the dark elves are not about to be
robbedof their prey so easi1y.A~soon as
phase 4 begins (thedark elves' lnitiative
rating), the four of them who have been
following the PCs step through the door
and sweep their sleep projector across
one sideof the room, beingcareful notto
hit the PCs. Half the guards and lieutenantsfall asleep (providinga ready source
of weapons for the PCs), and the dark
elves leap into the fray.

THE DECK
Ideally,the combat shouldworkout so
that the cobra people and their cronies
are all defeated, and the dark elves then

either turn to battle the PCs or run off,
depending upon how badly they have
suffered inthe fight. If the PCs are losing
at some point duringthe battle, however,
the referee has a natural trump card to
swing the balance in the other direction.
That is, by this time a group of Dark
Minion hunters has unmasked the
Sylvester changeling. Word has gone
out that the PCs have most likely not
been taken over by the Dark Ones, but
have beenthe victims of a hoax. Consequently, a group of hunters has been
shadowing the dark elves who have
been shadowingthe PCs,andthis group
shows up to help the PCs out (although,
undoubtedly,the PCs'first thoughts will
be that even more enemies have now
arrived, given the hunters' earlier attacks).

him. It's a type I changeling acting in his
place. Those who know Sylvester best
can sense that something is wrong, but
not enough to put their finger on anything specific.
Experience: Veteran
AHribaR~:6; Charisma 6, Empathy 5
Skills: 5, including Darkling Empathy
Initiative: 4

LE

THE STOOGE

Lenny is a skinny, oily little man with
beady eyes, a pencil moustache and a
nasal voice. He tends to dress in stained
white cotton suits. Lenny will do nearly
anythingforabuck, as long as hedoesn't
have to expose himself to any real danger. He carries a switchblade for defense, but has never really used it, relying on whining to get him out of trouble.
Experience: Novice
Attributes: 5
REVEMTION
Skills: 2
Once the battle is over, the referee
Initiative: 1
should assume that there are enough
clues lying about (sleepingcronies to be
REWS
interrogated, hunters to be questioned,
Mamma Andrews looks like every
black market bookkeepingrecordsto be
read) to pretty much solve all of the ancient bag lady the PCs have ever
mysteries the PCs have faced. If any of seen. But that's just a disguise. Mamma
the dark elves survive to be questioned, has a comfortable apartment in a rethey also revealthe spot where Sylvester spectable part of town, one she keeps
is held. Assuming that the PCs have well furnished with her earnings as a
made the best use of their time in track- bookie. In her bag, Mamma carries a
ing down the cobra people and that they billy club and a sawed-off shotgun (311are quiet in their approach to the dark R), for use when customers get too
elves' hideout, they will be able to res- pushy.
Experience: Experienced
cue Sylvester while he remains alive.
Attributes: 5
Naturally, given the tangled nature of
Skills: 4
the experience they have all just been
Initiative: 3
through, they will all undoubtedly be
ready for a vacation-at Sylvester's expense, of course.
UTEASEL WILLY
Willy is a cocky young pup of above
A33
SULWSTER average height and better than average
Abraham Sylvesteris a billionairewho looks. He makes his living as a pimp and
devotes his money and energy toward considers himself God's gift to the laredressing the wrongs in his world. A dies. Willy likes being pushy and obnoxcarefully groomed, middle-aged man of ious to those he deals with. Hecarries an
average height and weight, Sylvester HS .22 pistol in a shoulder holster for
has a quiet but forceful personality and those times when his pushiness genera passion for justice. Sylvester is no ates a violent response.
Experience: Novice
stranger to violence and is well able to
Attributes: 5
hold his own in a fight.
Skills: 2
Experience: Veteran
Initiative: 1
Attributes: 6; Charisma 7, Empathy 4
Skills: 5
Initiative: 4
mISENT
A battle-scarred man in his mid forties, Sam Weisenthal likes to project the
G
It looks just like Sylvester, but it isn't image of a Hells Angel sort of biker,
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though he has never actually belonged
to any biker group. He is a quiet, icyeyed man, and has made his living selling drugs for over two decades.
Weisenthal carries a length of chain
(treat as club) and a DE .357 Magnum
pistol for self protection, but he is wise
enough not to use them unless he has
no choice.
Experience: Experienced
Attributes: 5
Skills: 4
Initiative: 3

AGE
A small, lithe Oriental woman in her
late twenties, Ace is one of the cobra
people's lieutenants and worshippers.
She is a tough street fighter, but knows
that the best armament is lots of allies at
your back, so she seldomactually leaves
the warehouse where the cobra people
nest. Ace is the only one of the cobra
people's cronieswith an experience rating of Veteran. She carries a Colt Krait
for self-defense.
Experience: Veteran
Attributes: 6
Skills: 5
Initiative: 4

HUNTER GIROUPS
Basic statistics for the groups that
come looking for the PCs are as given
below. The referee should arm them
randomly to make each group seem
different, but all will carry melee weapons of some sort, and the leaders will
carry small arms.
Group 1: One Experienced leader,
seven Novice followers.
Group 2: Two Experienced leaders,
five Novice followers.
Group 3: One Experienced leader,
three Experienced followers, one Novice follower.
Groups 4+: One Veteran leader, two
Experienced followers, two Novice followers.

COBRA. PEOPLE'S
CRONIES
Ace (see above) is the only Veteranlevelfollower of the cobra people.All the
others are Experienced and carry concealed MI911 A1 pistols. Q
This adventure served as the basis of
the GenCon '91 RPGA event for Da&
Conspiracy.

49. List offensive weapons.
50. List defensive screens.
51. List controls.
52. Describe accommodations.
53. Others: Fuel capacity, aircraft fuel capacity, ammunition,
cargo capacity, subordinate craft and aircraft, etc.

23. Add fuel for auxiliary engines.
24. Total weight of hull, fittings, crew, accommodations, cargo,
weapns. If total weight exceeds displacement, it will sink. Redo

design25. Calculate total price.
26. Rating.
27. List price.
SGLE POWERED mSSELS
28. List displacement.
1.
.. Determine
- --.
hull volume. Note basic hull price from Hull Table.
29. List weight.
2, Calculate and list hull damage values.
30. Calculate total power in kilowatts (based on sail area, sail
3. Determine hull material (wood, iron, steel, fiberglass). Note
configuration andlor number of oars and rowers.).
price modifier and modify price.
31.Calculate potentialspeed for a number of wind speeds Pased on
4. Defermine hull shape. Note price modifier and modify price.
kilow&&s
of power modlied by resistance of vessel using the formula
5. Calculate hull weight.
~2,p2/~f where p is force in kilowatts and Rf is hull resistance.
6. Determine hull displacement as a fraction of hull volume
32.Top speed (in kph).
depending on type of hull.
33. Cruising speed (75% maximum sail load).
7. Subtract hull weight from displacement. Dlerenoe is available
34.Auxiliary engine speed.
weight for masts, ammmodations,crew, weapons. passengers.argo.
35. Calculate endurance of auxiliary engine.
8. Determinesail configuration(square rig, fore and aft, combination).
36. List comrno.
9.Calculate tolal sail area. Calculate sail price.
37. List sensors.
10. Calculate forces on sails, maximum wind speed capacity of
38. List offensive weapons.
full sails, and power output of maximum wind on full sails.
39. List controls.
11.Calculate sail and mast damage values.
40. Describe accommodations.
12. Calculate
total number of oars and rowers.
41. Others: Fuel capacity, cargo capacity, subordinate craft and
13. Calculate total power output of rowers.
aircraft, etc.
14. Calculate remaining available weight for components.
15.Add controls.
For the first part of the "Wet Navyp design sequence, refer io
16. Determine crew needed.
Challenge 53.
17. Add accommodations, if any.
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DIGEST GROUP PUBLICATIONS'
second 104-pagevolume forthe MegaTraveller alien series, Solomani &
Aslan, is scheduled to show at the end
of October. Number three of TheMegaTraveller Journal (the first 104-page
issue) is planned to be in stores by the
Christmas season. The A1 Basic Set
has been rescheduled for a February
1992 release. For more information,
contact Digest Group Publications, 515
Willow Ave., Woodburn, OR 970712109.
WEST END GAMES' October releases include Creatures ofAysle (Torg
roleplaying supplement) and DeathStar
Companion (Star Wars roleplaying
supplement). Also available are Crucible of Pain (Torg adventure module)
and GamemasterPack (Star Warsroleplaying supplement).

game of conquest in a time-distorted
ancienffmedievalworld), ShadowLords
(afantasy game of battle betweengood
and evil), Star Quest (a long-term,
closed-end, SF game) and Subterrania
(entry level game of moderate interaction). Write to Deltax Gaming, 548 Great
Hill Drive, Ballwin, Missouri 63021.
SIR-TECH SOFTWARE has announcedthe November release of Wizardry Crusaders of the Dark Savant,
the sequelto the bestsellingBaneof the
Cosmic Forge. Also available is The
Playmaster's Compendium: The Official Hint Book, a comprehensive clue
book for Bane of the Cosmic Forge. SirTech Software, Inc., a leading recreational software publisher and manufacturer, also publishes Freakin'
Fuzzballsandthe classic Wizardryttitles.

Silver Griffin, PO Box 1751, St. Paul,
MN 55101.
FASA's recent releases include
BattleTech: Falcon Guard (Legend of the
Jade Phoenix Vol. 3), ClanTmops (boxed
supplementto BattleTmops),Prefect(Renegade Legion boxed game simulating a
planetary invasion) and Unbound
(MechWarrrbr 2ml edition adventure).
AVALON HILL has announced Adel
Verpfichtet(aboardgame)and Bar Wars,
a supplementfor Tales from the Floating
Vagabond ("ludicrous adventure in a
universe whose natural laws are out to
lunch").

Challenge Briefs describes gaming
news and releases ,from a variety of
publishers. Announcements should be
sent in at least four months before a
SILVER GRIFFIN is a new roleplay- product is released, ifpossible. Write to
AVAILABLE FROM DELTAX GAM- ing game magazine for those inter- ChallengeBriefs, POBox 1646,BloomING are World Emperors //(a strategic ested in SF, fantasy and horror. Write to ington, IL 61702-1646 USA.

FE!
How many times have you played a wargame, reod a
history book, or seen a war movie and said t o yowself,
~ ' W awas
t it like t o g o over the top a t t k Somme,move
through the hedgerows of Normandy against the dreaded
W d k n $5,or. g o on a search-and-destroy mission in Vietnam?"
Well, here is your chance to find cut! The 2 0 t h Century
Tactical Studies Group W4MS YOU to partidpate inW/
W I / V i e t n a m reenacting.This enjoyable hobby of recreating the pivotal battles of this century,with the actual use
of original uniforms, weapons and vehides of thz periods.
D 1 year membership 515.00
CI 2 year membersMp 525.00
CI 3 y e a membership 535.00
cl Lifetime 5 3 0 0 . 0 0

A Quarterly Publication
Dedicated 80 the World

NOTE:Membership includes svbscriptimto BRUSKMRCUGHmogozino.
rnernbrzlhip cord, patch,and riles.

Sage Lore Productions, Inc.
By Garners - For Garners!
P.O. Box 1 4 36,
OR 97214
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Join The

MegaTraveller 2:TMQuest For The Ancients is sciencefiction role-playing. An infinite universe, filled with fantastic
possibilities, awaits exploration. With over 100 distinctive
worlds to visit, awesome adventures, perplexing mysteries
and bizarre aliens, MegaTraveller 2 makes you the hero or villain - of an interstellar epic only your wildest imagination could conceive.
Based on the classic role-playing system from Game
Designers Worksho , MegaTraveller 2 explores a popular
theme from the RP&S illustrious history: the fate of a quasimythical race of superbeings who vanished 300,000 years
ago. Can you and your team of intrepid explorers discover the
answers, and save a dying world, in time?
For IBM-PCTTandyicompatibles. For the latest information on release dates and availabilities, call
Paragon Customer Service at 412-838-1173,9am to 5 pm EST, weekdays. 0 1991 Paragon
Software and Game Designers Workshop. MegaTraveller 2: Quest for the Ancients is produced
under license from Game Designers Workshop.

Features a graphic intensive, icon-driven interface.
Revolutionary, three-level zoom in/zoom out feature.
Innovative new role-playing engine lets characters speak
for themselves and automatically perform tasks they
do best.
Advanced character generator supports male or female Human or Vargr - characters. Choose from over 100
skills and abilities.
Non-player characters have distinctive personalities and
unique objectives. State-of-the-art graphics and
animation bring each encounter to vivid life.
Exciting interstellar combat and navigation sequences put
you at the helm of a powerful starship.
Intuitive combat, on ground and in space. Characters react
automatically and intelligently to crises, according to
abilities and firepower.

Marketed by Microprose Software, Inc. 180 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley MD 21030 (301) 771-1 151
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will cover every aspect of the colourful and varied games industry as never before.
play Dungeons and Dragons, Railway Rivals, or Exodus Ultima, you'll find plenty of hot
news, useful reviews, and crucial interviews that add that extra dimension to your games. Whether
you spend your leisure time with a joystick in your hand or a character in your mind, or if you just
dd evening's e n t e r t a i n m e n t a r o u n d t h e dining-room table, you can't b e without
if you want to be in the know about the best games on the market.

Gamesman: For the games people play.

I

1

Rolling in to your newsagents and better games shops.

RESERVE YOUR COPY
Challenge 54
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he war with the Kafers has been inconclusive. But the Kafers seem to be gaining ground, advancing technologically thanks to the
new equipment provided by the
Ylii. Frightened by that prospect,
aclandestineorganizationwithin
theFrenchgovernment hascontracted with the Pentapods to
develop a new type of human,
one capable of defeating Kafers
on their own terms. (See page
47 for the PCs to be used in this
adventure.)
Unfortunately,the PCs'names
turned up on a list somewhere,
and their services were "volunteered" for experimentation.
They were told only that they
were needed for a highly secret
and patriotic mission, and that
their services would be rewarded. The next thing they
know, they wake up aboard a
Pentapod ship, a living organism in space. They have been
almost completely changed:
They are now four-foot-tall,
meter-wide parodies of humanity. Their perceptions have been
warped to save them the shock
of actually seeing the changes
that have been wreaked upon
them (thus, all measurements
given are relative tothe PCs, not
to reality).
Asearch of theshipwill reveal
that the vessel is deserted--except for the PCs-and is coasting indeepspace.The Pentapod
ship is dying--even the ship's
maintenance bio-constructs are
dead, littering the vessel. It is
shutting down, has a limited
amount of power, and has lost all
long-term memory, as well as
internal repair systems and peripheral life-support. All escape
pods have been jettisoned, and
42
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Thehdiwayoutside
is a sickening purplepink,aboutfourmeters
wkfeandstretchingoff
to the right and left.
Thelghtingbverydim,
emanatingfrom gbwina bulb-like ceilincr
pijections at four-meter intervals. The ~hscgilis high and curvad,
strengthenedby iibhed suppors at YO-meter intervals The flwr is the
same composition and texture as the m m you came from. The air isnY
quite as stuffy, but the smell of demmpositionis stmngeK
If the PCs decide to sit down and do nothing, they will eventually
fall asleep and die: The walls slowly changecolortowardthedarkest
blue-purple. The airgrows fetid and rank, filling with carbon-dioxide
and the stench of busy bacteria. The door uncurls and hangs limp
as the lights fade to darkness.
If the PCs head down the corridor, they find themselves headed
for the stern. If they go left, they head toward the bridge. Either way,
they encounter other rooms, monitoring stations, etc.: As you walk,
the lighting gradually grows stronger. Other doors begin to appear
on the same side of the corridor as the room where you awoke,
Some of the doors are open, some are not. Peering into several of
the open rooms, you can see things resembling sunken baths filled
with stinking, fermentingslime, some obviousbut seamless lockers,
looking more like grown things than manufactured items, and
furnishingsprotruding from the floor--meter-tall, coffee-table-sized,
flat surfaces of varying sizes. The wallsand furnitureare all the same
blue-pink color, shot through with blue veining.
Opening unopened doors reveals rooms featuringstrange items:
More "stabilizerpods"of all sizes and shapes, bee-hive-like structures (most of the compartments filled with curled-up, tentacled
dead things; the stench here is unbearable). One door opens to a
long, dark corridor that leads to a small room featuring a wall that is
a window-this window looks out into deep space, an unfamiliar
star-scape. The window is hard and cold, so cold to the touch that
it almost freezes fingers to it.
Somedoors willnot open, andyou can't try to force them, for there
are no seams where you could gain purchase.
Something lurches down the corridor towardyou. It seems to be
walking, but drunkenly, weaving from side to side. It looks like a
PUmR I W O
ION
combinationof crustaceanandland-walkingoctopus, stumbling on
You each wake with a vague, fuzzy feeling of disorientation.All six tentacles. It's about a metertalland has no visiblesenseorgans,
you remember is that you "volunteeredfora secret mission to fight or even a mouth. It makes a strange sucking noise as it wanders
the Kafers. This mission is of the utmost importance, and great towardyou, but abruptly falls and collapses. Its tentacles twitch and
re wards a wait you upon its completion.
then go limp.
The P(3-smay exminethefallanorganismtotheir liking. Itisoneofths
You are lying in a sweet-smelling, soft bed. Something warm and
moist presses againstyour faces and body, like a hot towel laid over internal-function organisms of the ship, and it's dead. Each tentacle
you. You can hear nothing except a low, long pulsing sound every ended in a mouth; it was afloorcleaner,l i n g residue off the floor and
minute or so. Do you wish to get up? The wet, fleshy blankets over mlleding it for reprocessing. If the PCs handle ittoo roughly, it vomits its
you curl back when you push them. You are all dressed in minimal mllecZion all over them in one last muscle spasm. Yuck!
underwear, made of slightly stretchy, tough, fibrous, flexible mateAs the PCs mntinue to explore the ship's living quarters (the rooms
with the slime-baths),growth labs (withthe stabilizer pods) and internal
rial. You have no shoes, but the floor feels comfortable.
You are in a room with maroon walls and ceiling shot through with organism storage areas (theplaces with the beehives),they meet more
blue veining. The floor is dull pink-white, and feels like hard rubber, aquatic-looking corpses, all small, all grotesque, and all very dead and
slightly ridged for good purchase. The room is perhaps 12 meters very smelly--the place begins to take on the aroma of afish-market.
across by eight meters long. Dim light seems to radiate from the
The doors that won't open lead to escape pods and small craft
ceiling. The only furnishings are the half-dozen open cocoons, bays-the pods and small craft aren't there anymore.
resembling Pentapod stabilizer units.
Eventually the PCs are going to wander into a vital area, still alive
A pink-colored double-door at one end of the room is closed, and and ticking: a gunnery station, the bridge or engineering. Unless
there are no visible knobs or handles on it. The atmosphere is they wander completely around the ship to the starboard side, they
breathable, but stuffy, and smells slightly of decay.
won't find the Kafers waking from their captivity.
lfyou wish to examine the doorway,it opens automatically as you
approach, the panels curling back to make a two-meter-wide
G m m B Y %TA'd[aOl"rd
One door is brightly marked with a series of red bands. it opens
opening. Thedoors appearfo be flat musc1e;once opened, they lock
up, clenching and turning slowly blue-purple.
as soon as you push it--the door-muscle is thick and tough. The

no small craft are left in the launch bays. The PCs can only make the
ship do immediate things that use instinct programs-they can
activate the stutterwarp engines (they have no real navigation
capability;it's amatterof point-the-ship-and-pray)and usethe ship's
equipment (such as communications, sensors and weaponry).
While the PCs explore the ship, a few other abandoned inmates
will wake up and prowl around-agroupof Kafers kept around to test
the new humans. Neither side has any weapons other than their
bare handslclaws, but the new humans can squash a Kafer without
much trouble (they're unbelievably strong and tough now).A lethal
game of hide-and-seekensues as the two sides battle for control of
the ship.
Just as the last Kafers are dealt with, the PCs' ship is attacked,
sustaining damage to the midsection! The attacker is another
Pentapod ship, closing in with the apparent intent of destroying the
already crippled space creature. The PCs must fight back or die,
because the Pentapods answer no communications attempt and
continueto attack the damaged ship. With clever weapons use, the
PCs can drive off the other ship.
An unidenttfied starsystem is fairly close by,andthere'senough power
to stuttetwarpthedying shipto it. If the PCs reach that system,they will
be intercepted by a human privateer in an armed merchant ship. Horror
of horrors,thecreatures aboard it are hideous alien parodies of humanity,
all tail and spindly (they are real humans, but the PCs' warped percep
tions don't see it that way).These alien creatures react in similar horror,
because they can see what the PCs really look like, and they attack.A
desperate fight decides who owns the ship.
Radio traffic in the system proves that the system is inhabited by
humans, a French military outpost! By this time, the PCs have
proven their superiority in battles against Kafers, Pentapods and
humans-and they may have realized that something is very wrong
with them. If they take the privateer shipoff into space, congratulations! They've won, because they survived. If they go to the military
outpost, they'll be destroyed-the French invite them to shuttle
down and send a shuttle full of explosives.
Why this wish to vaporize the PCs? The war with the Kafers is over,
for now-a major push mashed the bugs back to their own stars. The
need for these new humans is gone, and the French and the Pentapods
are trying to tie up loose ends-neither conspirator needs the kind of
publicity these new humans would generate if they lived.
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walls arepearlyand hard, andmeter-tallconsoles standbefore each
wall. The tops of the consoles feature simple touch-pads, which are
a bit low, but still comfortable for use. Touching any button on any
touch-pad makes the pearly-hard wall opposite it light up, showing
deep space with target roundels (you know, circles inside circles,
like a target) in the center of the wall-screen,for such it seems to be.
There are very few buttons on the touch-pads, and with some
experimentation,you find that severalof them move the star-scapes
around the roundels, like a video game. One button glows abruptly
red when you touch it; if you touch it again, there is a flash on the
screen, and the button stops glowing. It's nogreat feat of intellect to
identify this place as a gunnery room.

ENGINEERING

The ship is in terrible shape. The normal-space reaction engines
(maneuvering drives) are dead, the power plant is completely shut
down, life support is failing in peripheral areas, the only po wer left is
diverted to vital spots, and the computerhrain is losing function. In
short, the ship is dying. Its last instruction was to shut down!
No information about the ship's past can be found in the memories; that data has been lost as the ship shuts down.
Task: To monitor the inside of the ship.
Formidable. Int. 6 seconds.
Turning the internal bio-monitors on reveals little (most of the
monitor nodes are already dead, as are the internal bio-organisms
that supplement them). But they do reveal motion in the starboard
areas of the ship!

The room at the rear of the ship is huge, well-lit, and filed with
machinery The assemblage resembles stutterwarp drive machinery,
althoughit issubtly changed, roundedandstreamlined. Thereareno wire
orpo wer connections; instead, the drive machinery seems to be directly
While the PCs have been exploring, another group of castaways
grown into the ship, with living connections andpowerconduits. Several have awakened. Eight Kafers were stored on the opposite side of
consoles, similar to the ones found in the gunnery station, stand before the ship. Two officers are with them, one of almost human intellect
pearly viewscreen walls. Youseemto understandthatthesymbolson the (even when he's not working on adrenalin--wait until he gets
console touchpads are concerned with arcane and inexplkable engi- frightened!). The officers have been trying to wake the soldiers, but
there are no pressing dangers and the vitalized intellects soon dull.
neering functions. Henri can translate some of them.
To make matters worse, the officers don't have anything to clobber
the soldiers with except their bare pincers.
Task: For Henri to call up engineering data.
If the PCs don't explore the starboard side of the ship first, the
Difficult. Ship Drive Engineering. 3 minutes.
Kafers find them, either at the bridge or in engineering. A pair of
If Henri succeeds in defining some engineering data, this is what Kafers will approach the doorway and peer in; unless the PCs
he learns: The stutterwarp drives are in good shape, but that's about' posted someone to watch the door, they won't see the Kafers. Roll
aN that is in good shape. Very little power is left in the reserves, 1010. On a 1-2, the Kafers are frightened and gain intellect after
perhaps enough to move half a light-year. The normal reaction about 10 seconds. They then split up, one going to fetch the others,
drives have almost no power and life-support is slowly powering while the second one hides by the doorway to ambush anyone
down. The main "powerp1ant"iscompletely shut down, and the ship coming out. On a3-8, they stand there dumbfounded until someone
is working on batterypower. (No, Henri has no idea howto reactivate notices them. On a 9-10, they experience aflash of actual thought
and slink off to report the incident to the officers.
the power plant. It doesn't look possible.)
if the PCs explore the starboard side of the ship first, they meet
BRIDGE
the Kafers stumbling around after emerging from stasis: You see
The bridge is a large room (20 meters by 15 meters). Three walls something moving ahead. It could be another of the strange dying
appear to be some hard, pearly material. The fourth wall, looking creatures-but it's not quite the right shape and seems bigger in the
forward, is a huge window. A half-dozen small meter-high consoles dim light. As you approach, you see another one behind it. They
outfitted with complex touchpads stand facing various walls; two don't seem to see you. Whenyou're about 10 meters away, you can
realize they're Kafers-sort of. They're way too talland spindly to be
face directly forward, looking like helmsmen's posts.
The touchpads are defined in Pentapod writing, which you seem regular Kafers, almost twice your height and somehow fragileto understand instinctively (that is, you know what the glyphs mean, 1ooking.At this point, the PCs have the advantage. The ship's lights
but you would be hard put to translate). Most of the consoles seem are too dim for effective Kafer vision--the pair doesn't even see the
to be information-oriented; one of the forward consoles is definitely PCs. If the PCs make much noise, there's 50% chance the Kafers
concerned with navigation and piloting the ship, while the other will hear them (footsteps make little sound on the rubbery floors). If
the PCs want to ambush the Kafers, they may strike the first blow
controls engineering and gunnery.
without Kafer response-after that, it's every being for itself. Of
course, if the PCs want to sneakaway quietly and plan, they can, the
Task: To determine the ship's navigational position.
Kafers never the wiser.
Difficult. Pilot, Int. 90 seconds.
Wherever they meet, if the PCs and Kafers end up fighting, the
The ship is between systems and has been for awhile, The last sounds of combat will attract the other Kafers in a minute. If the PCs
navgational program entered into the helm was a directive to head don't see the Kafers first and the other Kafers come to do battle, the
straight out into deep space. Thewmputerseems to have no idea of the fight will be between eight stimulated Kafers (the officers have been
passage of time and has to struggle to even rememberthatlast directive. rather free with their fists) and the surprised PCs.
The Kafer officers aren't stupid, and they see the PCs as they
At the moment, a starsystem is about IkTlght-yearaway Unfortunately,
there is no memory in the computer to dent'@it from starcharts.
really are: short, wide, ugly and formidable--worthy opponents. If
the PCs succeed in killing or knocking out a couple of Kafers, an
Task: To activate the stutterwarp drives and point the ship in the officer sounds the retreat and the Kafers run off, fasterthan the PCs
can follow on their short legs.
right direction. Difficult. Pilot. 5 minutes.
Referee: If all goes well, the drives will have the ship cruising
The Kafer leader then takes up guerilla warfare, positioning his
through the star system in about four hours.
forces in two equal-sized groups with an officer in charge of each,
waiting to ambush the PCs. They will use tricks: Hiding in doorways;
Task: To call up computer readouts of the ship's status.
lurking in the foul pools in the rooms; sending a single aroused Kafer
out as adecoy, then having him flee in simulated panictodraw afew
Routine. Int. 30 seconds.
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PCs into an ambush. One group will definitely be sent on a flanking
maneuver, through engineering,to strike from the other flank. Don't
worry about mapping out the confrontations;the ship is so large that
the Kafers have plenty of room to maneuver. Their only limit is the
fact that the ship's living areas are divided into the port corridor (and
the rooms attached to it), the starboard corridor and its rooms, the
engine room at one end and the bridge at the other end. There's
more to the ship than that, of course, but the cargo and boat bays
below can't be reached at the moment.
On the way through engineering, the Kafers stop to try to
dismantle partsof the enginesforweaponry!Thisaction registers all
sorts of pain sensors on the bridge, alerting the PCs there to the
danger. They will have to drive off the Kafers beforethey blow up the
ship or shut down the stutterwarp drives.

A NEW PROBLEM
The PCs have to kill all the Kafers. The bugs won't sue for peace,
fighting to the last, er, man. After the PCs have won (and perhaps
sustained a few wounds themselves), give them a few minutes
before: The ship shakes violently, throwingyou offyourfeet. As you ,
struggle to regainyourfooting, the ship shakes again, less violently.
There is a sound too familiar to space warriors, the noise of
momentary decompression.
PCs on the bridge or in a gunnery station can see what is
happening. A strange, pearl-pink creature is matching course with
the ship. It resembles a squid to some extent, with a grayish shell
coveringitsnose,brokenonlybyaglowinggoldendome, likeahuge
compoundeye. Its tentacles trailbehindin a streamlinedmass, each
arm tipped with what appears to be a thrusterjet. As you watch, light
beams stab out from the peculiar creature andyour ship shudders.
The wall displays tell the story: You're under attack!
What the PCs do not know is that the creature cruising alongside
them is a dead ringer for the ship they're in. They are under attack
from a Pentapodbattlecraft, the size of a battleship (but only armed
like a cruiser). The PCs may use their ship's weapons from the
bridge, trusting automatic responses, orthey may take control of the
guns from one of the gunnery stations (there are two on the
starboard corridor and two on the port corridor). While they frantically try to activatetheweapons, the othershipcontinuestotakepotshots, trying to destroy the engine room.
For purposes of gunnery, assume that both ships are within the
same 600,000-kilometer hex. Actually, they're separated by about
one kilometer, making this a completely point-blank range battle!
Task: To activate the ship's weapons from the bridge.
Difficult. Gunner. 1 minute.
Referee: If the weapons are activated, the ship starts replying to
theattack, firing one weapon perturn with aGunner-Oskill level. Roll
1D l 0 to determine what kind of weapon is fired: 1-5: 1x1 laser 6-9:
5x1 lasers 10: Death missile.
Task: To use ship's lasers from a gunnery station.
Routine. Gunner. 30 seconds.
Referee: Once a gunner has figured out how to activate the
laser at the enemy using standard
lasers, he may fire either XI
gunnery rules, or he may make the gunnery task a Difficult one and
fire a 5x1 laser group at the enemy. Up to three gunners may man
lasers at any one gunnery station.
Task: To prepare and fire a death missile.
Difficult. Gunner. 1 minute.
Referee:Agunner working at a gunnery station may try to use the
toxin missile controls at the station. He has to puzzle out the correct
touchpad sequence and define the target correctly; this is represented by the task. If successful, a death missile is launched at the
enemy.Adeath missile is self-targeting; at this range, it hits on a roll

of %.The enemy will
try to shoot it down,
succeeding on a roll
of 7+. If a death missile hits (and if it gets
past the armor), roll
1D l 0 each turn, per
missile. On a5+, the
enemy ship dies. Completely. Along with every life-form on board.
The enemy ship is a husk, filled with dead meat.

P)UTH MI$$
The death missile is a stutterwarping, living organism that carries
millions of tiny subrnunitiin spores loaded with a devil's brew of shortlived viruses and organic poisons. Any carbon-based lifeform with a
circulatory system dies moments after k i n g hit by one of these spores;
this includes Pentapod livingships. There is no antidote since a hospital
of antidotes couldn't cover every poison and virus included in a single
$are submunition. The PCs'
been death missiled repeatedly,
but its own slow death has s
he outer circulatory system and
prevented the spread of the weapons' deadly cargos.

D

GIMG THE E N E m

The enemy Pentapod is a fairly large ship. It has 50 hull hits and
an armorfactorof 4, thanksto its shell. Armor preventsdamage;any
weapon hitting an armored ship must roll 1D l 0 higherthanthe armor
factor of the ship to damage the hull. Surface features such as
sensors, thrusters and weapons mounts are not protected by
armor.)To drive it off, the PCs have to do 25 hits worth of damage to
it, or hit it with a death missile.
In the meantime, the PCs are in danger. Roll 1Dl0 every turn to
determine what important damage occurs: On a 1-7, nothing vital is hit.
Onan8,theb~idgeishit.RollforonePCatrandomonthebridgetosustain
crewmemberdamage.Aresu%of9meansgunnerystationhit. (Thereare
four gunnery stations; roll at random to see which one is hi. tf there are
PCsinthatstation,theyallsuffercrewmemberdamage,+1tothedie roll.)
Aresukof IOmeansengineshit. (Testforenginefai1ure;there isa10%
cumulativechance per engine hit for something irreplaceably vital to be
hit, which kills the stutterwarp drives.)

m S c U E $EI[IP
Should the PCs manage to drive off or kill the Pentapod ship
without sustaining critical stutterwarp engine damage in the process, they can continuetheir voyage to the nearby star system (this
system is actually DM +27 28217, an occupied system and French
outpost) and try to find habitable worlds.

Task:Using the ship's sensors to scan the system.
Difficult. Sensors, Int. 6 minutes.
Success indicates that the PCs have swept the system and found
nothing even resembling a habitableworld, just some asteroids and
planetoids. However, one planetoid is broadcasting radiotraffic, and
there is a gravity-disturbance resembling a stutterwarp drive in
action about three million kilometers away, headedtheir direction at
a warp efficiency of about 1.5. If the PCs are not successful, they
learn little, trying to puzzle out howto make the sensors work. By the
time they'd get to try again, they have company.
The other ship parallels your course, drawing to within visual
range. It's heartbreakingly familiar---an old, use-streakedAnjouclass freighter! It flies alongside, making no maneuvers, as if the
crewisstudyingyou. Tocommunicatewiththenewship,the PCs must
find and activate the communications networkof the perishing vessel.
Task: Using the communicators.
Routine. Communications. 30 seconds.
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The communicators are not working perfectly;the link is sporadic
and filled with static. Furthermore, there is no visual signal, only
audio (the ship's pretty far gone, and that battle didn't help it any).
The voice on the other end speaks French with a slight twang to it,
and is strangely high and squeaky. "Hello, alien vessel. This is the
SS Bounty. Can you hear me? Please respond.*
If the PCs askwhere they are, the Bounty's mantellsthem, "In the
DM+27 28217 system. Didn't you know that?"
If the PCs tell the Bounty they are in need of assistance, they are
directed to turn off their stutterwarp drive and stand to for d d n g .
Otherwise, the Bounty's man requeststhem to shut down and stand to
for docking so theycan investigatethe strange and uniquevessel (most
Pentapodships h k likefish--this is a large battlecraft). Eitherway, ifthe
PCswanttodockwiththeBounMtheyhavetotakeamomenttodiscover
where the docking bay is aboard the alien craft.

thin, spindly, striched-outtparudies of humanifj-easily three anda half
meters talkshouting with squeakx high v o b s when they seeyou. And
they're anned, canying guns that bok vaguely familiar: One of them
points an instrument atyou, and a b&htphoto-flash fills the room.
The halfdozencrewmembers who meet the PCs (either on the PCs'
shiporontheBountv)arearmed--tvvohave Nlode1579mmpistols, three
have M-2 assault rifles and one has a Model 10 riot gun. They wear
nonrigid armor vests. They're terrified when they see the P C H e s t for
panic. If they don't panic and run, they open fire. One of the Bounty
boardingcrewmembersis aVeteran NPC;the restareExperienced.One
Bountycrewmembertodcapidurewith aselfdevelopingdigitalcamera;
it prints out a photo at the touch of a button.
The aliens gape, their long, skinny mouths opening inhumanly
wide. Some run, some level their weapons at you andfirelThe PCs
must fight or die; the range is not long, perhaps 10 meters. If the PCs
grab the guns, they can use them, although they seem large and
ungainly. If they defeat the Bountycrewmembers, they can invade
Task: To prepare the ship for boarding.
the Bounty. There are only another five crewmembers aboard her,
Routine. Pilot. 1 minute.
Referee: This shuts off the stutterwarp drives, stops the ship's and they have only Arno Five-Fiieen pistols with which to defend
spin and putsthe interior into freefall (the entire craft has been rolling themselves. These remaining crewmembers fight as Green NPCs.
to create a gravity simulation; the PCs have been walking on the
FIN& DECISION
inside of outer shell) and opens the docking bay amidships.
By this time, the PCs may have pieced together the clues and
realized that they have h e n drastically altered from their former
selves. If the PCs look at the picturethat was taken of them, they will
TATION ON TPlE BO
If the PCs don't want to be boarded by the Bounty's crew, they can see the truth: They're ugly, squat, vile-looking grotesqueries that
change courseto prevent it. The Bountywilltake umbrage and open would look normal in a freak show.
fire with several heretoforeconcealedweapons:two doublexl laser
Nowthe PCs have to decide whatto do. They can take the Bounty
turrets, a masked x3 particle gun mount, and a 5 x l laser array, with and stutterwarp away to a life of free piracy; they can get away from
+I
ship's targeting. Obviously, this ship is only an Anjou on the the Bountyonce they've killed the boarding crew; or they can go to
the French planetoid outpost in-system.
outside. Roll for damage on the PCs' ship as before.
If they choosethe first option, they're home free. The Bountyhas a lot
If the Bounty's crew boards the PCs' ship, or the PCs board the
Bounty, a new horror becomes quickly apparent. The crew of the going for it. If they choose the second option, they're almost out of time,
fortheirship is nearly dead. Iftheychoose the last option, the French are
Bounty looks human. Sort of.
The Bounty has obviously been taken over by aliens1Thsy bok like very cordial about the wholethingand offertosend up ashuttleto rescue
the PCs; this shuttle is remot~ntrolledand contains a single fusion
bomb big enough to vaporize the entire now-dead Pentapodbattleship.
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Measurements given in the adventure are twice the actual
distance. The PCs are shorter now, but still think they're normal. If
you want real distances, divide the stated distances by two. To
avoid tipping the players to the fact that their characters are more
than human, their stats are given in letter form. Conversions are:
A=1O, B=12, C=15, Dm18, E=20, F-25, G3.30, H 4 5 . Some of these
statistics are high-the Pentapods had to modify the base humans
quite a bit. The PCs cause blunt weaponstrauma when they strike
with their strengthened, spike-knuckled hands. They may not
realize this at first, rationalizing that their outsized, skinny opponents are fragile. Likewise, their strengthened frames and musculature, augmented by cartilaginous plates over joints, neck and
other vulnerable areas, give the PCs an armor rating of 0.5 on all
locations.
Size: 18
Det: 15
Melee: 115
Str: 12
Int: 2/12 (8118) Armor:0.8 (fromthe backonly)
Dex: 12
Con: 7
End: 16
Life: 14
Numbers separated by slashes indicate the difference between
stupid Kafers and aroused Kafers. When aroused, one of the
officers has an Int of 18 (this fellow has an Int of 8 otherwise).
For the PCs to be used in this adventure, see the Master Race
Character Sheets on the following page.
This adventureservedas the23CK)ADRPGA event for GenCon '91.

Character Sheets
The following character sheets contain information forthe referee only. Before showing them t o the players, the referee will need
t o block out the Att. Number and Task Modifier column o n each sheet. See Referee o n page 46 for more information.

Frank Larson
Att
Code
Size D
StrG
DexA
End E
DetB
lntA
EloA
EduC

Att
No.
18
30
10
20
12
10
10
15

Task
Mod.
3
7
2
5
4
2
2
3

Skils
Combat Rifleman-4
Demolitions-1
FirstAid-1
French4
Ground Vehicle-2
Gunner4
Heavy Weapons3
Hunting4
Melee-5
P-Suit4
Riding2
Sidearm-3
Stealth-1
Survival-2
Thrown Weapon-2
Mass 156 kg, Enc66kg, Con7, Life 15, Cool5.
Born in Texas, on Earth. Age 38.
He spent his early adult yearswith theTexas
Rangers, acquiring muchexperiencewith space
travel and planetary duty. His temper kept him
from reaching officer ranks, and he left the
Rangersto join the foreign legion, where he has
served since. He volunteered for this mission,
under the idea that he'd get to kill Kafers.
Larson is violent, with little finesse or subtlety.
He enjoys a good time as much as the next guy
(but his idea of agood time is spending a week
on the open range in west Texas with only a
horse, a six-gun, a bottle of whiskey and lots of
snakes to shoot). There's nothing he likes better than combat. He is as exhilarated by combat
as any Kafer. He's chauvinistic, behaves as if
Texas is the center of the universe, is bigoted,
hates all aliens, and is hot-tempered.

Lin Mae-Tuan
Aft.
Code
Size A
StrC
Dex D
EndC
DetC
Int E
Elo D
Edu F

Att
No.
10
15
18
15
15
20
18
25

Task
Mod.
2
3
4
3
3
5
4
6

Skills
Anthropology-4
Bureaucracy-1
Computer-2
Electronic-3
First Aid-2
French-1
Info Gathering4
Melee-2
PSuit-1
Sidearm-1
Survival-2
Writing-1
Mass 105 kg, Enc35 kg, Cons, Life 10, Cod2.
Chinese. Born on Chengdu. Age 24.
She is a xenoanthropologist, specializing in
research concerning the Kafers. When she
caught wind of this mission, she insisted that
she be included. She recognizes Duval by
reputation. Linisquiet, methodicaland retiring,
preferring t o let others take the lead. She is,
however, fanatical about amassing information
about the Kafers, and will pass up no chance to
examine a n d record data concerning any alien
life-form, regardless of any danger.

Claude Duval

Gottas
At&
Code
Size C
Str F
Dex B
EndC
Det B
lntA
Elo A
EduD

Aft.
No.
15
25
12
15
12
10
10
18

Task
Mod.
3
6
3
3
3
2
2
4

Skills
Combat Rifleman-2
Cpmmunications-O
Computer-2
Demolition-2
Disguise-2
Forgery-1
Gunner-2
Leader-1
Melee3
P-Suit-1
Pilot-2
Sidearm-:!
Streetwise-2
Survival-1
Mass 145 kg, Enc 55 kg, Con 7, Life 14, Coda.
German. Born on Neubayern. Age 32.
An ardent pro-Unification German, he took
to the stars with anti-French privateers and
eventually succeeded in commanding his own
little vessel, the Rache (Revenge).
He was captured while attempting a terrorist bombing of a French starport.
He "volunteered" for this mission with the
understanding that he'd be pardoned and released.
If Gottasattempts anything against the mission or tries to desert, the French government
told him it has implanted a cortex bomb that
can be used toexecute him at any time-there
is no bomb in actuality, but he doesn't know
this.
He recognizes the legion tattoo on Larson,
identifying Larson as a legionnaire.
Gottas is loudand domineering,andis used
to having his way. He is cautious about space
battles, as he realizes how deadly they are. He
hates France and the French.

Geninne DeLuca
Att.
Att.
Task
Code
No.
Mod.
Skills
Size C
15
3
Computer4
StrD
18
4
Electronic-2
Dex E
20
5
Forge~y-2
EndC
15
3
Mdee-2
DetB
12
3
Security Systems-?
lntA
10
2
Sidearm9
EloB
12
3
Stealth-1
Edu B
12
3
Streetwise-2
Mass 130 kg, Enc48 kg, Con6, Life 13, Cod2.
French. Born on Davout. Age 22.
DeLuca was a very successful burglar and
mercenaryspy. Shewas caught by the French
government and sentenced to death, but was
given the choice of going on this mission
instead.
She is bright, cheerful, and a trifle
overconfidant. She prefers to use skill rather
than brute force.

Aft.
Code
Size B
StrE
DexC
EndE
DetC
IntB
EloC
Edu C

At&
No.
12
20
15
20
15
12
15
15

Att
Code
Size D
StrH
Dex B
End C
Det C
IntD
EloA
EduD

Art
No.
18
35
12
15
15
18
10
18

Task
M.
3
5

Skills
Anthropdogy-3
Biology2
3
Communications-1
5
Computer-1
3
Ground Vehicle-1
3
Linguistics-2
3
Medical3
3
Melee-1
P-Suit-1
Psychology-2
Sidearm-1
Survival-2
Writing4
Mass136kg, Enc44kg, Con6,Life13, C o d l .
French. From Beta Canum. Age 37.
Claude began his life as a contact anthropologist, and has published several works on
alien cultures and biology. He volunteered for
this mission when hecaughtwindof the factthat
Lin Mao-Tuan had already been accepted.
Claude knows Lin on sight and hates her.
She is a rising genius in the xenology field, and
his star is falling. He is on this mission solely to
upstage and disgrace her.
Duval is an indifferent researcher, preferring
to take personal notes rather than amassing
loads of data. He is lazy and very emotional.

Henri Orland
Task
Mcd.

Skills
Aircraft Pilot-1
Computer-2
Communicatians-1
Electronic-1
First Aid-0
Gunner-2
Leader-1
Nee-1
Remote Pilot-1
PSuit-1
Pilot3
Sensors-1
Ship Drive
Engineering-2
Sidearm1
Survival-1
Mass 154 kg, Enc71 kg, Con7, Life 15, CoolS.
French. From Beta Canum. Age 30.
Orland joinedthe French Navy assoonas he
was old enough. His hulking sizewas more than
matched by his intelligence, and he soon
reached officer status. He is presently a captain.
Orland recognizes Larson's legion tattoo,
and he knows (and loathes) Gottas on sight, as
a pirate and terrorist.
Orland is chivalrous, well-mannered, and
completely patriotic. He volunteered for this
mission out of patriotism, and will work to ensure the success of the mission. He will not
tolerate insults to la belle France. Q
4
8
3
3
3
4
2
4
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partyof archaeologistsfrom Cambridge University sets out to investigate the ruins of Andryn in
the Eden Desert of Mars-and
never returns. The PCs are invited to join a rescue expedition to discover
the scientists' fate.
The missing expedition left Syrtis Major
aboard asmall steam flyer four months ago,
intendingtospend eight weeksexploring the
city. It is nowtwo monthsoverdue. Led bythe
eminent Mars scholar Dr. Phillip Carter
Howard, the team included Professor Benjamin Fine, Dr. Cyril Hardy, Mr. Jordan
Treslingham and the Reverend Archibald
Gannet. They were accompanied by two
human servants, Jamshid Singh and Alf
Haggage, and a Martian guide named
Strookh.

RESCUE EDEDITION
The rescue expedition-financed by the
Royal Geographic Society with help from
the Crown-will proceed in a small steam
flyer, escorted by an Aphid-class gunboat,
the Firefly. The gunboat will leave the party
at the ruins of Andtyn, then must head south
to hunt for Oenotrian privateers preying on
British shipping in the Sinus Meridiani region. The Firefly will return in a week to
escort the PCs back to Syrtis.
The Royal Geographical Society has
raised£400 through public subscriptionwith
which to equip the expedition.The PCs may
spend this money on whatever items they
need, but anything purchased will become
the property of the R.G.S. once the whole
thing is over. The steam flyer belongs to the
society, as well.
The two ships will depart Syrtis Major,
take on water and coal inAvenel, then steam
across the Aerian Hills. As the PCs travel
westward abovethe Martiandesert, they will
have the usual random encounters. The
Firefly should be abletodeal with anythreats
that appear.
The voyage should take about eight days.
During the last two days there will be no
random encounters-even aerial traffic
avoids the cursed city. If an encounter is
rolled, the characters see a mirage. In the
hazy desert sky, heat shimmers create the
image of a huge city with vast towers and
broad avenues.
When at last the two ships reach the city,
the Fireflywill remain long enough to check
for any large hostile force of nomads or High
Martians. But there is no sign of anyone.
With that, the gunboat will turn southward
and steam off, to return in a week.

R m
Andryn is accursed, according to Martian
legend. Desertcaravansavoidit, eventhough
it has a good source of water. Hill Martian
nomads say Andryn was once a mighty city

in the middle of fair and green lands, but its
prince supposedly committed an abomination so heinous that the gods caused the
canalto cease flowing and placedthesign of
death upon the city.
Andryn was once a metropolis of some
50,000 people. It was abandoned3000years
ago when the Eden pumping station to the
Sewer Outlet: Asmall stream flows slugsouth was destroyed in an earthquake, drying up the canal. The city has been thor- gishly from the sewer outlet set in the old
oughly looted and vandalized, and dam- stone quay. It is screened by tough thornaged by the ceaseless desert winds and the bushes, but can be seenfromthe floorof the
pitiless passageof time. All the buildings are canal bed.
Palace Service Wing:This wing held the
now roofless, many collapsed, and everything is covered with about a f a t of sand. It kitchens and servants' quarters. It is in very
is possible to find shelter on the lower floors bad shape, but on the second floor are the
of some multistory buildings. Water is avail- desiccated corpses of three Hill Martian
able nearby-a pond in the dead canal bed warriors, apparently dead by suicide. They
is stillfed by atricklefrom the old city sewers. are decades old.
Palace Throne Chamber: The domed
The outlying areas of the city have all
been covered by shifting desert sands. Only roof of this building is intact, and the huge
the citadel section, built on a rise overlook- carved stone throne of the princesof Andryn
ing the dead canal, remains intact. The remains in the center. The throne is occusurviving section of the city is surrounded by pied by a Martianskeleton, wearing acrown
a steep cliff (needing a Formidable Moun- made of finger-bones and a cloak appartaineeringtask roll to scale), which is 50 feet ently made of the skin of a Martian. In the
high on the northern side of the citadel and rear of the chamber is flight of steps down to
the palace dungeons. The steps are boobyrises to 80 feet high on the southern side.
One thing explorerswill notice very quickly trapped-anyone descending will cause a
is the utter silence of the city. Aside from the sharpened pendulum to swing down the
whisper of the wind, there is no noise. The center of the stairwell. It requires an Agility
footsteps of explorers echo loudly in the roll to avoid the pendulum, which otherwise
abandoned streets.
will inflict 2 wounds.
Palace Old Wing: This wing once held
the royal apartments. Some rooms still conLOGATIONS IN
RI+T
In addition to the encounters described tain highly indecent murals on the walls, and
above, there are several notable sites in the the prince's chamber still holds an exquisite
sandstone statue about eight feet tall (weighcity.
Academy of Wisdom: This was once a ing nearly a ton). The statue would fetch a
school where the elite of Andryn were edu- good price in Syrtis Major, if it could be
cated. A careful search of the building will moved.
Ruined Keep: This hafcrumbled tower is
uncover a set of slate tablets inscribed in the
nearly extinct Khallan dialed, describing dangerous to enter: There is a 1 in 6 chance of
some of the operations of the old pumping falling debris, requiring an Agility roll to avoid
stations.
suffering a wound. Amid the rubble is the
Expedition Garnpsite:This mansionwas smashed hull of the Howard expedition's flyer.
used by the ill-fated Howard expedition as a tt is damaged beyond repair.
There is an entrance inthetowertotheold
base of operations. It is described more fully
storage cellar of the palace. To discover this
below.
Temple: This domed building is in good entrance amid the rubble is a Formidable
condition, but the statues of Martian gods test of Observation skill.
Guard Tower: The body of Dr. Fine is
inside have all been mutilated. Their heads
have been knocked off and replaced by here, still clutching his heavy revolver. He
skulls. Only the image of the death god apparently died form multiple stab wounds.
remains undefiled. Behind that statue is a Written on the wall beside him in dried blood
flight of steps leading down to the temple are the words "Death comes at night."
crypt. The steps are booby-trapped-anyone going down will set off a shower of darts
ENQ70mTZRS
When characters enter a new building,
dropped from above. Roll 10 hit dice: Each
dart inflicts 1 wound on a roll of 6. Normal the referee should roll on the table below.
saving rolls apply.
Roll Encounter
Mansion: Jamshid Singh's corpse lies in
one of the downstairs rooms, partially dis1-3 Nothing
membered. He has a rifle with him, and the
4 Skeletons
5 Animals
room is litteredwith spent shells. This house
6
Booby-trap
has a cellar connected to the undercity.
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Skeletons: The building contains 1-6 No sign of Fine-lfearhe may have stumbled
bodies, at least several months old and into a trap. Strookh keeps repealing his
possibly centuries old. Most will be Hill Mar- nonsense about a curse. We will depatt as
tians, and the rest will Canal Martians or soon as Fine is found.
humans. They will often be in positions of
There are no further entries.
agony or arranged in horriiying poses. None
will have any useful weapons or possesR STRI-S
sions.
The first night the characters are alone in
Animals: This will probably be a small the city, the Stalker priest will attack. He will
group of Roogies, Eegars, or possibly an prefer to attack any PCs left alone, but if
Eelowaan. They will behave normally.
necessary will take on a pair, or even three
Booby-Trap: Atrap is set at the entrance PCs. He will emerge from the shadows, a
of the building. This is generally a bow-trap, hideous knife-wieldingfigure, attacking with
in which atrip wire releases an arrow aimed inhuman ferocity.
at the door. The arrow hits on a roll of 5 or 6,
While this attack is going on, or shortly
and PCs get their normal saving rolls. It is thereafter, other members of the cult will
unlikely that the arrow is poisoned.
disable the party's flyer. They will secretly
cut the flyer's rudder and trim-control
cables.The first time anyone attempts to
LOST EmEDI'P'%BN
The mansion where the Howard expedi- take off in the ether flyer, it will not respond
tion made its headquarters is a scene of to controls at all. An Impossible Piloting skill
bloody horror. In the main room lies Dr. roll is needed to land the ship safely; otherHoward, his body horribly mutilated.Anyone wise itwill crash, injuring those aboard. No
with Medicine Knowledge can determine pilot can prevent the flyer from being damthat he was still alive when most of his aged in the crash. (A really good way for the
wounds were inflicted. The bodies of Mr. referee to stage-manage this is to have an
Treslingham and Alf Haggage are wrapped NPC panic and try to escape aboard the
in tarpaulins and laid out in an adjoining flyer, only to discover that it has been saboroom. Reverend Gannet's body is in an taged when he crashes.)
upstairs room; he was apparently flayed
alive before being killed.
Dmm
R
The cult of Death the Stalker is an insane
The expedition's supplies and apparatus
are untouched. All the ammunition brought Martian religion, similartothe Cult oftheWorm.
by the Howard party has been used up, and Cultists worship Death the Stalker of All. The
the steam flyer is gone.
high priest is thought to W m e an avatar of
Howard's Journal: Dr. Howard'sexpedi- Death, and goes out stalking vidims to slay.
tion journal is under his cot. The first few
When a Stalker priest goes out hunting,
days describe perfectly normal activitieshe is always intoxicated with the Kroosht
setting up the camp, photographingthe city drug. This drug radically enhances one's
from the air, and so on. Trouble begins to physical attributes---at the cost of shortening one's life. Kroosht users generally die
appear with the entry for June 20.
June 20, 1889: A great tragedy. ME after a year or two from the effects of the
Treslingham died at qqmximately 10 a.m. drug. Kroosht raises a person's Strength by
Upon entering the doonvay of buiMing A-31 he 2, Endurance by 1 and Agility by 2. The user
,
the carotid never becomes unconscious due to
was struck with an mv/piecing
artery andcausinghis death a few minuteslate[ wounds--he remains conscious until killed.
Kroosht also reinforcesthe fanaticism of
Rev. Gannet was with him and infonns me that
the cultists, making them absolutely fearan infernal machine was set up in the &way
less. Cultists never need to make Morale
toprotectan m w a t
a senseless and tragkdeath.lhave suspended rolls. The Stalker priest must have a oneour investigaions pending a search for more ounce dose of Kroosht every 24 hours or his
attributes return to normal.
traps of this sort.
June 21, 1889: Honor! Alf was slain in his
There are as many Stalker cultists hiding
bed last nght, even as we all slept! He was in the city as there are members of the
stabbed through the heart Singh is undoubt- adventurers' party. Whenever one Stalker
edlygui4 of this foulmurdet; though he denies priest is killed, he is succeeded by another
it, of course. I have orderedthathe be secured, member of the cult. At any one time, only a
that we may take him back to S. Major for trial. single Stalker pries"iunts the party (aiThis will certainly mean cuttiq short ourinves- though his mobility and resistance to damage may give a different impression).
tgatbn. Damnable nuisance.
June 22,1889: Dr.Fine ismissing.Strookh,
Hardy and I will search while Gannet reS T f i m R TACTXGS
mains to watch Singh.
Acouple of NPCs wandering off alone will
LatecSingh escaped whilethat idiot Gan- probably be the first attacked-and found
net was making tea. It is too dangerous to horribly mutilatedby the PCs. N the PCs are
remain here in our present circumstances. smari and remain in groups, the Stalkers will

try to pick them off from long range with
arrows (possibty poisoned), orprepareelaborate booby-traps. The Stalkers have a superbknowledgeof the city and can oftenfind
secret passages into roomswhere prospective victims have holed up.
The Stalkers are clever and utterly merciless. Some cultists will pretend to be killed
and go down, only to rise later and continue
their bloody work-a seeming corpse come
to life. They may kidnap a PC or NPC and
keep him alive, perhapstorturing thecaptive
so that his screams will bring others out.

ERC1'B"LI
Underneath Andryn lies a complex network of sewers and basements, mostly intact. The cultists hide in the tunnels and use
them to get from place to place secretly.
The sewer tunnels are an example of
superb ancient Martian construction. They
are 10 feet across and are diamond-shaped
in cross-section. Smaller pipes enter from
above andon the sides, but none of them are
large enough to fit a person.
Shafts to the surface can only be found from
underground; there is too much sand and debrisonthe ground upabove.These shafts have
a stone cover at the top, and stone handholds
are carved into the side of the shaft. It requires
a Formidable Strength rolltosuccessfully open
one of the lids from underneath.
Shafts betweenthe upperand lower sewers
have no ladders. it requires a Routine Mountaineering roll to go down and a Difficult roll to
climb uptheseshafts. The upper sewer system
is 10 yards above the bwer system.
Ssctions blocked by debris are partially
collapsed. They are completely impassable
without digging machinery.

Palace Dunge0ns:Thesegrim cellsonce
held enemiesof the ruling prince. Onechamber now holds instruments of torture, the
dried body of a Hill Martianstill restingin one
device. A secret tunnel leads from a cell to
the sewer system; it is concealed by a piece
of cioth daubed with mud to resemble stone.
A FormidableObservation roll is required to
spot the tunnel.
Palam Cellars: This was once the storage
area for the palace. A grating connects to the
sewer system. There isnothing hereof interest.
%wr Outlet: This is one of the mainsewer
outfbw pipes, and a small trickle of water still
seeps outtofeed the pond outside. The cultists
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have booby-trapped the entrance with a dart
trap. Anyone entering will triggerthetrap,which
fires 12 darts. Each dart hits on a roll of 5 or 6,
doing one wound. Normal saving rolls apply.
Darts which miss the lead person may hit
anyone following.
Blocked Outlet: This sewer outlet is partially blocked and is screened by thornbushes. It requires a Difficult Observationor
Fieldcraftrolltospotthe outlet from thecanal
bed. The cultists have not placed any traps
at this outlet.
Lair of the Stalkers: This chamber is the
headquarters of the Stalker cultists.
Mansion Cellar: This is the basement of
the mansion where Singh's body lies. A
grating leads into the sewer system from
here, which can easily by opened. A pit has
been dug on the sewer side of the grating,
concealed with a cloth cover daubed with
mud. The pit is lined with sharp stakes. An
Impossible task of Observation will spot the
pit; otherwise, the first person passing
through the grating will fall in, suffering 1D6
wounds.
Temple Crypt: This was the burial chamber of the royalty and nobles of Andryn. All
the sarcophagi have been looted of any
valuables, and the mummified skeletons
have been removed from their wrappings
and seated atop the tombs.
The Martian guide Strookh's body is here,
impaled upon a stake and pinned to the
ground. Someone making a RoutineObservation roll will notice a trail of bloodstains
leading from him to one tomb. If moved, the
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tomb reveals an entrance to the sewer system. Moving the tomb is a Formidabletest of
Strength, but two people can work together.
Cellar: This cellar has no access to the
surface, asthe buildingabove hascollapsed.
The chamber contains a great deal of domestic trash-broken furniture, rotted rugs
and so forth-but one small chest holds a
beautiful idol carved from a Moabite Fire
Jewel. The idol is worth at least £1000.
Storage Room: Thischamber's opening
to the surface is blocked by tons of rubble.
The Stalker cultists use this room for storage. There are several gashant carcasses,
and a collection of foodstuffs looted from
caravans and passers-by. There is also a
small hoard of valuables collected in the city,
stored in a small chest. The miscellaneous
gold items, coins and bits of jewelry are
worth about £300. The cultists store their
Kroosht drug supply here; a large glass
bottle holds 80 ounces.

ESGNE

Once their flyer has been disabled, the
PCs have only two ways to escape the city:
They can try to leaveon foot, orthey can wait
forthe Fireflyto return. Departureon foot will
be difficult. t i is at least 500 miles to the
nearest city, Emden, along the dead canal
bed. The city of Thymiamata is 700 miles
away across open desert. To the north lie
mountains inhabited by High Martians; it is
doubtful that they would be any improvement over the Stalker Cultists. A party on
foot willstill be hounded by the Stalkers, who
will attack at night, poison water sources,
drivegame away, and generally dotheir best
to help the desert claim its victims.
The Firefly is scheduled to return in a
week to escortthe party backto Syrtis Major.
It can bedelayed by Oenotrian privateersfor
several days, if the referee wishes the PCs
to have a longer stay in Andryn. And even
after departure, a mad cultist might stow
away aboard the gunboat, to turn up when
R OF THE STALKERS . the PCs least expect it.
Rewards and Experience: The PCs will
The Stalkercultists' headquarters is in the
deepest part of the undercity, where the undoubtedly get some combat experience
original sewer catch-basin was. All ap- during this adventure. Scientists may also
proachestothechamber are booby-trapped, improve their Archaeology skill
A newspaper will undoubtedly pay handwith trip wires hidden in the standing water
that cause huge bladesto spring up from the somely for an exclusive account of the adfloor. Each person passing a booby-trap will venture, and the resulting publicity might
trigger it on a roll of 3 or less. Avoiding the generate some renown. Adescription of the
blades is an Impossibletaskof Agility. Those Stalker Cult and the monster might earn a
whofailto avoidthebladessufferfourwounds scholar some scientific prestige. There are
(the referee may simply rule that those hit by still some itemsof value hidden in the city, for
those who crave mere money.
the blades are dead).
The lair of the Stalkers is a huge domed
PLAY HINTS
room, reekingof filth and decay, with puddlesof
This horror adventure is very dangerousmurky wateron t h e f h r and adeeppool in the
center. The room is decorated with shocking the mortality rate among characters is likely to
trophies of the Stalkers' grim activities: Hid- be high. Since PCs are often very attached to
eously mutilated bodies of Martians and hu- continuing characters, it might be wise to use
mans are hung upon the walls, and a horriiing temporary PCs for this mission.
The scenario depends a great deal on
idolof Deaththe Stalker stands besidethe pool
atmosphere andtension. The refereeshould
in the center of the room.
All remaining Stalkers will be in the room; emphasize the isolation of the party, the
about half will be asleep-unless one of the spooky silence of the city, the horrendous
booby-traps has been tripped. In that case, condition of the bodies found.
The referee should also pay attention to
the Stalkers will be awake and armed. They
will fighttothedeath with knives and swords, the moods of the party, and plan Stalker
showing no mercy and asking for none. One attacks accordingly. For example, after the
cultist will be disguised as a mutilated body first Stalker priest is killed, the PCs may think
on the wall; he will not strike unless most or there was only a single fanatic. Only when
their confidence has begun to return should
all of his comrades are killed.
Horror From the Depths: In the central the next Stalker priest strike.
Many alternatives are possible to add to
pool is the hideous creature worshipped by
the death cultists-a huge, tentacled horror the mood. The Stalker cult is widespreadresembling an enormous and bloated Knoe a Martian servant with the group may seShoshu, but with aface shockingly reminis- cretly be a cuttist. Perhaps one of the arcent of a Martian's. It will risefrom the depths chaeologists (the missing Dr. Hardy) is not
if all of the Stalkers are killed, and ooze dead, but instead has gone insane and
joined the Stalkers. If so, he will act as bait to
toward the surviving PCs.
Size: 3x3 Move: WIO, L4 Wounds: 12 lure the PCs into ambushes, or be rescued
and then turn against the adventurers. Or
Weight: 1000 Ibs Tentacles (4,4,4,4).
The horror can attack with up to four maybe one of the PCs will go insane from
terror and begin emulating the Stalkers. 2;2
tentacles at once.
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Dladlelish

Date: 101-1122

BDuIinor has appointed Tredek Jurisor as his minister of information and communication after weeks of rumors regarding an u p m i n g
political move of major consequence.
qjJurisor is one of the most influential of the Virasan leaders who led the Synod members of the 457th Khanu in their precedent-setting
decision to revise certain precepts of the religion's stance on afterlife and enlightenment.
~Previously,dying a nonviolent death on Dlan was a primary condition for a believer to attain full revelation in the afterlife. However,
the Synod of the 457th Khanu decreed that this is no longer a requirement.
qjJurisor, along with the other reformationists who refer to themselves as the leaders of the Enlightenment movement, met with stiff
resistance from the more conservative and traditional Synodans of the 457 Khanu.
¶The elements who have resisted the reform, now known popularly as the Orthodox sect, reacted to Jurisor's appointment with bitterbut unsurprised-disappointment.
qlFarthik Dorsokuguur, unofficial leader of the Orthodox sect and oldest Synod member of the 457th Khanu commented, "This is precisely what we feared would follow Jurisor's reformations-an alliance between the leaders of our faith and the leaders of our state. The
heresies of the 457th Khanu are not an advancement of our spiritual vision; they are the precursors to an amalgamation with secular
governments and aspirations."
qjDorsokuguur refused to comment on rumors that the Orthodox sect has begun assembling a "star chamber* court in which to try
Jurisor for his "crimes against the faith."
IJurisor has dismissed such rumors as groundless, observing, "My esteemed colleagues are individuals of honor and faith. They would
not embark on any such course of action, which could easily be mistakenfor treason--given my new position in the secular affairs of Dlan."
qjJurisor, who is 43 years old, is a familiar, dynamic public figure on Dlan and has left the world on three occasions to oversee what his
press secretary calls essential secular matters.
qjDulinor's press secretary refused to make comment on the religious discord on Dlan other than to say, "The selection of Tredek Jurisor
is the result of much careful consideration as to who would do the best job in this important post. The Emperor Dulinor is pleased to have
a member of the Virasan faith as one of his close advisers, but issues of religion neither swayed his decision pro or con in this-or any
other-matter."

Gelornaroaibmassifia

Date:119-1122

qjFormal declarations of war were exchanged today between the AutoMech Ltd Bloc and the Tarnasse lndustramation Group here on
violence-plagued Gelornamite.
¶Once a peaceful, prosperous planet, Gelornamite's decline into bitter internecine strife began late last year, when the Development
Council-comprised of the chairpersons of the planet's eight leading firms-became seriously divided over industrial and economic strategies.
¶In particular, Sagata Arms and Procurement Associates announced its decision to break from the "standardized arms approachsthat
is still the accepted norm within the Imperium.
ICiting the ongoing breakup of the Imperium, Sagata Chairman Sharda Sorku observed, "The only standards that we should be worrying about are those which will serve to optimize our local defensive capabilities, not some antiquated concept of technological universality-a concept which recent events have made extraneous."
q[Sorku's comments refer to the widespread adherence to Imperial Data Package designs as the standard for widely used designs of
weapons, vehicles and heavy equipment.
¶While use of IDP designs has never been required or urged by the Imperium, most member-systems have used these data packages
as blueprints for the production of crucial systems.
¶In additionto being very user-friendlyand well-supported with supplementary programs and inexpensive industrial start-up packages,
most worlds have found that the use of lDPs aids their economies by enabling them to be conversant with, and capable of meeting, the
maintenance and equipment needs of most visiting starships and crews.
¶Calling Sorku's comments "isolationistic and economically perilous," Head Councillor Tayla Hai-Lei moved to quell any attempts to
depart from the use of IDPs, particularly in the area of personal weapons.
ISorku rallied other corporations to his cause, however, creating a political alliance known as the AutoMech Ltd Bloc. Sorku's initial
desire to terminate production of 7mm and 9mm ACRs and instead shift to a unique 8.2 mm general purpose weapon expanded into wider
departures from Gelornamite's traditional IDP-biased industrial strategies.
¶The Tarnasse lndustramation group-led by the late Hai-Lei's successor, Gatta Ndompo-received the bloc's official notification of
secession three days ago. The group immediately commenced operations to occupy the bloc's major production centers. Bloctroopsarmed with the new 8.2mm ACRs-halted these offensives after taking heavy casualties.
¶Head Councillor Ndompo is said to have put in a request for immediate assistance from Margaret's Imperial forces.

WarjidrDaibeii

Date: 125-1122

¶Duke Craig formally announced today that over 20 worlds on the borders of the Federation of Daibei are now designated as red zones,
according to the TAS.
¶The majority of these worlds are located in the Mulaar, Hermes and Dudin subsectors of Daibei, and in the Riftrim subsector of Reaver's
Deep.
qjWhen asked why he was personally announcing the TAS designations, Duke Craig responded, "Iwant to make it clearthat I not only
accept these travel recommendations-l actively support them. I'm the last person to want to admit that some of our finest regions are no
longer safe for travel, but the facts are incontestable. Even though the intensity of fighting between this Federation and the Solomani
invaders has died down, there is an enormous upswing in pirate activity. Each morning, I get a missing persons update-and there are
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never less than 5000 new names on that list. Much of this is due to the raiding that is plaguing these hotspots right now."
¶Duke Craig declined to speculate on when these areas might become secure and safe for travel once again.
TRumors that the duke's 24-year-old cousin is among the missing have gone unconfirmed by official sources.

Date: 139-1122
TLucan's Vengeance Fleet has retired from the Strela system after six days of intense fighting.
¶In what some experts are calling "the last great fleet engagement of the Rebellion," Lucan's and Dulinor's naval assets battered each
other mercilessly, resulting in the destruction of at least four BatRons, 10 CruRons, three TankRons and an untold number of destroyers,
escorts, patrol craft and auxiliaries.
¶Ground and COACC forces suffered equally heavy losses. Personnel casualties are assessed to be in excess of two million.
¶Unofficial reports suggest that medical supplies have run out, forcing field hospitals to resort to unanaesthetized meatball surgery
techniques that are usually seen only on pre-industrial planets.
¶Against this backdrop of human misery, Dulinor's commanders are claiming victory, although even they are compelled to admit that
the cost in lives and equipment was "unacceptable."
Tunable to press their advantage in numbers here at Strela, Lucan's commanders are now assumed to be withdrawing back to Core,
marking the end of the long and costly vengeance campaign which has dominated so much of the Rebellion.
¶In a special report to the TNS, retired Imperial Admiral llina Robokovsa states that she doesn't expect to see Lucan attempting to
resume his offensive.
1According to Robokovsa, "He (Lucan) has taken too much damage here and has nothing to show for it. The vengeance fleet was at
the end of a very long, very vulnerable supply line, and Lucan simply doesn't have the logistical assets to support this kind of massive
offensive anymore. Core may be able to reproduce these assets but is the only political region within the postwar lrnperium that lacks a
safe rear area. Every centimeter of Core's periphery borders on hostile space. That's going to make even Lucan think twice before he tries
to mount another offensive as huge-and costly-as this one."

Vawardmld Expanses

Date: 151-1122

¶Concern mounted in financial markets here today as the headquarters analysts of Hortalez et Cie announced that earnings had
declined by 12 % during calendar year 1121.
¶While much of this assessment is based on algorithmic projections (actual reports often taking years to reach HeC's headquarters
here on Vaward), market experts were forced to concede that this estimate was probably accurate to within 0.1%.
flWhen asked to speculate on what had caused this sudden downturn, the experts almost universally cited Hortalez's massive asset
trade with the four Vilani megacorporations which had been concluded on 090-1121.
¶Although the trade had been conducted and conceptualized with a great public show of amity, anonymous spokespersons from
Zirunkarish now speculate that Hortalez et Cie "had little faith in the long-term viability of markets within the Ziru Sirkaa-a common
mistake amongst financiers with decidedly Solomani mindsets."
¶When asked to comment on these various speculations, HeC Senior Administrator Nils Petersen suggested, "People should watch
a little more closely and patiently, and speculate a little less. From our (Hortalez et Cie's) standpoint, everything is proceeding right on
schedule and just as we expected."
¶Petersen declined to make any further statement that might shed light on his enigmatic comments.

CapitolICore

Dab: 153-1122

¶Emperor Lucan slew a regency emissary with a flurry of laser bursts early today in a dramatic scene reminiscent of the tragic assassination carried out here six years ago.
(The emperor stormed from the throne room immediately afterward. The court was cleared by the lmperial Honor Guard.
¶Although details were not immediately available, fragmentary information suggests that the emissary was Judith Isaacs, a regent of
the Imperial Regency of Intelligence and Security.
¶According to a courtier who spoke on the condition of anonymity, lsaacs had travelled to Core to effect formal delivery of the regency's
request that Lucan submit to answering charges of murdering his brother, Prince Varian, and several other persons.
¶In keeping with the Imperium's succession laws, the regency is required to ensure that a potential successor satisfactorily refutes any
allegations of felony that might be outstanding against his person. This process must be a matter of public record and must be completed
before there can be any recognition of a right to succession.
¶The emperor is said to have become enraged when lsaacs delivered this message (both verbal and hardcopy, according to succession law), at which point he jumped to his feet and fired four laser bursts into the regent.
llsaacs is thought to have died immediately.
¶Spokespersons for the emperor have explained that Lucan initially believed lsaacs to be an assassin and that his sudden departure
from the court was motivated by remorse for having made this mistake.
¶However, no official statement has been issued by the Imperial staff, nor has an official apology been sent to the regency.

TurinNerge

Date: 172-1122

TThe leaders of the newly formed Verge Combine announced their succession from the Federationof llelish today, after weeks of bitter
dispute over Dlan's recruitment policies and mandatory "mutual defense tariffs."
¶it was also announced that fighting has broken out on several worlds friendly to the combine in the past three weeks and that Federation forces were already on site, participating in acts of "shameless oppression."
nAnalea Mekatan, senior chamberlainof Turin and perhaps the most influential member of the combine, stated, "We have allowed our
economies, our militariesand our aspirationsto be drained by Dulinor ever since the Rebellion began. Now, even as it is drawing to aclose,
his demands upon our livelihoods-and our very iives-ontinue to increase. This is not tolerable. His flat rejection of our petitionsfortariff
freezes and recruitment reductions has left us no choice but to secede."
¶Unconfirmed rumors suggest that two Federation fleets-the 42nd and the 1300th Reserve---have already sided with the combine,
along with their attached ground and COACC combat assets. R
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veryone's heard of theme
gangs where all of the members have some kind of surgery to make them look alike.
Not everyone's heard of the smallermore violent--gangs that roam the
streets. Most of these groups try to work
with at least some amount of subtlety.
Some are underground gangs, which
don't establish a turf or make themselves a public force.
Each gang, almost by definition, has
to have a leader. These leaders could
be fanatic individuals or corporations
hoping to achieve some grand plot.
Players can come in contact with these
gangs in a variety of ways. Attributes
and other statistics for the gangs described below have been left out so the
referee can tailor the gang strength to
suit his needs.

Ghosts

If the PCs subdue and question the
Ghosts that attack them, they will find
out that the Ghosts are indeed on a
mission-they are robbingpeople, convenience stores and other shops to
raise enough money to make a
shadowrun against a corporation that
has been destroying large portions of
wilderness outside of Seattle.
The PCs can, of course, join in the
shadowrun.

Vampires
It's becoming more common nowadays to hear stories about a vicious
gang that makes very unusual attacks
on people in the residential sections of
Seattle.
When the Vampires strike, they always hit a group of people at once-such as small meeting groups, bingo
halls, and the like. When they hit, they
burst into the building, sealing off the
exits, and throw stun gas and stun
grenades into the crowd. Once everyone is out, the Vampires (of course)
steal blood from each of their victims.
Each Vampire has pure white hair,
red eyes and (naturally) a pair of extended canine teeth. The teeth, however, are not capable of drawing anything into them-the Vampires extract
blood from their victims with syphons
and other means. They do not seem to
care about how much blood is withdrawn from each person, just the total
they leave the buildingwith. Because of
this, some people will be totally drained
of their blood and dead, while others
only sightly drained and dizzy.
Police have theorized that the Vampires actually work for a research company that has a crying need for human
blood.
Using theVampires:The PCs might
come across some clue as to the Vampires' purpose during another shadowrun-such as a company or individual
buying large amounts of blood. The
specific use of the blood is left up to the
referee-perhaps an individual or researchfirm is studying ways to exterminate a certain race (metahurnanor not)
via a biological attack, like a virus or
contamination.

People who have encountered the
Ghosts recall travelling down a street
and suddenly being aware of a light,
faint moan comingfrom all aroundthem.
Asthey walk, the moaninggrows louder
until it is almost unbearable.Suddenly,
the traveller is ambushed by spectral
figures brandishingold-fashionedweapons like spears and bows. Although the
Ghosts aren't more violent than others,
they are a threat that has eluded police
for some time.
The Ghosts number at least 100, but
like the Nuggoths, they tend to stay
underground, and their overall purpose
appears to be extortion and other petly
offenses.
The weapons they use imply that
they might have more powerful means
at theirdisposaland that the handweapons are for show.
Using the Ghosts: When shadowrunners have an occasionto walk down
a dark street, they could be ambushed
by the Ghosts. Depending on the
cyberware the player characters are
equipped with, they may be able to tell
that the spectral effect surroundingeach
of the gang members is caused by an
unusual type of gas that looks slightly
neon-like intone. PCs may also discern
that the Ghosts use artificial amplification devices intheirthroats to create the
Zombies
haunting moans. Characters with lowlight enhancement will see that each of
It's no secret what the Zombies want:
the gang members is wearing a small "Liberation of the mind through advanced chemical stimulation." Unfortugas mask or filter.

nately, they want this "liberation" for
everyone, and they've taken it upon
themselves to make sure everyone
experiences it.
A few years ago, when the Zombies
first formed, they poisoned the Seattle
water treatment plants (those plants
that take sea water anddesalinize it into
drinkingwater) by introducinga hallucinogenic into the water. Afew people in
Seattle died before authorities discovered the drug. Since then, they've tried
to be more subtle and have concentrated their attacks in the past few
months on bottled water companies in
Seattle and the surrounding towns.
Their eff orts have producedparanoia
among people everywhere. Although
the city strengthenedthe security around
the desalinization plants, no one likes
to drink that water anyway (the taste is
terrible). Now, not even water imported
from a water factory is safe. "One sip,
and your mind could trip" is a common
phrase. Authorities are trying to locate
and eradicate the Zombies but have so
far had no luck.
The gang gets its name from the
effect the drugs have on the members.
When they aren't out on a mission to
contaminate something, they usually
wander around in a daze, stumbling
about like they have no mind of their
own.
Zombies generally wear Jamaican
rastafarian hairdos, have beads and
dress like "elite hippies1'-their clothes
are of the best quality and their vehicles
of the best class. They detest the '"peace"
sign (afist but with the index and middle
finger extended). Both humans and
metahumans belong to the Zombie
gangUsing the Zombies: Clearly, the
Zombies are a threat to everyone.
Someone will eventually hire shadowrunnersto follow up on a lead as to their
whereabouts. In addition, the Zombies
and the Ghosts have conflicting interests (purity of the environment verses
chemical alteration) which could mean
a kind of undergroundgang warthat the
party could become involved in.

Nuggodlns
The Nuggoths are a gang of only 10
to 15 members. Although they don't
have any policy or practice of racial
purity, the gang is composed of humans only. Their mission seems to be
anarchist in nature, as they target individuals in government, especially lowlevel government employees.
They don't really have a turf, and no
one knows for sure who the leader is or
where their headquarters is, but a few
things mark their presence: First and
foremost, they like to kill-that much is
obvious. They also like to do it in a
ritualistic style. Bodies of their victim
aren't mutilated or found in a grotesque
manner. But the victims are always
found with knife wounds that suggest
the use of hand razors (page 128 of
Shadowrun) of anunusually long length.
In addition, the wounds always originate from the back of the neck, suggesting that the Nuggoths attack from
behind.
It is unclearwherethe gang getstheir
name.
Using the Nuggoths:Nuggothstend
to attack anyone remotely associated
with city or government institutionseven runners who take part in government-sponsored raids. And few things
are more frustrating than having your
government contact ritualistically killed
by a gang of anarchists.

Werewolves
The Werewolves are the simplestbut most dangerous--of all the gangs.
They are also very predictable-every
full moon, they go on a violent rampage
akin to the apocalypse.
The Werewolves howl before they
strike, and they have tapped into the air
raid and public warning sirens. As soon
as the full moon rises, all the sirens
around the city go off, producing a chilling howl that lasts for several few seconds. Residents have learned to be
leery of full moons, and the howling and
sirens strikes terror in the hearts of
many. Those who are smart stay inside
during the full moon, and many 24-hour
stores and businesses close down.
Their methods are simple-hit something big with everything possible. Favorite targets are large structures or
places that "go up with a big bang."
They have some sort of intelligence
information that tells them what targets
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are the best defended, so naturallythey
always avoid them and go for places
easy to hit. They have already hit nearly
all of the major corporate headquarters,
stadiums and fireworks factories in
Seattle.
The Werewolves begin a strike with
some kind of shoulder-launched missile, then gang members throw grenadesthrough the windows and shower
automatic gun fire at anyone in the
area.
After a single big target is hit, they go
on to create mayhem throughout the
city. Apparently the gangmembers split
up and go on a crime spree, trying to
accomplish whatever acts of violence
they can during the night. Once the
night of the full moon is over, they
retreat to wherever their headquarters
is and do not return untilthe sirens carry
their howls over the air a month later.
Using the Werewolves: It would
certainly spook the PCs if they are
about to steal some data from a corporate building and find that it is suddenly
under attack by a bunchof crazed gangsters. Not only do the PCs haveto worry
about getting blown up or shot, but the
Werewolves tend to attract maximum
attention very quickly-almost worse,
during a shadowrun, than getting shot
at.

PLACES
Groups are not the only source of
danger in the city. Some places, too,
offer their own threat. The PCs might
some night walk innocently into a store
orother business-and find themselves
in the midst of illegal implants,
psychokillers or mysterious murders.

A Special Service
Body Shop
There's really no place more dangerous than an illegal body shop. If a
character goes in to have something
done, the outcome can be more horrific
than a botched operation or a lost limb.
Brain Chip: The characters have the
misfortuneof pickinga body shopwhose
doctor for reasons of his own (or to
extend a plot of the referee) decides not
to follow procedureto the letter. In addition to implanting the equipment desired by the patient, he introduces something of his own creation-the nightmare chip.
The nightmare chip alters the user's

perception, although the actual senses
of the character remain the same. The
result is that every time the character is
in a stressful situation (as defined by
the referee) the chip begins to make the
situation seem much worse than it really is. This happens automatically, with
no real chance of resistance.The effect
is that opponents seem tougher and
stakes seem higher--so the character
is likely to shoot afew more bulletsthan
normal or not call as many bluffs.
During excessively stressful situations (like a firefight, melee combat,
recovering a stalled plane) the chip also
induces an extreme sense of paranoia
and hopelessness, causing the victim
to collapse or retreat.This effect can be
resisted as an opposed success test.
The strength of the nightmare chip in
producing the debilitating paranoia is
four dice, and the target number is also
four. The chip will make an "attack into
the person's willpower every five minutes of exfreme stress.
The chip can easily be identified by
even a novice cybertechnician and can
be removed like any other implant.

The A-.Train to Hell
Monorails are an important part of
publictransportation.Almost every train
is in good condition and is reasonably
well secured-but there are some that
you wouldn't want to carry cash on. PCs
on such a train might experience some
of the city's more diverse night life.
Catchingthe A-Train: Jacob Nelson
knew he liked movies, especially the
classicsfrom the 1980s and 1990s. But
it wasn't until he started to hear voices
that he knew exactly how much those
movies meant to him. So he's decided
to follow those voices and see how
many people he canvisit on a rnonotrain
at night.
Jacob's missionthe night the characters run into him is to kill as many people
with his butcher knife as possible. He's
pretty sure he saw a movie once about
a middle-aged businessman killing
people on a train with a butcher knife,
but it doesn't matter anyway-the voices
are helping him out.
His first job is to get on a train that
goes a long time between stops. The
second is to kill the interior lights, including the emergency ones, so he can
run about in his night goggles easier.
The third is to disable the emergency

brakes, and set off some smoke grenades to cause panic and hide his presence. Jacob works for a company that
makes demolitions, so he's well prepared to have everything happen at
once with preset charges and timers,
while Jacobsitscomfortably inthe train.
Jacob is wearing armor (a lined coat)
and hopes to be able to kill at least one
person. When the lights go out and the
smoke starts filling the cars, he will
stand and go after the closest personto
him, hoping to strike from behind. By
some coincidence, he will be in the
same car as the player characters....
Jacob has no cybernetic enhancement butwill fight with an uncanny zeal.
Use the Humanis Policlub Member
(page 168 of the Shadowrun rules) statistics and skills for Jacob.
PossibleSubplotsrJacobmighthave
been influenced by the nightmare chip
and gone insane, or he might have
ingested some of the drugs the Zombies are trying to spread, or he might
have been brainwashed for learning
too much about one of the gangs (the
voices tell him not to tell anybody) or

traumatizedtoprevent himfromspread- hotel staff that a hotel guest was horriing the word.
bly mutilateda blockfrom the hotel. The
victim was a human female and she
YOU Cheek in..,
was very difficult to identify. Police have
The PCs at some time may stay in an no clues or motive for the slaying.
Thewomanwaskilkdbyatrollsuffering
hotel. They might expect the visit to be
short: and sweet, without incident. But fromanaart
believes
even with all the usual precautions of that he is a
women
the experienced shadowrunner, some- gathered in a council and had his genes
thing unexpected might happen.
altered. Therefore, he is on a missionto kill
A Cry in the Night: The PGs are km females as m ant3 o"ikted restartled awake by the screams of what verge. Urrfortunately,k'sgmaskulking
sounds like a human female in the next aroundthe city. Hewas able to rapelldown
room. If the PCs put their ears to the tothehotelwinctowofthevictim,kidnapthe
door, they can hear what sounds like a woman, and use his incredible strength to
baseball bat striking a side of beef.
practically propel himself back up the rope
If the PCs call the front desk and corn beforeanyoneknewwhatwasgoingon.He
plainaboutthe noise,nothingwillhappento will continue untilhe is caught or killed. Use
them for the rest of the night. If the PCs theTroll Bouncer(page173oftheSha&wdecide to take action and burst throughthe run rules) for statistics and skills.
door,theywillfindthatthermmisempty,but
Subpots:ThetrollcouUbepartofagang
a trail of bloodleadsfroma pool onthe bed orcutt that is like a policlub,onlysadistically
totheopenwindow.~reisnofireescape, violent.Tkpoortrollcouklbeav&im,like
and the ledge beneaththe window shows Jacob, or he muM be the escaped experion~afewdropsofbrocpd.Nothingoutofthe mental specimen of a local research firm.
ordinary can be seen from looking out the That firm might need someone to hunt the
window.
troll down and bring him back in secrecy.
The next day, the PCs hear from the Enterthe shadowrunners. C2
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he idea of neural interfacing (connecting
the human brain to
electrical equipment)
is at least 100 years
old. In science fiction it began
with Frankenstein and early robot stories, took in radio, television, and radar as they were
developed, and added mentally
controlledprostheticsandspaceships in the 1940s. The computer revolution led to stories in
which characters were linked to
mainframes, and new concepts
developed along with the technology of the computer era. The
current incarnation of the idea,
typified by Willliam Gibson's
Neuromancer, is used in most
near-future roleplaying games.
The details of neural interfacing
are often vague. Gibson mentions
"dermatrodes," presumably skin
electrodes, but glosses over details of their operation. I tend to
assume the equipment he describesbkssomethinglikeacross
between a medical EEG set and
stereo headphones. lt has a data
transfer rate that is fast enough to
allow recording of human personalities and mechanized telepathy.
Even in the perfected form described by Gibson and others, this
equipment is far from safe. Charactersin Neuromancersometimes
sufferviolentepilepticfitsand heart
attacks, the drastic effects of
antihacker programs. At least two
authors have shown characters
"possessed" by the recorded personalities of other programmers.
Occasionally the results include
brain death.
If the equipment really worked
as described, I'm not sure that I'd
want to use it. Isuspect that things
muld be much worse. The IBM
and Compaq versions of neural
interfaces would be frightening
enough---I wouldn't go anywhere
near one built at the cut-price end
of the market. Imagine everything
thatcan go wrong with acomputer,
from voltage spikes to parity errors
and system crashes. Now imagine
all these things happening inside
your brain.

INSTA4;kATION
To begin at the beginning, our
brave cyberspace explorer
needs afewthousand implanted
electrodes. Why so many? The
reason i&at most are going to

be useless.Theonly way to make
this technology pay is to sell a lot
of units; millions of sales are
needed to cover development
costs. If each electrode were
implanted by a trained surgeon,
every neurological clinic in the
world would be doing nothing
but putting in electrodes, at a
cost of many thousands of dollars per patient, and the manufacturers would still only be able
to sell a few hundred units a
week.
The most obvious way out of
this dilemma is to automate the
process completely and use a
fast method which doesn't require pinpoint accuracy. One way
to do this is a shotgun approach-if enough electrodes
are in approximately the right
areas, some are bound to be in
the correct locations. The electrodes will have to be extremely
thin to avoid brain damage, thinner than current glass or carbon
filaments. Since the brain can
move inside the skull, they also
need to be very flexible. Persuading them to penetrate the
skull and brain won't be easy.
Picture a device like a hightech sand blaster firing a few
thousand tiny harpoon-shaped
electrodes into your brain at supersonicspeed. Each electrode
is the spoolfor afew centimeters
of microscopicallythin superconducting wire which unwinds as
the electrode moves. The unwinding wire makes the electrode spin, causing a gyroscopic
effect which keeps it on course.
Oncethe electrodes are inserted,
installation software finds those
which are tapped into useful
nerve areas. Many others will be
in connective tissue or blood
vessels, and some will be faulty
by the time they are in place--damaged during insertion or
during manufacture. There's no
safe way to remove useless electrodes, sothey'lljust be left in the
brain.
If the electrode material is
carefully selected, rejectionwon't
be a problem. The strands must
be biologically inert, not just corrosion-resistant-the body has
a nasty habit of attackingforeign
material or coating it in inert
fibrous tissue, which could easily damagethe brain. Fortunately,
there is already some medical

expertise in this
field, and there
should be a lot more
by thetimeelectronics developments
allow this sort of
work. Evenso, Isuspect that these electrodes might have a finite life
span and need replacement every two or three years.
What arethe electrodes linked
to? For the data transfer rates
we're discussing, it has to be
something like a fibre-optics
cable, which impliesthat the signals need to be amplified and
converted into infra-red pulses.
Since the system will be finetuned to match the user's brain,
the amplifier-transmitter unit
might as well be permanently
attached to the body. With luck,
and with 2lstcentury miniaturization techniques, this relay
should be no larger than a small
coin, containing a highly stable
memory recording the setup information, translation circuitry
and commurlications systems.
Power is picked up inductively
by a tiny Tesla coil or possibly
comes from a long-life battery. I
thinkthat we can rule out nuclear
batteries this close to the brain
unless shielding gets much better.
The relay could be embedded
under the skin with just a tiny
socket to reveal its location, but
anyone prepared to go to the
lengths of submitting to this operation may choose to advertise
the fact by leavingthe interfaces
visible.Afewchromed studs protruding from the forehead do a
lot to establish your street-cred
as a hard-core hacker.
We'll ignore the tiny problem
of decoding thousands of neural
signals and passing computer
signals back into the brain; presumably someone will have the
answers by the time this technology is available.

WP-IAT

PENS

mm

One possible answer is sensory overload. If a child is born
blind and cured surgically later
inlife,the patientsometimescan't
cope with the flood of new data.
Effects can range from confusion to epileptic fits. There may
be asimilar effect with implanted

electrodes, and it would probably be best to start slowly. Begin with a little text, then gradually work uptowardthree-dimensional graphics and other
senses, and ultimately the full
cyberspaceexperience. It's possible that the brain may only be
able to cope with a little extra
information. For example, if you
cover one eye and look at the
"m" in "information", your eye is
only clearly focused on the "mn
and two or three letters to either
side. Beyond that you see
semifocused shapes of varying
degrees of clarity. The illusion of
clarity over the full visual field is
maintained by memory, eye
movements and stereoscopic
vision. It's possible to speed up
visual data acquisition by training, but it still takes time to process the information. The main
limitation is probably the datahandling speed of the brain, not
the data-acquisition rate of the
eyes. Speed up the flow of inforflation or bypass the visual cortex completely, and there are
likely to be problems.
Let's say, forthe sake of argument, that with practice these
implanted electrodes will let you
assimilate data about four times
more rapidly than reading a display screen, with the same advantage in feedback to the computer. Let's also assume that the
brain can handle this flow of information, interact with it and
make meaningfuldecisions.This
possibly meansthat you can use
your computer about 16 times
more rapidly than aconventional
operator. It sounds very impressive; unfortunately, it still means
that the computer will spend
about 95% of its time waiting for
input because computers are
going to be much, much, faster
by the time that this surgery is
available. It's also likely that true
artificial intelligence will have
beendeveloped. Computerscan
already keep track of the stock
market more rapidly than any
human stockbroker-by the next

century, the easiest way to get a
major computing job done may
be to tell the computer what you
want and stand clear while it
gets on with the work. Constant
interaction won't speed things
up and is far more likely to slow
them down.
Having said all this, you may
wonder what neural interfacing
is good for. To be frank, I doubt
that it will ever be the major economic and social force depicted
in most games and SF. Access
to an infinite seaof data is meaningless without a good idea of
what you intend to do with it and
where the useful informationwill
be found. Picking up a nearby
book and opening a page at random, I learn that "...myoglobin
remains fully saturated at tensions well below that required
for hemoglobin to give up its
oxygen." The sentence means
something to me; if it didn't, the
book probably wouldn't be in my
house. Now imagine that I have
equally easy access to any book
in the world and try to guess the
results of a random sampling.
Datacan only be important if you
know what it means, and a nearinfinite data field implies a nearinfinite number of ways to hide,
lose, garble, or misinterpret the
data.
In many ways conventional
network facilities may be more
useful than direct neural interfaces. A computer mailbox
doesn't mind waiting afew hours
or weeks for messages; a humanoperator is likely to get thoroughly bored, especially while
processing data 16 times more
rapidly than someone calling in
from a conventional system. A
well-automated data retrieval
and indexingservice inthe hands
of aprofessionalwho knows how
to use it is likely to be a lot more
useful than an amateur with a
head full of electrodes and an
idea that it might be fun to knock
over a bank.

SYSTEM
PROTECTION
I suspect that the ease and
profitability of hacking is greatly
overestimated by most cyberpunk authors. The genre assumes vulnerable computers
and an accessible flow of information. Both seem unlikely if
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super-hackers are known to exist. If corporations start to take
major damage, they are likely to
spend major money protecting
their systems. Some organizations will simply stop using public networks; others may stay on
line, but they will be very well
protected. The antipersonnel
softwaredescribedby cyberpunk
authors is one answer, but data
encryption seems a more practical bet for long-term protection.
There are already public key
encryption methods that can
theoretically resist a Cray for
several days; you can't buy software incorporating the best systems because Britain's GCHQ
and America's NSA won't allow
anyone elseto usethem. If hacking started to cause real economic damage on a national
level, it seems likely that the security agencies would have to
loosenthe reins.There are many
other ways to make data transmissions secure; most involve
equipment which costs a lot of
money andwon't be readily availableto hackers. Military systems
will use entirely separate networks, with even higher levels of
protection.
As a last cynical thought on
the subject of hacking, it's unlikelythat anyonewouldproduce
neural interfaces for a small
market like hackers. They only
make commercial sense with a
big pool of customers. The only
organizationswith the resources
to build them will be the multinationals that the hackers are trying to crack. Is it really likely that
thesecorporationswillsellequipment that can easily be used to
harm them?

ENTERTMNRIENT
THE ARTS
If hacking is ruled out, where
will this equipment be useful?
My best guesses are in entertainment and the arts.
Entertainmentusesshould be
obvious. If you can pipe images
and/or body sensations to the
brain, you have the perfect medium for everything from industrial training to hard-core pornography. If the technology is
feasible at all, this is where the
real money will be made. There
are too many unknowns to say
how it would work. but interac-

tive programs seem most likely.
The user experiences sight,
sound and other sensations in a
totally convincing virtual reality
simulation.
The frightening social effects
of these systems have been examined by many authors. Apart
from the obvious possibilitythat
people might choose to spend
all their time immersed in a fantasy universe, there seems a
good chance that the technique
might be used for advertising
and political or religious indoctrination. Whether these techniques would be more successful than other methods remains
unknown; the potential is there,
and someone is bound to try it if
the technology is developed.
The ability to visualize an effect and immediately "see" it
should be very useful in design
and the graphic arts. With practice, users should be able to
acquire an intuitive feel for the
medium, bypassing many of the
steps required by oldertechnologies. As an exampleof how drastic such a change could be, take
a look at an old-fashionedtypesetting machine and printing
press, and compare it to the latest desktop publishing system.
Now imagine similar streamlining applied to every form of art.
This may sound unlikely, but industrial robots have already been
used for sculpture and painting;
the output side of the process
already exists, and it's now the
input side that lags behind.
If this technology becomes
affordable, we're going to see a
lotof art. Much of it will be poor,
instant "stream of consciousness" work because this process will allow impatient or incompetent artists to produce
finished workinamatterof hours,
ratherthan spending the daysor
weeks neededtogetthings right.
So 90% of it will probably be
rubbish, but 90%of everything is
rubbish anyway. Provided that
it's recyclable rubbish, it probably doesn't matter much.
There'll be some gems amongst
the crud, work as fine as anything from the Renaissance or
the 19th century. It might not be
anything we'd recognize as art
today, but we should be ready
for it by the time it comes along.
The rest of this article sug-

gests a variant background,
some extra rules, and adventure
outlines for cyberpunk-style
games. Most parts are primarily
intendedfor referees, and if you
play in such a game you may
want to stop reading here.

WI[STORICAE,
BACKGROUND
Computer hacking was declared illegal by all major governmentsby the mid-1990s.This
did not stop computer hacking.
By 1999 hackingwas blamedfor
several major disasters-the
London floods of 1994-6, the
destruction of Vandenburg Air
Force Base in 1995, and the
accidental activation (and mutual annihilation) of several Star
Wars prototype systems in 1997.
Losses attributed to computer
hacking rose from a few million
in the 1980s to several billion in
1999.Thefinancial instabilitythat
resulted led to the splintering of
.national governments and the
rise of dozens of global and national power groups, most notably religious and paramilitaryorganizations, multinationalcorporations, etc.
Today most areas are controlled by one or more of these
organizations. For example,
Lower Manhattan is run by the
Salvation Army/ToyotaliBM alliance. Today these groupings
seem to have stabilized, and
there has been an explosive
flowering of technology and the
arts, fuelled by rapid advances
in computing. Meanwhile the
technology of hackingcontinues
to develop. Recent advances in
man-machine interfacing make
it possible for human personalities to enter cyberspace and tap
intodatafarmore effectivelythan
ever before.

THE R

STORY

While hackers caused some
of the problems of the late 20th
century, they were never the
major menace portrayed by the
media. It was simply convenient
to blame the shortcomings of
government and industry on a
small and relatively defenseless
group. For example, the London
floods were mainly the result of
government cut-backs which
neglected maintenance of flood
defenses.

The global economic collapse
and its aftermathwere engineered
by businesscartelswhowanted an
end to interference in their operations. One consequence affected
hacking; corporationscould finally
use secure data encoding algorithms,previouslybannedbecause
government computers couldn't
crack them effectively.
Today there's rarely a direct link
between commercial data banks
and publicly accessible communication systems. Where such links
are needed, it takes hours of computer time for an outsider to decode a few second's data transmission, by which time the data is
too old to be useful. Systems
changetheircodesseveraltimesa
second, usingatomicclo&stosynchronize the change. Equipment
this sophisticated isn't available to
hackers.
Public recordsand minorcommerciai systems are still accessible; this may be useful if you
need Swedish census data for
1982 or a comprehensive summary of Korean Ung poetry. Otherwise, it's unlikely that they will
produceworthwhile information.
The vulnerability of major financia1systems is a myth; there are
approximately 50 successful
penetrations a year, usually inside jobs, with an average yield
of $150,000 before detection.
While 65% of offenders are
caught, most seem to suffer unfortunate accidents.
Theauthoritiesperpetuatethis
myth because an immense
amount of futile effort is channeled into attemptsto crack major
data systems, effort that might
otherwise be devoted to more
lucrative forms of crime or rebellion. Softtargets (hospitals, small
businesses, universities, etc.)
have learned by experience; it is
possible to penetrate their systems, but nothing useful is left
accessible to hackers. Critical
systems are never left on-line to
the public networks.
The technology usedfor hacking is developed and marketed
by the very corporationsthat the
hackers are trying to penetrate
or by alliedcompanies.And 90%
of sales aretostudents, attracted
by the myth of easy fame and
wealth, who typically discard the
equipment within a year orturn it
to other uses. Cyberspace inter-

faces were originally developed
for entertainment, and their use
for hacking is less efficient than
normal techniques; it is also expensive and dangerous. Naturally news is slanted to give the
opposite impression.
The setting is very like that in
existing games. The main differences are that cyberspace hackers tend to be young and naive,
much less effective than they believe, and vulnerable to a range of
interesting medical problems.

WE m
V
J
E THE
TECmOLBGY
Every time a set of electrodes is
implanted, there's a significant
chance of brain damage or other
neuraleffects. For example,oneof
the filaments might loosen asmall
bloodclot andtriggerastrokeafew
hoursordayslater.~heriskissmall
atfirst, but rises withthe number of
electrodesimplantedandincreases
if the brain isn't given enough time
to heal betweenimplants. Incidentally, cyberspace hading is addictive;there isastrongtendencytofit
more electrodes, whether or not
they are really needed,to improve
the"reality"oftheexperience.Useless wires can't be removed and
are broken down by the body very
slowly, so the brain eventually fills
with many thousands of microscopically fine filaments.
Cyberspace systems haven't
been in use long enough for the
extent of the danger to become
apparent. Domesticentertainment
usersare rarely affected sincethey
only have one set of electrodes
fitted every twoorthreeyears.The
few incidents that have occurred
have been carefully hushed up.
Deathsand illnessamongst ria-raff
like hackers don't interest anyone
but those involved.
Apart from style, there is a practical reasonwhyexperiencedha&ers have chrome covers on their
interfaces-they are very vulnerable to infra-red jamming. A N
remote control can cause a joH of
pain; a cordless computer keyboardcantriggera migraine headache. Mostlaserweaponsuseinfrared on similar frequencies, and
even a near miss would generate
enough spurious signals to wipe
out the configuration data in the
terminal unit, making cyberspace
a m s s impossible until it is reprogrammed.

GE
PR814ABILIW
Each player character is assumed to have been involved in
cyberspace hacking for two to
four years. Roll 1Dl00 on the
Brain Damage Probability Table
for years and for the number of

electrode sets, then roll for brain
damage effects (if any). Record
the number of electrode sets for
future use; if more electrodes
are added at a later date, reroll
for brain damage. After year four
the chance of brain damage
stays at 4% per electrode set.

Full Metal
Pizza
As you check the local bulletin
board, a message slowly appears.
It looks like someone might actually betypingit in, ratherthandownloading it from a neural interface:

Hi hackers.
Takealookat Wldatanode,
access code 23-95852913243. Looks like a big corporate database. It's tough,
heavily protected, should be interesting. My rig isn't up to it.
Anyone out there gets inside,
let me know what's in there.
Loggingoff for tonight,
zippy
Alotof peoplespendalotoftime
incyberspace.Mostofthesepeople
are teenagers and young adults.
After an evening's interfacing, they
are tired, thirsty and hungry.
Enter Amalgamated Global
Convenience Foods and its new
subsidiary, Full Metal Pizza Inc.

AGCF's marketing division has
noticedthispotentialcustomerpool
anddecidedtotapitby luringcyberspa- explorers into an automated
order system. It's supposed to be
fast andfun; asthey worktheirway
through the system, the choices
they make will determine the size
and ingredients of the meal, which
will be charged to their credit card
accounts. Messengers will deliver
the food a few minutes later. If all
goes as planned and customers
likethis idea, an internationalchain
of FMPI computers will spring up.
First, though, the system must be
given a trial run. No one expects
any trouble because it's been designed by expert programmers.
Want to guess who'll happento be
the first hackers into the system?
Once the PCs try to investigate
the"databasentheyf indthemselves
trapped inanightmaremaze, likea
really bad computer adventure, in
whichtheonlywaytopmgressisto
pidc types of meat, vegetables,
pasta and other ingredients and
trimmings. Forexarnple,onescene
dumps the team in an Italian mar-

ket, where aGodfather-slylecharacter tries to make them an offer
they can't refuse; delicious garlic
bread, guaranteed to "keepa da
vampires away." Another scene
puts adventurers in ashootinggallery where they must fire at different animals and meat products.
Some of the scenes have bugs
and expose the characters to effects as dangerous as Black Iceor
your game's equivalent.
Eventually the PCs shouldfight
their way to the final scene, the
check-out, wheretheirbillsareitemized and must be paid. The game
won't let PCs log out without producing a valid credit card number.
Any attempttouse afake resultsin
a visit from the company's mobile
goons, who suggest that characters might want to think twice before committing credit card fraud
again-and they bring home the
point by breaking an arm or two.
If the PCs try to argue with the
program, it suggests that they
should complain in wriiing to the
corporate headquarters-Full
Metal Pizza Inc, c/oAmalgamated

Gkbal Convenience Foods. b x
329458, Liberia There will not be
any reply. Anyone who persists in
arguing will abruptlyfind that he is
slumped in front of a cyberspace
terminal; the Full Metal Pizza system has cut the last links, leaving
the adventurerwithasevereheadache and no real desire to plug in
again that evening.
Whatever happens, in the early
hoursofthefollowingmorning,each
of the adventurers hears a loud
knock at the door. When they look
outside,they'llfind apileof cartons
and tubs, full of cold pizza, warm
ice cream and other goodies, plus
a largecredit card bill. Residentsin
poor neighborhoodsmay also find
a rat or two busily gnawing at the
cartons.Any resemblancebetween
the goods ordered and those received is purely coincidental.
Anyone who eats any seafood
pizzagets severe pollution-related
poisoning, resulting in a spell of
illness lastingseveral weeks. Anyone whoeatschilligets mild arnoeb idysentery. The rest of the f w d
is relatively innocuous. S;Z
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Conquer

P.O. Box 48539
Niles, 11. 60648

By Dan Snuffin
New York City,I
WPolice areinvestigating
the theft of a rare book h m the private collection of C. Arthurhke. The thieves broke into
theresidenceearlyin theeveningandstolearm
copy of Daemons of the Fire.
Locke shot and killed one of the burglars,
but the other escaped with the book. The
value of the stolen book was not known.
ne of the PCs stumbles upon
the above article, dated September 8, 1926, while reading the morning newspaper.
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A successful Cthulhu Mythos roll will
reveal to the characters that Daemons
of the Fire is a Mythos book.
This adventure is located in Boston,
but the referee may adjust the location
to fit his campaign. The referee will
have to decide how to involve the characters based on their situation and history. If one of the PCs is a professor,
Miskatonic may send him to investigate. Or possibly one of the characters
knows C. Arthur Locke or is interested
in the stolen book.

IKEEPER9S
0
ION
A horde of Deep Ones is plotting to mett
the Arctic ice by summoning Cthugha. The
riseinsea levelwillexpandtheirunderwater
domainwhile causing serious disastersfor
the surface dwellers.The DeepOnes have
stolen DaemnsofFirebecauseitcontains
the Summon Cthugha spell. They have
hijacked the freighter Blue Star to carry
them andthe more human membersof the
horde upto the Arctic Sea. After all, that's a
long way to swim!

m w Y O U CITY
Locke will not conduct any interviews
over the telephone, but he will invite the
investigatorsto his home to discuss the
theft. Travel by train from Boston to
New York City will cost $5.70 and will
take seven hours.
The Locke residence is a two-story
mansionof weathered bricksurrounded
by a large, well trimmed lawn. C. Arthur
Locke is a tall, healthy looking man in
his early fifties who wears a green
sweater of questionable taste. He will
cooperate with the investigators after a
successfulOratory roll has been made.
Locke will tell the investigators that
he was sitting in the den when he heard
noises coming from the reading room
where he keeps all his books. He pulled
a revolver from his desk drawer and
went to investigate. He saw two men
sneaking down the hallway toward an
open window, one carrying the book.
He yelled at the men to stop, and the
first turned toward himwhile the second
continued down the hall. When the first
made as if to attack him, Locke shot the
man in the chest. The other jumped out
the window and escaped.
Locke is not aware of the Mythosvalueof
the book, nor is heawarewhythatparticular
bookwasstolen. Hewillexplainthat het r i i
to read it once, but the messy old English
text required too much efforl.
If the PCs ask to see the rare
collection, Locke will proudly oblige. There
are many rare tiles, but no Mythos books.
If asked about anything unusual that
may have happened or about the man
killed, Locke will remark. "The man
looked very unhealthy. His skin was dry
and scaly, and he had no hair."
AFastTalkor Oratory rollwillgetthePCs
into the city morgue to view the body.
Gunshot wound aside, the man looks unhealthy indeed. His skin is dry and scaly,
andheappearsto havelost ailof hishair. His
ears are set to close to his head, and his
eyes are a little large. His identity is still
unknown.Asuccessfu1Qhulhu Mylhos roll
will tell the PCs that this man is hatfway
through the transformation from human to
Deep One.

tigators is a journalist, it will be from his
editor. Otherwise, the caller will be a
journalist contact acquainted with one
of the characters. The caller will inform
them of the mysterious disappearance
of the whole population of Rockport, a
small costal village in Massachusetts.
Approximately 125 peoplegompletely
vanished with no trace. Th isappearance was discovered late st night.
Rockport is about 35 miles from Boston, two and a half hours away by car. It
is a remote fishing village of old, weathered wooden buildings and shacks in
various states of disrepair. Most smell
onlyof fish, and evetything looksundisturbed. A Fast Talk or Oratory roll will
get the party past the loose security
surrounding the area.
Although very old and warped, the
docks of Rockportare very strong. Boats
are still tied up on most docks. While
looking in this area, anyone making a
successful Spot Hidden roll will notice a
life ring caught in some cattails right off
shore. The white ring has the words
"Blue Stat" on it, and the preserver
looks relatively new.
One building in Rockport is identified by
the signoverthedoorasthe"Esoteric0rder
Of Dagon." Those making a successful
CthulhuMythosrollwillknowwhoDagonis.
Inside are many OMchairs leisurely organized in rowsfacing a bare stone altar. The
building is otherwise completely empty, as
everythingof importancewas taken on the
voyage. Obviously this is a very poor excuse for a house of worship. While W i n g
in this area, anyone making a successful
Spot Hidden roll will mtice a small scrap of
paper lying beneath one of the chairs. The
rcontainstheword"tar,"with anything
once precedingthat inscriptiontom off.
Rockport has a grocery store, but
there is no food here-the shelves are
bare. The inventory records are missing, but there are many empty crates
and boxes in the back room. If the PCs
check the labels to see what was once
in the crates and boxes, they will find
three labeled ''fur parkas." The rest of
the boxes are labeled "candles,""oars,"
different types of food, etc.

&

cargo freighter that left Boston harbor
on September 2 for Libson. One day
later, all contact was lost, and it was
presumed that the freighter may have
sank in the heavy storms that hit at the
time radio contact ceased.
If the PCs ask the BPC for details
about the Blue Star, a successful Fast
Talk roll will reveal that the captain of
the freighterwas SamuelWesthouse. A
total of 32 crewmemberswereon board.
The cargo was wheat, various foodstuffs and tobacco.
If the PCs mention that they found a
life ring from the Blue Starin Rockport,
the BPC will say that's not possible,
considering the ship's position and the
currents concerned.
If the PCs investigate the matter further, they may discover that two of the
crewmembers were from Arkham. This
is a red herring, but it might lead the
characters on an interestingwild goose
chase.

MISICATONIC

about the Esoteric Order of Dagon or
Daemonsof the Fire is Miskatonic University. At the library, many hours of
work and a successful Library Use roll
(or a suitable contact, if the PCs have
one) will reveal that Dagon is an extremely large, fishlike humanoid and
leaderof a race of similar beingssmaller
than himself. The Esoteric Order of
Dagon is not mentioned.
The rare books section of the library
where Daemons of the Fire or more
sensitive information on the Esoteric
Order of Dagon can be found may only
be accessed if a PC is a professor at the
university or the PCs are accompanied
by a professor. A translation of Daemons of the Fire is available to those
with the proper clearance.
W the investigators try to find out more
about the Esoteric Order
monsof the Fireorcult act
through the faculty,they will eventually be
referred to Dr. Jim Aarenson, professorof
Anthropokgy. If any of the characterseither
teach or attend Miskatonic University, asCE
B L m ST=
sume they know Dr. henson. Aarenson
The next day, the party will get an
A call to the Boston Port Commission will tell the investigatorsthat he is not suralarming phone call. If one of the inves- (BPC) will reveal that the Blue Staris a prised to hear of cult activiiy in
rf

bright point of light floats up from the
fire. When it reaches a height of about
22 feet, it erupts into the huge flaming
ball that is Cthugha, while fire vampires
begin to jump from the bonfire. All
present must make their SAN rolls or
lose 1D20 SAN. Those making the roll
lose 1D3 SAN.
Suddenly, it is very hot. The Deep
Ones will flee, running back toward the
freighter. The hard-packed Arctic ice
instantly begins to melt.
The characters will only have one
chance to try to banish Cthugha.
Aarenson will lead them in the banishment spell, expendingfull magic points.
Each character who knows the spell
may also expend all his magic points,
while others may only contribute one
magic point. Nine points must be exOnly four of the Deep Ones actually pended to match Cthugha's POW, and
know the spell, and they will be leading each additional point will give them a
the Deep Ones in the casting. The 5% cumulative chance of dismissal. If
cultists are ringed around a large bon- the spell succeeds, Cthugha will leave
fire. They will have to chant for 25 in a blinding flash of light before doing
minutes, but the spell will be automati- any serious melting. The PCs will gain
cally successful. Suddenly, the flames 1D20 SAN. They will also gain 1D l 0
turn blindingly white, and an intensely SAN, realizingthat they have saved the
tempting to summon Cthugha. If the
PCs arrived at any latertime, the investigators will be around just in time for
Cthugha to appear.
If the PCs try to take on the Deep
Ones as a group, they will have the
element of surprise, but they will nonetheless be ripped to shreds unless they
come up with something very clever. If
the PCs do succeed in disrupting the
ritual, the Deep Ones will try the summoning again in three days. Only death
will stop the fanatic cultists from eventually completingthe summoning. If the
PCs are unable to interrupt the ritual or
just wait around to see what happens,
Cthugha will arrive five minutes after
the chanting is completed.

world from disaster.
If the spell fails, the PCs will have to
run to avoid being burnt to a crisp. The
PCs have failed, and Clhughawill gleefully turn most of the Arctic ice cap into
water, causing numerousweatherproblems, plus worldwide coastal flooding
as sea level rises about 60 feet. The
horrified PCs will lose 1D20 SAN, and
life on earth will be changed forever.

C L E r n r n G -UP
if the PCs successfully prevent
Cthugha from melting the ice cap, the
Deep Ones will not try to summon it
again, thinking that they somehow lost
favor with the being.
If our heroes let it get out that they
were responsible,theycan expect many
Deep One revenge encounters in the
future.
Finally, when the PCs return to Boston, they will be contacted by C. Arthur
Locke, who wishes lo hire them to recover Daemons of the Fire. Regardless
of whether the book survived (keeper's
option), this could be the beginning of a
completely new adventure. Q
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Two Laumer-class heavy tanks, located in any clear hex in the
concrete area.
Three hardened buildings, each equipped with a 50-point armored turret armed with an extended-range PPC. These are set up
by the defender within the concrete areas and cannot be closer than
five hexes to another building.
Four hardened buildings, with no weapons, set up as the armed
buildings.
One command building, hardened, with weapons as per the
armed buildings, set up as they are.
We hadn't received any word from the earlier expedition to the
wreckedplanet Laren, so Major Donaldson decided to send my unit
in to see what had happened. I've seen some heavy action and
some bad damage, but this place looked really bad. Spooky toosort of like a planet-sized tomb.
After we dropped in, we quickly located the camp. It was totalled.
Carson spotted Danto's 'Mech over by some wreckage. It was
upright, but had some serious damage to its torsos and head. I could
see Danto's body sprawled in the wreckage of his cockpit-there
was no way he was alive.1 was shocked and horrified when the
'Mech's arm swung up and a laserbolt slammed into my torso armor.
I was even more horrified when the 'Mech started walking towards
us, jerking like a zombie, with Danto's body swaying in the broken
cockpit. Things were bad, and they would only get worse.
iththe attackof the Clans, agreat impetuswas generated
to locate and recover old Star Leaguetechnobgy. Worlds
that had been long abandoned or shunned were visited
again, sometimes with disastrous results to those bold
enough to disturb the dust of time.
One such planet investigated in 3051 was Laren. This inhospitable world was the site of an advanced Star League research center
destroyed at some point-the record of what exactly occurred have
been long lost (or never existed).
The center was a research station for work in artificial intelligence.
It saw dramatic success in developing a computer to control war
machines. Unfortunately, the command computer was too large to
be housed in a vehicle or 'Mech. But it could be housed in a building,
and could control vehicles and 'Mech's via a system similar to the
current C3 computer.
That first expedition accidentally reactivated one of the battle
computers. It still had afew undamaged units under its control, and
it used these resources to attack. The expedition's BattleMech was
damaged, and the pilot was killed. The Al computer had a control
module installed so it could operate the 'Mech. The second expedition now faces an array of computer controlled vehicles and one of
its own 'Mechs.

DEFENDER
The defending forces consist of the computer-controlled war
machines.
One Phoenix Hawk located in hex 0612 on map 1. It is damaged
asfollows: The head has two points of internal structure left, center
torso (front) has 14 points of armor left, and the right torso has six
pointsof armor left. The antimissile system hassixshots left, and the
machinegun has 196 shots left.
Two Ripper VTOLs, landed in any clear hex in the concrete
sections.
One Cyrano VTOL, landed in any clear hex in the concrete area.
One Burke heavy tank, located in any clear hex in the concrete
area. The Burke has only four shots left of LRM 10 rounds. It has
taken 16 points to its front and 10 to its turret.
One Magi heavy tank, located in any clear hex in the concrete
area. The Magihas taken 22 points to itsfront and 12 to its right side.
It has 190 rounds of MG ammo left.
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AmAGKER
The attacker represents the second expedition.
Lt. Corbahn's Achilles: Piloting 3, Gunnery 3.
Sgt. Carson's Myrmidon: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3.
Pvt . Enfer's Wolfhound: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
Pvt. Dieter's Hatchetman: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4.
Four Scorpion-Us (replace the ACl5 with an ACl5 Ultra and
remove the MG and ammo): Piloting 5, Gunnery 4

G M E SETUP
Lay out the City Tech maps with the word "BattleTechn at the
bottom, so that the words are parallel to each other: Liberally
disperse rubble counters through both "concrete" sections of the
maps, leaving a few open areas .
The defender sets up to the left of hex 1612 (Map I ) , no closer
than two hexes to the Phoenix Hawk.

The game begins with a surprise attackfrom the Phoenix Hawk.
This attack is made at -2, with the defender considered to have
moved its full walking speed. After the surprise attack, play proceeds as normal.
The use of the hidden units optional rule is recommended. All
defenders (except the Phoenix Hawk and the buildings) may be
hidden.
The hardened buildings all look identical, and cannot be distinguished by type until weapons are used or a unit equipped with a
Beagle Probe gets within detection range. The command building
can be detected by a Beagle Probe or by a unit equipped with a
Guardian ECM suite that is within three hexes (it detects the
computers transmissions).
All defending units are computer-controlled by the Al in the
command building. This has advantages and disadvantages.
First, all units are treated as if they are linked by a C3 computer.
Second, all of the units have a Piloting skillof five and aGunnery
skill of four.
Third, if a hostile Guardian ECM suite is within six hexes of a
computer-controlled unit, that unit loses the C3 effect and has its
Piloting and Gunnery skills increased to 7 and 6 respectively, due
to the ECM interference. If the Guardian Suite is within six hexes of
the computer itself, these effects apply to all defending units.
The Phoenix Hawkis being controlled by a receiver located in its
head. Destroying what is left of the head will render it inoperable (as
will destroying the CT, of course). The vehicles have had their crew
sections replaced with computer systems. The Phoenix Hawk
should be considered to have a Piloting of 6 and Gunnery of 5
(increase each by 2 if ECM is present) and is not part of the C3 net.
Destroying the Command center will destroy the computer, and
all defenders will cease to operate.

mGTORY COmITHONS
The attacker wins by destroying or crippling all enemy units on
the map (destroying the computer will fulfill this nicely). Naturally, it
would be desirable to capture as many vehicles intact as possible.
The defenderwins by destroyingor cripplingall enemy unitson the map.

GagablBilles:
Originally designed as a battlefield superiority vehicle by the Star
League military, the Laumerincorporatedtwoof the more advanced
weapon systems of the time: the Arrow IV system and the Gauss
rifle. These weapons and its superior armor made the Laumer
feared on the battlefields of its time. Unfortunately, the design
becamevirtually extinct as Laumers were used up rapidly during the
early wars afterthe fall of the Star League. This was due to the small
numbers of available Laumers as well as the fact that their power
made them first-priority targets.
The discoveryof the design as well as severaldamaged and even
a few mint-condition units on Laren has lead to the resurrection of
the Laumer. The tank is still rare, due tothe fad that it requires very
advanced technology, but it has made a showing on a few battlefields, including some use against the Clans.
Capabilities: With its heavy armaments and advanced armor,
the Laumeris a diff icuk foe for vehicles and BattleMechs alike. The
tank is equally at home in indirectfire combat as it is on the firing line.
Its massive Gauss rifle can hole lesser vehicles and smaller 'Mechs
in a single shot, and its Arrow IV (which it can designate itself) is
literally death from above.
Mass: 80
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: 320 Pitban XL
Armor: Ferro Fibrous
Armament:
Manufacturer: GM
Communications System: HiAud-8

The Achilles is well
designed for its role
of command vehicle on the contemoorarv battlefield. Its aimor and
armament enable it
to stand up to almost any enemy, and its sophisticated electronics
enable it to remain in command and direct the actions of its lance
mates.
V w h W b i n g anevv'Msch, it hasonlyonev~ant.Themnoommand
version is knownas the wrmidon. N has a slave computer in placeof the
C3 system and the Guardian ECMsuite. In place Of the C3,it carries an
additional 6 SRM launcher and aton of ammo in the lefttorso. Amedium
laser is also added to the right arm and a small laser is added to the left.

mATTlmETEEIrnI

Mass: 75
Chassis: Endo Steel
Power Plant: 300 Vlar XL
Armor: Standard
Armament:
1 Vereff Gauss rifle
1 Holly SR
4 Defiance B3m medium lasers
2 SolKill large lasers
Wnufacturer: Aitia Battleworks
Communicbltions System: Partec 7
Targeting and Tracking System: Guardian systems

Tons
Movement type: Hover
Tonnage:
Cruise Speed:
Flank Speed:
Engine: (320 Pitban XL)
Rating:
Type:
Control:
Lift Equipment:
Internal Structure:
Heat Sinks:
Turret:
Armor:
Location
Front
Lt./Rt. Side
Back
Turret
Weapons and Ammo:
_TvDe
Med. pulse laser
Med. pulse laser
Med. pulse laser
Gauss rifle
Gauss ammo (16)
Arrow IV
Arrow ammo(l5)
SRM 6
SRM ammo
TAG

80
4
6

80
17

Fusion
4
8

Tonnage:
Internal Structure:
Engine: (300 Vlar XL)
Walking MP:
Running MP:
Heat Sinks:
Double Heat Sinks:
Gyro:
Armor Factor:

0

224

2.4
12.5

45
30
48

IjlIls.
Turret
Turret
Turret
Turret
Body
Front
Body
Turret
Turret
Front

2
2
2
15
2
15
3
3
3
1

ACH-1ACHILLES
The Achilles is a command 'Mech designed to serve as the
commander's vehicle. As such, it is equipped with the latest C3
computer, as well as a Guardian ECMsuite. The Achillesalsotakes
advantage of many other advanced technologies by employing
Endo Steel in its internal structure and the massive Gauss rifle as
its main armament.

Head
Center torso
FM./Lt torso
R.Rt arm
R.Rt leg

Tons
75
3.75
9.5

75
4
6
10

[201
0
3

224

14

Internal
SIIvcture

Armor
Value

3
23
16
12
16

9
3718
2616
22
31

Weapons and Ammo:

DLw

C3
ECM
Gauss rifle
Gauss ammo(16)
SRM 6
SRM ammo(l5)
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Large laser
Large laser

Lt
LT
RT
RT
LT
Lt
Lt
LA
RA
HD
RA
LA

Ton

5
1.5
15
2
3
1
1
1
I
1
5
5

Variant: Delete C3 and ECM. Add the following:
LT
2
3
SRM 6
SRM ammo(15)
LT
1
1
Med laser
RA
1
1
Small laser
LA
1
I i2
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World Book I:
ire Emgdoms
Palladium Books.
176 pages.
$14.95.
Written b y Kevin Siembieda.
It would seem that 1991 is the yearof the
vampirmrperhapsthe yearof horrorgaming. At Origins and GenCon this year, several new horror products were released:
Dark Conspiracy from GDW, The Orrorsh
Sourcebookfrom West End games and the
Chill Companion from Mayfair, to name a
few. Following them up were Vampirefrom
White Wolf, the Vampires sourcebook for
Chill from Mayfair and Vampire Kingdoms
from Palladium. While I'd love to chill you
with the details of all of these, space limitations demand that I limit my discussion to
one-so I've chosen Vampire Kingdoms,
which is a world book for the Rifts roleplaying game.
Vampire Kingdoms begins (after the
obligatory page-longtirade) with the author's
admission that the book was late (little surprise there)--but it was late for a good
reason. It is now more complete, with more
comprehensive material than originally
planned. I liked Vampire Kingdoms and
would have to say that the additional material was well worth the wait.

THE VARlPIRE RISES
The first aspect of the book that surprised
me was how much information is devoted
just to thevampirecreature. To quote: "(W)e
have taken the classic undead vampire of
myth and examined him under a microscope. We have considered the many aspects of his nature and have speculated on
how vampire might function in a society;
something no other RPG has ever done."
While the last half of the previous sentence
is untrue (Vampire from White Wolf is all
about vampires in society), Vampire Kingdoms does contain complete rules for handling vampires in virtually every conceivable manner in a Rifts--or about any other
Palladium game-campaign.
Vampire Kingdoms pries open the proverbial coffin and focuses a microscope on
the vampire--detailing the three different
types of vampire, revealing the creature's
powers and abilities, explaining how to play

a vampire as a player character, describing
the vampires' social structure in the world of
Riffs, and listing examplesof vampireclans.
Most exhaustive are rules for vampires in
combat. Specific rules are given for killing
vampires, and their vulnerabilities and what
they can do to humans are also described.
Rules for humans fighting vampires include
several new weapons, like Anti-Vampire
Rail Gun Rounds, water weapons (everything from plastic squirt guns to ceramic
water shotguns), 20 or so Techno-Wizard
devices, bow weapons, and more.

house artists were brought in to workon this
product.
However,lheIwo artists,Tmothy Truman
and MichaelGustovich, were given more to
do than in Rifts Sourcebook One, with full
page illustrationsin additiontosmallerworks
throughout the book. This shows that Palladium is finally making strides (if little ones)
toward artistic diversity in their Rifts line.
The few maps are well drawn, except for
the Juarez city map, which looks like it was
done five minutes before press time.

THE REAL WORLD

Although when I was running Rifts neither I nor my players had an overwhelming
desire to go into Mexico and invade vampire
country, I have to say that this product
makes me want to start up a campaign just
so we could all go down south.
Difference: This book in some ways is a
direct contrast to the Rifts Sourcebook One
in that it contains a great deal of information
usable by every player of Rifts. There really
is something for everyone--even material
for adventuring without concentrating on
vampires. VampireKingdomsallowsforreferees to balance their campaigns exactly
the way they want to, allowing for just the
preferred amount of vampire influence. In
your campaign, you can reserve the vampire creature to the master villain role or
instead havevampires ascommon as house
flies--both environments are presented.
Rules: Vampire Kingdoms is a major
rules supplement for the Rifts game. The
rules for vampire powers and combat notes
are also therefore applicable to the many
other Palladium games, so no matter who
you are or what Palladium game you play,
there is something here for you to use in
some way or another.
The only slightly disappointing aspect of
the vampire rules was that nothing really
new was shed about the vampire mythos
that isn't already part of the popular myth or
that wasn't already outlined in Palladium's
horror game Beyond the Supernatural.
Things are explained better, and references
found in Beyondthe Supernaturalarefleshed
out, and a third type of vampire was added,
butthevampires in Riftsaren't really unique
compared to the vampires of other games.
There are some differences, but you definitely know a vampire when you see one in
Rifts. This doesn't detract from the fun of
having vampires in your Riftscampaign, as
they can potentially be as horrific in Rifts as
in other games.
Ideas: For adventuring in Central
America, the word that sums upthe presen-

After you know everything there is to
know about thevampire, the latter half of the
book moves on to Central America and the
vampire societies there--some of the vampire kingdoms make adventuring in the
Central American wilderness much easier
on the referee. Several cities in Central
America are detailed for the referee, along
with adventure ideasfor each in the form of
city gangs, prevailing social trends in the
city, and even master villains and heros for
the characters to interact with.
The city of Ciudad Juarez is particularly
well explained (although the map for it is
awful). Juarez is detailed with everything
anyone would want to know about it, and the
book even includes many specific shops
and statistics for some of the shop owners.
The next section deals with Doc Reid and
his vampire hunters, a group of NPCs sure
to give a referee ideas on how to further his
campaign. Each of the NPCs is given extensive descriptions and statistics, enough to
clearly define them as living characters in
the Rifts world.
After the vampire hunters, a section details the various travelling shows that entertain people all around Central America, and
gives a complete example. Rules are given
for constructing shows to fit into existing
campaigns.Trave1ling show in the Rfisgame
add color to campaigns, and serve as a
convenient avenue for referees to give PCs
contacts, information, hints, allies and enemies.
The book concludes with a section of
ideas for adventuring in the Yucatan peninsula. Here are shorter descriptions of various regions, some new monsters, assorted
guidelines for travelling in the Yucatan wilderness, and general environs.

APPEARANCE
This book is much like the Rifts Sourcebookonein that the same artist once again
is on nearly every page, and only twoout-of76
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EVPULUATION

still have to devote time to creating the
night's adventure, probably nearly as much
time as he would without the book. This may
not please referees or beginning players
who are looking for complete adventures
they can read and play the same night. But
the referee has hundredsof adventure ideas
to draw on, which should lead to some
interesting gaming sessions.

tation is "complete." Months of real timecan
be spent going through the adventure ideas
given.
Although there aren't any complete adventures with set, linear encounters and
the like, this is more than made up for with
the multitude of scenario possibilities offered.
The disadvantage is that the referee will

Vampire Kingdomsstands out among the
other Palladium products in content. It is, on
the whole, a definite improvement overthe
Rifts Sourcebook One in diversity, wealth
and usefulness of material. For $14.95, it's
a very good buy-assential for the referee
who looks to the vampire mythos to deliver
horror to his campaign regardless of location. i2

Sham the Adveatuue?

GH COLON
The Science-Fiction Role-Playing Game

"In 2188,
4 FlGYRES/PACK -- $6.00
VENTAURAN S B R LEGION FEDERATION SPACE M R I N E S

you are the
last best hope
for mankind..."

DSFJDO OFFICERS (male/female)
DSF3ffi MARINES I
DSF310 MARINES II
DSF320 MARINE SNIPERS
DSFJSO MANTA MISSILE LAUNCHER
DSFlOO THE HITCHHIKERS
DSFlSO STARSHIP CREW
DSF175 SPACE ADVENTURERS
DSFIBO SPACE POLICE

DSF200 OFFICERS
DSF205 LEGIONAIRES I (MARINES)
assauk weapons, laser cannon
DSF2lO LEGIONAIRES II (MARINES)
assautl 8 l o w crabines, pktols

TNIS IS J U S l THE BEGINNING

- MORE TO COME!

Send $4.00 foc our 45 Q. miniatures catalog
Everthing from ~ n c i e nto
i Scienco Fiction!

h
P.O. BOX 594, DEPT. CG
: 305-485-4268
ORDEBS TO

z-6o.00 = 8a.00
, w6r $128.00 = FREE

Waterford Publishing House Ltd.
Box 3742, Main Post Office
'C'ancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 321
Phone: (604) 253-3293
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Challenge Classifieds, Box 1646, Bloomington, K 61702-1646 USA
Classified Ads
Challengeaccepts all gaming'
related classified ads, subject to
the amount of space available and
good taste. Challenge does reserve the right to refuse any ad.
Challenge will not be held liable for errors occurring in advertisements. If you find an error in
your ad, please send a corrected
version to Challenge.
Classifiedads are free, and run
for at least one issue, longer as
space permits. Any reasonable
length is accepted, but all ads are
subject toediting. Pleasetypeads.

Display Ads
Write to receive our rate card.

HISTORY OF THE IMPERIUM
WORKING GROUP (HIWG) is a

Modeled in 1:87 scale,
to use as is, or if y
weathering for more

Send $3.98 for 64-page

Traveller club spanning from
Australia to Finland,activein Traveller development. Members receive the bimonthly Tiffany Star
newsletter. Write to Ed Edwards,
1410 E. Boyd, Norman, OK
73071. (54)
WRITER would like to contact
players and designers for history
of the hobby. Older players, second-generation garners and
women are of particular interest.
Write to J. Cambias, 18 Georgetown Ct., Durham, NC 27705. (54)
SHA DOWRUN PLAYERS wanted in TempelScottsdale,AZarea.
Please contact Peter Wimmer at
2646 Champlain Ave., Tempe,
AZ 85281. (54)
COMBINED A R M O M M A N D
DEClSlONgroup looking for University of Florida, SFCC and any
others interested in an extended
miniatures campaign. Contact Harold Medicus, PO Box
936, Micanopy, FL
32667. (54)
BA T T L E T E C H
'Mech Warrior Reports of our death
have been greatly
exaggeratedlsamos'
Swordsmen, formerly
the Federated-Commonwealth 472nd
RCT, is seeking any
new sibko which is
ready for a Trial of
Position. Those who
survive the training
course will be invited
to participate in our
Cerberus Campaign
in the Outworlds Alliance. Are you Star
Commander material? Seyla! Anyone
interested in a longrunning, experienced
roleplayingcampaign
should
contact
Swordsmen Recruitingcommand, c/o
Khan Gunther Bellows, Route 2, Box
157, Micanopy, FL
32667. (54)
I AM STARTING a
Rifts PBM. For infor-
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mation and special custom character sheet, contact Matthew
Johnson, 625 W. Malvern Ave.,
Fullerton, CA 92632. (54)
STATE COORDINATORS and
local representatives wanted for
the the Committee for the Advancement of Role-Playing
Games. Please send SASE to
CAR-PGa InternationalHQ, Attn:
W. A. Flatt, Chair, 8032 Locust
Ave., Miller, IN 46403. (54)
NEW TO THE AREA. Desire to
play orrefereeany GDW or Shadowrun campaign. Also play wargames. Contact D. Coleman
Rape Jr., 611 Coleman St.,
Stephenville, TX 76401. (53)
OLD TRAVELLER PLAYERS in
the New Brunswick, NJ area. If
you are interested, write to Marc
Grossman, 21 Manor Ct., Building 2, New Brunswick, NJ 08901.
(53)
JOIN THE National Association
for the Advancement of RolePlaying (NAARP), theworld'sfirst
independent, nonprofit gamer
network! Receive an annual
membershipdirectory, startorjoin
an official NAARP club, participate in and organize official
NAARP tournaments for charity.
Get news about events affecting
the hobby worldwide and in your
neighborhood, and learn how to
teach your nongamingfriends to
learn the intricacies of advanced
gaming systems. Write to
NAARP, PO Box 2752, Chapel
Hill, NC 27515. (52)
HIWG (Australia and New Zealand) is looking for MegaTraveller players and referees down
under who are interested in discussing the future of the Imperium andcontributingto its development. For information write to
David Schneider, 5 East Ave.,
Allenby Gardens, South Australia 5009. (52)
SPIRITED GAMERS WANTED.
Playersof Star Wars, Merc: 2000,
and most other SF games in San
Antonio, TX area. Contact Clint
Williamson, 11845 West Ave. #
411, San Antonio, TX 782162536. (51)

THE GAMESMITHS want youplayers, gamemastersand game
designers to join our club. We
exist to play and enjoy all aspects
of roleplayinggames. If you live in
oraroundthe Richmond, VA, area,
please write to Eddie Burns, 510
Buckingham Court, Hopewell, VA
23860. (51)
BA TTLETECHGtarCruiser players in the VisaliaIFresno area.
Will exchange designs or play by
mail. Write to Patrick Drew,40583
Road 80, Dinuba, CA 93618. (51)
SPACE: 1889 enthusiasts-l
wouldlike tocorrespondwithanyone wishing to exchange ideas,
adventures and variant rules.
Submissions for a Space: 1889
newsletter would also be welcomed. Write to Stephen A.
Connor, 534 Caroline St., Windsor, Ontario, CANADA N9A 6A8.
(51)
BATTLETECH play-by-mailers:
Since the disbandment of the
472ndSwordsmen, Captain Equinox and his 'Mech company are
looking for employment. Anyone
with an established PBM please
contact Jim Domarad, 3730 S.
Mill, GreenbriarApt. J104, Tempe,
AZ 85282-4906. (51)

TRAVELLER collection, books,
supplements, adventures, etc.
Also, Azhanti High Lightning.
For list, send SASE to Paul Sanders, 612 S. Patton Ct., Denver,
CO 802 19. (53)
MEGATRAVELLER material on
disk. This IBM-format material
currently is about 10 megabytes
in size (about half is pkzipped). It
ranges from library data to vehicle designs to sector maps to
articles to softwarelspreadsheets.
SendSASEforlistto Bryan Borich,
3890 50th St., San Diego, CA
92105-3005. (53)
OUT-OF-PRINT TRAVELLER
items. Also old copies of Dragon,
ADQ, White Dwarf, etc., plus old
gamesand modules. For list, contact Mark Minch, 110 Edwin Ave.
SE, Massillon, OH 44646. (52)

SOURCEBOOKS and supplements for Twilight: 2000. Also
Challenge magazines(issues25
to present). For use with MegaTravellerlTraveller. Dragon
magazine issue59 (March8'2)features subclass of scout profession, "Skitterbugging and the
Exonidas Spaceport," over 21
pages of information. Write to
Darren Skomoroh, 44 Walden
Crescent, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
R2C ON4, CANADA. No SASE
necessary. (52)
CHANGE OF PACE MegaTraveller adventure, "The BustoSummer Camp," on IBM 3.5 or 5.25inch disks, various formats.
Hardcopy. Contact G. T. More
Associates, 29 Broad St., North
Attleboro, MA 02760. (51)

MEGATRAVELLER Garners'
Exchange-Share starships, vehicles, maps, worlds and adventure scenarios with other MegaTraveller garners. Over 60 megabytes of information. Send SASE
(use IRC for non-Canadian addresses) to Rob Prior, 262
Dunforest, Willowdale, Ontario,
M2N 4J9 CANADA. (53)
DRAGON 13 for one unopened
pack of AD & D trading cards. Or
I can make a better offer for more
packs. Contact Eddie Burns, 510
Buckingham Ct., Hopewell, VA
23860. (53)

LOOKING FOR THE GAME (or
supplement)whichfeaturesLarry
Niven's Ringworld. Ican remember seeing the cover in 1985. If
you know where I can find it--or,
better yet, have a copy-please
contact me. Benjamin J. Rogers,
902 Fulton Ave., Hannival, MO
63401. (54)
JOURNAL of the Travellers Aid
Society 1and 4, High Passage I.
Photocopies are fine. Send details to Mark Clark, 598 Thompson Station Road, Newark, DE
19711-7520. (53)
VIDEOTAPES of British N series Star Cops. VHS or Beta formats acceptable. Rob Prior, 262
Dunforest, Willowdale, Ontario,
CANADA M2N 4J9. (53)
PHOTOCOPIES in good condition of various articles in Ghallenge27-31,33,34,40-44. Write
for list to OB Vollant APA, 266
577 840, GD "A" Block, FO
Halifax, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

CANADA 83K 2x0. (53)
PHOTOCOPY of an early White
Dwarf article giving statistics for
the Blood Guard of Stephen
Donaldson's Chronicles of Thomas Covenant series. I will pay a
reasonable price or exchange articles. Please respond to Rick
Taylor, 916s. Booker, Little Rock,
AR 72204. (53)
ATLAS OF THE INIPERIUM and
76 Patrons. If you can help, write
to Marc Grossman, 21 Manor Ct.,
Building 2, New Brunswick, NJ
08901. (53)
ALL TWILIGHT: 2000 articles
from the following issues of Challenge: 25,26,27,30,31 and 36.
Am willing to pay all copy and
postagecosts. Contact Donald K.
Doll, 830 S. Wenonah Ave., Oak
Park, IL 60304-1036. (52)
ORlGlNALSlPHOTOCOPlES of
Stardate or Stardrive magazine.
Price negotiable. Also need
FASA's Triangle supplement.
ContactCary Layton, PO Box416,
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701. (52)
IDEAS for computer programs to
sf
aid in playing and refereeing W
gaTraweller game system. Programs will be PC compatible.
Other game systems will be considered. Also want any available
PC-compatible MqaTravdler
programs (buy or trade). Programs will eventually be for sale,
but the person who had the inspiration will receive a free copy of
thecompletedprogramandcredit
in the documentation. Write to
Russell Wetherington, 261 1
Forbes St., Jacksonville, FL
32204. (52)

ANY ROBOTECHRPGs, preferably book one, Macross, but any
will do. Contact MattSchaler,1796
Barker St. NE, Palm Bay, FL
32907. (52)
SECURITY LEAK magazine,
Third Imperium. Originals or photocopies. Richard Artis, 151 G
Meadow Place, Hope, IN 47246.
(52)
ORIGINAL TRAVELLER material. Need rule books (M and up),
supplements (iY12+), Adventures
(##+), Ghallenge(t26,2935,3747), Traveller's Digest (any),
Grand Survey (or Robots, Action
Aboard, Rescueon Galatea, Fate
of the Sky Raiders, The Harreusa
Project. Photocopies okay. Send
list, prices, conditions to Ken
Bartold, 26939 Sheahan,
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127. (52)
CHALLENGE 31.32 (only 2300

AD material). Will paydecent price
for photocopyor original. Write to
Patrick Drew, 40583 Road 80,
Dinuba, CA 93618. (51)
PARTICIPANTS for a Shadowrun, Cyberpunk, etc. fanzine.
Pleasewrite to Niko Wieleba, 400
Paula Ave. W226, Glendale, CA
91201. (51)

TRANSACTIONS of the Royal
Martian Geographical Society is
a quarterly fanzine devoted to
roleplaying in the Victorian age.
We focus primarilyon thespace:
1889 game system, but also include material for Cthulhu by
Gaslight, Boot Hill and other
games set in the late 19th century. We invite both submissions
(send SASE for guidelines) and
subscriptions. For more information, you can write to Mark
Clark, 598 Thompson Station
Road, Newark, DE 19711-7520.
(53)
SS& V(Starships, Starports & Vehic1es)isafanzine that covers the
areas'listed for MqaTraveller. It
includes one article, with the rest
devoted to designs. AR (Alien
RealmsJisaquarterly fanzinecovering aliens in MegaTraveller.
Currently, two issues are available. For more information, you
can write to Bryan Borich, 3890
50th St., San Diego, CA 921053005. (53)
I WISH TO ESTABLISH afanzine
dedicated to Warhammerfantasy
roleplaying enthusiasts. Interested parties should reply to Rick
Taylor, c/o Der Chroniken
Kaiserlich, 916 S. Booker, Little
Rock, AR 72204. (53)

letterlforumfor experiencedplayers. EQ./vehicle design, open forum, scenarios, question and answer,
army
calculation
worksheets, unit stat cards and
more. Write to Inquisitor, PO Box
14485, Santa Rosa, CA 954026485. (52)
SPINWARD T I M E S a new fanzine dealing with the mer&ant
and economics in MeaaTraveller. ~ l s includedarea&entures,
o
medical data, news and equipment. For additional information,
write to Spinward Times, c/o AG
Games, 823 Ponsard St.,
Brossard,Quebec, CANADA J4W
1W1. (51)
SIGNAL-GK-New, exclusive
MegaTraveller fanzine. Adventure in Dagudasuaag sector!
Each issue will detail a subsector, a particular race and planets. At least two adventures in
each issue. Signal-GK-A call
forhe1p;acall toadventure. Recognized by HIWG. For additional information, those interestedcan write to Jay Campbell,
The Sanctuary, 45 Fairfield,
Hebden Bridge, West Yorks, UK
4x7 6JD. (51)
JUMPSPACE-Anew fanzineexclusively for MegaTraweller. Includes adventures, equipment,
news, players' tips, fiction, and
much more. For additional details, write to Jumpspace, c/o AG
Games, 823 Ponsard St.,
Brossard,Quebec, CANADA J4W
1W1. (51)
WE'RE LOOKING for writers interested in having articles reviewed for publication in a new
RPG 'zine. Other specificinquiries are welcome. Send articles
or SASE for additional information to Barry Osser, Editor, PO
Box 6208, Eureka, CA 955026208. (50)

ABA PROCEEDINGS. Exclusively MegaTravellerfanzinecovering Vland Domain
and all areas coreward and spinward.
Each issue includes
1+ starship of TL14(no TL15). Issues 12
and 13 were 10 and
12 pages. For more
information, contact
Clayton R. Bush, PO
"Enchanted" quartzite EarthBox 119, Limon, CO
Heart stones bring life to any
80828. Send lettersized SASE for list of
fantasy or sa-fi campaign. For
available HIWG
sizes and prices, send SASE to:
documents. Starship
spreadsheets available in WK1 (IBM)
We Be Crystals
format on 5.25"
R R 2,606 Pershing St.
disks. (52)

Stones

Donnellson, LA 52625

NQUISITOR- Warhammer 40K news-
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Don't miss Challenge 55, available in December.
IGm: 2 0 0
Meet Jumpy Jehosophat, a messenger, an enemy, a source of
information or, most often, the agent of patrons who choose to
remain unnamed. Plus new vehicles for Twilight.

~
G
A m R
"Going Places (Barely)": Starflight and spaceflight at TL9. Plus
"Contact: Answerin": Discover a unique minor human race.

"The Thing on the Bike Pathn: People are disappearing off the
University of Maine bike traii. Dare you solve the mystery?

2300A D

"Motorcyclesn: Futuristic vehicles can overshadow the more
mundane automobile or motorcycle. But sometimes the more
common vehicles are more practical-and easier to get ahold of.

SPACE:
1889

"Imprisoned in Noachisn: I had warned Phipps about offending
the natives, but he seemed convinced that their rules did not apply
to Englishmen. He didn't looksosmug as we knelt beforethe prince,
with soldiers holding naked swords against the backs of our necks.

Mom!

Plus Shadowrun, Cybsrpunk,
Star Trek,Buck Rogers,BattleTech,
.
Dark Space, Warhammer and much more!

Check It Out!!
GDW's

The feedback results and contest winner for Challenge
52 will appear in the next issue.

promotional video
will be premiering at
your local game store
soon!!

